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1. Introduction
We study Chern-forms associated with the signature operators of Dirac opera-
tors on manifolds with boundary, where the Dirac operators are coupled to vector
potentials. These Chern-forms live on the space of vector potentials and can also
be thought to be regularizations of Chern-forms on the infinite dimensional Grass-
mannian manifold [Q], [MP], [MR], [St].
In canonical quantization of Fermion fields in backround fields, the signature op-
erators as above specify the vacuum in the Fermionic Fock-space [MR], [MP], [M].
Also, the corresponding Chern-forms appear in the study of anomalies. Especially,
the Hamiltonian anomaly is associated with the Chern-form of degree two, which
represents the curvature of the vacuum line bundle [MP], [CM], [CMM] and is also
known as the Schwinger term. In geometry, these forms are related to the deter-
minant line bundles (and their generalizations) [L], [MR], [M2], [St]. In particular,
the Schwinger-term is related to the curvature of the determinant line bundle [MP],
[St].
Due to the infinite dimensionality we need to regularize the trace. We use, es-
sensially, the zeta function regularization introduced in [MeNi] (see also [MoNi]) to
define the regularized trace. This regularized trace is used to define the Chern-forms.
However, the above Chern-forms are not closed. The obstruction is measured
by the trace anomaly formula [MeNi]. In contrast to the closed manifold case the
trace anomaly on manifold with boundary is not local. Namely, there is always the
non-local boundary contribution in the trace anomaly formula, in addition to the
local term given by the Wodzicki residue [W].
Therefore, at best the Chern-forms are closed modulo the boundary terms from
the trace anomaly formula. If this is the case, then the Chern-forms become trans-
gressive. Moreover, if the boundary is empty, then the transgressive forms become
closed forms.
Similar regularizations of Chern-forms have been studied, in a different context,
for example in [CDP], [CM], [P], [PR] in the case of closed manifolds. For the
construction of transgression forms see [MeRo3].
8Our first objective is to regularize the Chern-forms so that they become trans-
gressive. We discuss two different ways of regularization. In the first approach
we use ideas of E. Langmann to construct a noncommutative differential calculus
([La], [La2], [LaMiRy]), which allows us to construct the needed regularizations in
a systematic way.
In the second approach we modify the Chern-forms by suitable local counterterms
coming from the Wodzicki residues. This approach was introduced in [MP].
The second objective is to find local representatives for the induced forms on the
boundary of the regularized Chern-forms that are transgressive, when the regular-
ized Chern-forms are restricted to the gauge directions. Here the induced form on
the boundary means the differential of the corresponding regularized Chern-forms
restricted to the boundary. If the boundary is empty, then we find local represen-
tatives for the restricted regularized Chern-forms.
In the gauge directions (on the space of connections), there is a cohomology the-
ory, the BRST-cohomology [B], [S1], [S2]. This is the relevant cohomology theory
in physical applications. Now, the constructing local representatives means, essen-
sially, decomposing the regularized Chern-form in terms of the regularized traces of
commutators and BRST-coboundaries. If the manifold is even dimensional, then we
have to add a term that depends only on the Maurer-Cartan form [LaMiRy]. If the
manifold has a boundary, then we need to take BRST-coboundary of the regular-
ized Chern-forms in order to obtain local representatives (for the BRST-cohomology
class) for the induced forms on the boundary.
The existence of such decompositions of the regularized Chern-forms was proved
in [LaMiRy]. However, in that paper the explicit construction was left open. In this
thesis, the construction of an algorithm that allows us to explicitly represent the
regularized Chern-forms in terms of commutators, BRST-coboundaries and terms
depending only on the Maurer-Cartan form is given. This algorithm allows us to
find a local representative for every regularized Chern-form. We also give a direct
construction of the local representations, when the Chern-forms are regularized
using the counterterm regularization of Mickelsson-Paycha [MP].
The third objective is to give explicit examples of the local representatives of
the regularized Chern-forms. Moreover, we give some examples, where the local
representative can be explicitly computed. Particularly, we obtain the standard
local formulas for the chiral anomaly (one-form case) and the Schwinger-term (two-
form case) in dimensions ≤ 4. We also give examples on higher dimensions.
This thesis is organized as follows. We first give a review of the cusp calculus
of Melrose-Mazzeo [MeMa], [MeNi]. The cusp calculus allows us to discuss the
manifold with the boundary case. There are also other options, such as b-calculus
[Me3].
After the necessary machinery of the cusp pseudodifferential operators has been
introduced, we review the notion of the regularized trace [MeNi], [MoNi] in the cusp
calculus (see also [CDP], [MP], [Sc] for the case of a closed manifold). Particularly,
9we discuss the trace anomaly formula. The trace anomaly formula is the key tool
to obtain the local formulas for the regularized Chern-forms.
Next we give a brief introduction to the BRST-formalism [B]. Here we take the
minimalistic approach, giving only those details that are absolutely necessary to
follow the computations involving Lie-algebra cocycles. We also give some examples
of the standard cocycle formulas relevant in the quantum field theory.
Some basics of the Chern-Weil theory is introduced next. This provides the ma-
chinery to construct the standard cocycle formulas. We also use the same philosophy
later in the ’noncommutative setup’ of Chern-Weil theory [La], [LaMiRy].
After these preliminaries we state our assumptions for the manifolds, gauge trans-
formations and connections. Then, we define the naive Chern-forms and show the
need of the regularization in order to obtain transgressive forms. We also discuss
the supercommutator, which is used a lot in the computations that follow.
In Section 7, we show some explicit examples how the local representatives are
constructed. The technique of ’integration of parts’ is also introduced here, which
is used to construct the local representatives of the regularized Chern-forms.
In Section 8, we regularize the forms given in Section 7. We prove that these
regularizations are transgressive. However, the proof that these regularizations agree
with the original forms modulo BRST-coboundaries have to wait until the tools from
the later sections become available.
The construction of such tools begins next in Section 8. We develop certain ’non-
commutative’ BRST-formalism along the lines of [LaMiRy], [La]. We introduce the
notions of noncommutative BRST-complex, superconnections and their Chern-Weil
and Chern-Simons forms on even dimensional manifolds. Their basic properties are
then studied. Then this theory is applied to the construction of the regularizations
that we need.
In this noncommutative BRST-formalism the transgression forms are interpreted
as Chern-Simons forms. Moreover, these Chern-Simons forms depend on a choice
of the path. It is important that we know this dependence explicitly. To this end,
we introduce the higher Chern-Simons forms. These higher Chern-Simons forms
give us the path dependence of the Chern-Simons forms by the use of the triangle
formula. The triangle formula is also proven in this section.
In Section 9 the integration of these Chern-Simons forms is defined by taking
suitable regularized traces of the Chern-Simons forms. The regularized trace of the
Chern-Simons form is called an eta-chain. We study them briefly, and also introduce
a notion of an eta-cocycle. This eta-cocycle is precisely the transgressive form that
we are after.
In Section 10 we prove the fundemental iteration formulas (see Lemma 3 and
Lemma 4) that allow us to represent the above Chern-Simons forms in a standard
form, that is, in terms of commutators, BRST-coboundaries and terms depending
only on the Maurer-Cartan form, explicitly.
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In sections 11,12 and 13 we give applications related to the above decompositions
of the Chern-Simons forms. Particularly, we construct the local representation for-
mulas for the eta-chains. We also discuss briefly the regularization introduced in
[MP]. Some explicit examples of the above local representation formulas are also
computed.
In Section 14 we briefly discuss the odd dimensional case. Compared to the even
dimensional case the treatment of the odd case consists mostly just introducing
notation. Therefore, we just concentrate on a few special cases of the physical
interest. The most important case is the Schwinger term. We construct an operator
expression for the Schwinger term in any odd dimension. Particularly, we construct
a local representation formula for the Schwinger term that agrees with the local
representation given in [LaMi], when we restrict to the dimension three.
Next, we briefly discuss the technicalities related to the zero-modes of the Dirac
operator. Finally, after a brief summary, we discuss some open problems related to
this work.
2. The cusp calculus
We give a brief review of the calculus of cusp pseudodifferential operators and
some of their basic properties. For more details and additional information see
[MeMa] and [MeNi].
Let M be a n-dimensional compact manifold with connected boundary. We as-
sume M is equipped with a boundary defining function x ∈ C∞(M), which is by
definition a positive smooth function vanishing at the boundary with dx 6= 0 at
x = 0. Hence it trivializes the conormal bundle of ∂M .
We assume that M is equipped with the exact cusp metric g [MeNi], [MoNi].
This metric is of the following form on a collar neighbourhood [0, )x × ∂M of the
boundary
(2.1) g =
dx2
x4
+ h.
Here h ∈ C∞([0, )x × ∂M ;T ∗(∂M)× T ∗(∂M)) is a smooth Riemannian metric.
Remark 1. The cusp metric above does not describe a manifold with cusps. Rather,
it describes a manifold with infinite cylinderical end. Moreover, near the cylinder-
ical end, the cusp metric itself is obtained from the standard metric dt2 + h on
the cylinder [0,∞) × ∂M by compactifying the cylinder. This compactification is,
essensially, given by defining t = 1
x
.
Definition 1. The elements in the set
(2.2) Vc(M) = {X ∈ C∞(M,TM)|Xx ∈ x2C∞(M)},
are called cusp vector fields.
Proposition 1. The cusp vector fields form a Lie algebra with with respect to the
Lie-bracket of vector fields.
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Proof. Let V,W be cusp vector fields. Then by definition V x = x2g and Wx = x2g′
for some smooth real valued functions g, g′ on M . Therefore
[V,W ]x = V (Wx)−W (V x)
= V (x2g′)−W (x2g)
= (V x2)g′ + x2V g′ − (Wx2)g − x2Wg
= x2(V g′ −Wg).
(2.3)
We see that (V g′ −Wg) is smooth. Thus [V,W ] is a cusp vector field. 
The following local representation of cusp vector fields is usefull. Let V ∈ Vc(M).
We can write near the boundary
(2.4) a(x, y)x2
∂
∂x
+
n−1∑
α=1
bα(x, y)
∂
∂yα
.
Here a, bα are smooth functions and
∂
∂yα
are the coordinate tangent vectors to ∂M .
The cusp vector fields can be considered as sections of a vector bundle. This
vector bundle is the cusp tangent bundle cTM . It is usually constructed as follows
[MeMa]. Define Ip to be the ideal of smooth functions on M vanishing at the point
p in M . Denote by IpVc(M) the finite linear span of products aV , a ∈ Ip and
V ∈ Vc(M). Then we set
(2.5) cTpM = Vc(M)/IpVc(M).
Proposition 2. The disjoint union
(2.6) cTM =
∐
p∈M
(cTpM),
has a unique smooth structure as a vector bundle over M. Furthermore there is a
natural linear map ip :
c TpM → TpM , which is an isomorphism on interior. These
will give a bundle map i :c TM → TM such that for every V ∈ C∞(M,c TM) there
is a unique V ′ ∈ Vc(M) ⊂ C∞(M,TM) such that
(2.7) ipV
′
p = Vp,
for all p ∈M \ ∂M .
Proof. See [MeMa, Lemma 2]. 
The cusp cotangent bundle cT ∗M can be defined by duality. Its sections are called
cusp covector fields. Any cusp covector field can be represented near the boundary
as
(2.8) a(x, y)
dx
x2
+
n−1∑
α=1
bα(x, y)dy
α,
for some smooth functions a, bα on M .
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Definition 2. A cusp differential operator D of order k on M is an operator D :
C∞(M)→ C∞(M), which is a product of at most k cusp vector fields. Locally near
the boundary D is of the form
(2.9)
∑
aijα(x, y)
(
x2
∂
∂x
)i( ∂
∂yα
)j
,
where aijα are smooth functions on M,
∂
∂yα
are the coordinate tangent vectors to
∂M , i, j run from 0 to k and α runs from 1 to n− 1. The space of cusp differential
operators of order k is denoted by
(2.10) Diffc
k(M).
The cusp vector fields form a module over smooth functions. Hence, the cusp
differential operators have this property too. Now, the cusp differential operators
acting between sections of vector bundles can be defined.
Definition 3. Let E and F be vector bundles over M . Then the space of cusp
differential operators of order k, acting from sections of E to sections of F is defined
as a tensor product
(2.11) Diffc
k(M ;E,F ) = Diffc
k(M)⊗C∞(M) C∞(M ; Hom(E,F)),
where Hom(E,F) denotes the homomorphism bundle over M with fiber Hom(Ez, Fz)
at the point z in M .
Example 1. A basic example of a cusp differential operator is the Laplacian
(2.12) ∆c : C
∞(M)→ C∞(M),
associated to a cusp metric.
For example, if the metric h on the boundary ∂M is flat, then the Laplacian takes
the form
(2.13) ∆c =
(
x2
∂
∂x
)2
+
n−1∑
k=1
( ∂
∂yk
)2
,
near the boundary. More generally, the cusp Laplacian is of the form
(2.14) ∆c =
(
x2
∂
∂x
)2
+ ∆∂,
where ∆∂ is the Laplacian associated to the Riemannian metric on the boundary.
The definition of the cusp pseudodifferential operators is given in terms of their
Schwartz kernels. These kernels are defined, in Melrose’s framework, using iterative
blow-ups. Total of two blow-ups are needed to characterize the kernels of cusp
pseudodifferential operators. A brief introduction to the ideas involved to define
these operators is given. More details can be found in [Me3], [Me4] and [H]. An
elementary introduction to blow-ups and b-calculus can be found in [Gr].
Recall how the pseudodifferential operators are defined on a closed manifold. In
that case the kernels of pseudodifferential operators are conormal distributions to
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the diagonal [H], [Me3]. A similar characterization on the manifold with boundary
is discussed.
Now the kernels live on the space M ×M , which is a manifold with corner. The
corner is ∂M × ∂M . Denote the diagonal in M ×M by ∆. Due to the corner, it
no longer makes sense to talk about conormality to the diagonal. There is no way
to choose a model fibre to the conormal bundle to ∆ at the corner. The problem is
that ∆ meets both boundary faces ∂M ×M and M × ∂M .
Blowing up the corner ∂M × ∂M in M ×M solves this problem. The blow-up
process separates the boundary faces and creates a new face, the so-called b-front
face. There is also a new diagonal, the b-diagonal ∆b. The b-front face is now the
only face that meets the b-diagonal and it does it transversaly. Now, the conormal
bundle to the b-diagonal can be defined. After this blow-up one could give the
definition of the (small) calculus of b-pseudodifferential operators. This is discussed
in detail in [Me3].
Blowing up the corner in M ×M produces a new space, the so-called b-stretched
double of M . This is denoted by
(2.15) M2b = [M ×M,∂M × ∂M ].
This space becomes equipped with a blow-down map
(2.16) βb : M
2
b →M ×M.
This map can be given as follows. Let x and x′ denote the lifts of the boundary
defining function x to the left and right factor of M ×M respectively. Put
s =
x− x′
x+ x′
r = x+ x′.
(2.17)
The above expressions define smooth functions s and r on M2b . The map βb is given
by
(2.18) βb(r, s) =
(1
2
r(1 + s),
1
2
r(1− s)
)
.
The map βb defines polar coordinates to the corner. Here, the variable s is the
angular variable that varies between −1 and 1. These end points correspond to the
left and the right boundary faces. Value s = 0 means we are on the diagonal. The
function r is the radial variable and it varies from 0 to∞. It is the defining function
for the b-front face. That is
(2.19) ffb ≡ {r = 0, s ∈ [−1, 1]} = β−1b (∂M × ∂M) ≈ ∂M × ∂M × [−1, 1]s.
The b-diagonal is defined by
(2.20) ∆b ≡ cl(β−1b (int(∆))),
where cl denotes the taking of the closure. In the above coordinates, the identifi-
cation ∆b = {s = 0} holds. Now a transversal part to the diagonal can be chosen.
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The transversal part is obtained by moving along the front face. Now the definition
of the b-pseudodifferential operators could be given, but we do one more blow-up.
We blow up the fibre diagonal D = ∂M × ∂M × {0}, which is an interior p-
submanifold of the b-front face ∂M × ∂M × [−1, 1]s (see [Me4]). This blow-up
completely separates the lifted diagonal from the lifts of the old boundary faces
∂M ×M and M ×∂M to M2b . Again, there is a new front face (the cusp front face)
and a new diagonal (the cusp diagonal), and they meet transversaly.
In this blow-up M2b is replaced by the following space
(2.21) M2c = [M
2
b , D] = [M
2, ∂M × ∂M,D],
which comes with blow-down maps
βc-b : M
2
c →M2b
βc : M
2
c →M2.
(2.22)
These can be defined using polar coordinates. The function s = 1 − x
x′ gives
a boundary defining function for the diagonal outside the right and left boundary
faces. That is, when s = 0 we are on the diagonal. A boundary defining function
for the b-front face is still needed. Here R = x is used as such a function. This is
to be thought as a radial coordinate. The angular coordinate is s
x
, which is defined
outside the left and right boundary face. Thus, the following coordinates are valid
near the points where ∆b and ffb meet
S =
s
x
=
1
x
− 1
x′
R = x.
(2.23)
The cusp front face is by definition
(2.24) ffc = β
−1
c-bD.
In the above coordinates it corresponds setting R = x = 0.
The cusp diagonal is defined as the closure of the inverse image (under βc) of the
interior of the diagonal of M ×M . The cusp diagonal is denoted by ∆c ⊂ M2c . In
the above coordinates the cusp diagonal corresponds to setting S = 0.
Definition 4. Densities on M which are near the boundary of the form
(2.25) f
dx
x2
dy,
where f is a smooth function, dy is a density on ∂M are called cusp densities. The
cusp density bundle is denoted by cΩ.
The definition of the cusp pseudodifferential operators can be now given.
Definition 5. The space of cusp pseudodifferential operators Ψmc (M) acting on
functions, is the space of Schwartz kernels on M2c that are conormal to the diagonal
15
∆c and vanishing rapidly with all derivatives in terms of Taylor series on all the
boundary faces, except on the cusp front face. More formally
(2.26) Ψmc (M) = {k ∈ I [m](M2c ,∆c;c ΩR), k ≡ 0 on ∂M2c \ ffc),
where ≡ means equality in terms of Taylor series and cΩR denotes the cusp density
bundle lifted from the right factor in M ×M .
Note, that the above definition has an ambiguity. Namely, it does not tell us
what kind of symbols we are using. In this thesis, we restrict to classical symbols.
See [LoMoPa, Appendix B] for a description, in the non-compact picture, for the
kernels of the cusp pseudodifferential operators.
To define the cusp pseudodifferential operators acting on sections of a vector
bundle, we use the fact that Ψmc (M) is a C
∞(M2) module [MeNi], [MeMa], which
permits the following definition.
Definition 6. The space of cusp pseudodifferential operators Ψmc (M ;E,F ) acting
from the sections of a vector bundle E to sections of a vector bundle F is the space
of kernels
(2.27) Ψmc (M ;E,F ) = Ψ
m
c (M)⊗C∞(M2) C∞(M2,HOM(E,F)).
Here HOM(E,F) denotes the ’big’ homomorphism bundle over M ×M with fibers
Hom(Ez, Fz′) over (z, z
′) ∈M×M . The space Ψmc (M ;E,E) is denoted by Ψmc (M ;E).
Example 2. The first example to consider is the identity operator
(2.28) Id : C∞(M)→ C∞(M)
it acts as
(2.29) Id · f(x, y) =
∫
M
dx′dy′δ(x− x′)δ(y − y′)f(x′, y′)dx
x2
.
Thus the kernel is
(2.30) δ(x− x′)δ(y − y′)dx′dy′dx
x2
dy.
We need to lift the kernel to the cusp double space. To do this, we use the coordi-
nates s and x′, where s = x−x
′
(x′)2 and x
′. First, we use the fact that the delta function
has homogeneity −1 to get
(2.31) δ(x− x′) = δ
(x− x′
(x′)2
(x′)2
)
= δ(s(x′)2) =
δ(s)
(x′)2
.
We still have to compute
(2.32) ds = (2s− 1)dx
′
x′2
.
The use of the fact that the delta function kills the term 2s yields
(2.33) −δ(s)δ(y − y′)dsdy′dx
x2
dy.
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The next example is a cusp differential operator. The kernel of a cusp differential
operator of order k is of the form
(2.34) −a(x, y)∂isδ(s)∂jyδ(y − y′)ds
dx
x2
,
where a is a smooth function on M and |i|+ |j| ≤ k. This representation follows by
composing with the identity map above and lifting x2∂x with the above coordinates.
As in the case without boundary, the cusp pseudodifferential operators of order
−∞ are called smoothing operators. In contrast to the closed manifold case these
are not the real residual operators. The residual space of cusp pseudodifferential
operators consists of smoothing cusp operators whose Schwartz kernels vanish also
at the cusp front face in terms of Taylor series. The residual space can be denoted
as x∞Ψ−∞c (M ;E,F ).
2.1. Basic properties of cusp operators. Following [MeNi] and [MeMa], some
basic properties of the cusp pseudodifferential operators are given.
Let E be any vector bundle over M and denote by C∞(M ;E), C˙∞(M ;E) the
smooth sections and smooth sections that vanish infinite order at the boundary
respectively. The distributional sections of E are denoted by C−∞(M ;E) (ex-
tendible distributions) and C˙−∞(M ;E) (supported distributions). By the notation
C˙−∞(M ;E) we mean the dual of C∞(M ;c Ω⊗E ′), where E ′ is a dual bundle of E.
Similarly C−∞(M ;E) denotes the dual of C˙∞(M ;c Ω⊗E ′) (for more details on these
spaces see for example [Me4]). The basic mapping properties can be now stated.
Proposition 3. Let A ∈ Ψmc (M ;E,F ), for m ∈ R and vector bundles E,F over
M . Then A defines consistent continuous linear maps
A : C∞(M ;E)→ C∞(M ;F )
A : C˙∞(M ;E)→ C˙∞(M ;F )
A : C˙−∞(M ;E)→ C˙−∞(M ;F )
A : C−∞(M ;E)→ C−∞(M ;F ).
(2.35)
The consistency requirement comes from the inclusions of the above spaces.
Proof. For a detailed proof, see [MeMa, Proposition 3] . 
From now on, if A is an element of Ψmc (M ;E,F ), then we think A as an operator
A : C∞(M ;E)→ C∞(M ;F ), unless stated otherwise.
It can be proven, see [MeNi], that the boundary defining function acts as mul-
tiplier on Ψ∗c(M). Particularly, any A ∈ Ψmc (M ;E,F ) defines continuous linear
maps
(2.36) A : xaC∞(M ;E)→ xaC∞(M ;F ),
for real numbers m and a.
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Proposition 4. Let A ∈ xaΨmc (M ;E,F ) and B ∈ xbΨm′c (M ;F,G), where a, b,m
and m′ are real numbers. Then
(2.37) BA ∈ xa+bΨm+m′c (M ;E,G).
Proof. See [MeMa, Theorem 2] . 
Proposition 5. The principal symbol map σ extends by continuity from the interior
to a well defined map
(2.38) σm : Ψ
m
c (M)→ Sm(cT ∗M).
It fits in the following exact sequence
0→ Ψm−1c (M) ↪→ Ψmc (M)→ Sm(cT ∗M)/Sm−1(cT ∗M)→ 0.(2.39)
Here the notation Sm(E) means (classical) symbols of order m for any vector bundle
E over M .
Extension to the case of vector bundle valued symbols is straightforward.
Example 3. Consider the Laplacian in the previous example. Its principal symbol
is, near the boundary,
(2.40) σ(∆c) = −λ2 −
n−1∑
k=1
p2k.
Let V = a(x, y)x2∂x +
∑n−1
k=1 bi(x, y)∂yi be a cusp vector field then its symbol is
(2.41) σ(V ) = ia(x, y)λ+ i
n−1∑
k=1
bi(x, y)pi.
Let
(2.42) D =
∑
|k|+|l|=m,i
akl(x, y)(−ix2∂x)k(−i∂yi)l
be a cusp differential operator of order m. Then its principal symbol is
(2.43) σ(D) =
∑
|k|+|l|=m,i
akl(x, y)(λ)
k(pi)l.
There exists an ’inverse map’ to symbol map. This is the quantization map as in
the case of manifold without boundary.
Proposition 6. For any compact manifold with boundary there is a global quan-
tization map
(2.44) S[m](cT ∗M)→ Ψmc (M),
which is order filtered and induces the (full symbol) isomorphisms
(2.45) S[m](cT ∗M)/S−∞(cT ∗M)→ Ψmc (M)/Ψ−∞c (M),
where m is a real number.
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Proof. See [MeNi, Proposition 24] . 
The notion of ellipticity is introduced exactly in the same way as in the case
without boundary.
Definition 7. Any cusp pseudodifferential operator of order m acting from sections
of a vector bundle E to sections of a vector bundle E is called elliptic, if its principal
m-symbol is invertible outside the zero section.
Example 4. The identity operator is an elliptic cusp operator of order 0, since its
principal symbol is 1. The Laplacian is elliptic of order 2, which is immediate from
the formula of its principal symbol.
In contrast to the case of a closed manifold, elliptic cusp operators cannot be
inverted modulo residual terms, in general. They can be inverted modulo smoothing
cusp pseudodifferential operators. This is not enough, since smoothing operators
are not compact (in L2) in the cusp calculus. Particularly, ellipticity does not imply
the Fredholm property. To capture the obstruction to compactness, we need to
introduce yet another symbol. This new symbol is called the indicial operator and
it is a pseudodifferential operator (actually a family of operators). The model for
the operators where the indicial operator takes values is the 1-parameter suspended
pseudodifferential operators. They are described in [Me2], [MeMa].
Definition 8. Let A ∈ Ψmc (M ;E,F ). Then the restriction of A to the boundary
∂M is the operator
(2.46) A∂φ = (Aψ)∂M ,
where φ ∈ C∞(∂M,E∂M) and ψ ∈ C∞(M,E) such that ψ|∂M = φ.
At the level of Schwartz kernels, this means the restriction of the kernel to the
cusp-front face.
Definition 9. Let A ∈ Ψmc (M ;E,F ), then the indicial family of the operator A is
the family of operators
(2.47) I(A, ξ) : C∞(∂M ;E∂M)→ C∞(∂M ;F∂M)
(2.48) I(A, ξ) = (ei
ξ
xAe−i
ξ
x )∂M ,
where ξ is a real number.
The indicial family of a cusp pseudodifferential operator A is also denoted by
A0. The parameter ξ in the definition of the indicial family is called the suspension
parameter.
Example 5. Let us consider a cusp differential operator of order m
(2.49) D =
∑
|k|+|l|=m,i
akl(x, y)(ix
2∂x)
k(i∂yi)
l.
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Its indicial family is
(2.50) I(D,λ) =
∑
|k|+|l|=m,i
akl(0, y)(λ)
k(i∂yi)
l.
Example 6. The indicial family of the Laplacian ∆c in example 1 associated to the
exact cusp metric is
(2.51) I(∆c, ξ) = −ξ2 + ∆∂,
where ∆∂ denotes the Laplacian on the boundary (associated to the Riemannian
metric).
Next, consider the indicial family of the identity map, but this time at the level
of Schwartz kernels. The kernel of eiλ
1
x Ide−iλ
1
x is
(2.52) eiξ(
1
x
− 1
x′ )δ(x− x′)δ(y − y′)dx′dy′dx
x2
dy.
At this point restriction to x = 0 is not possible. Lift to the cusp double space
solves this problem. Coordinates S = 1
x
− 1
x′ and x
′ can be used to lift the kernel
to the cusp double space. These coordinates are valid near the diagonal, where the
kernel of Id is supported. Lifting the above kernel with the above coordinates gives
(2.53) eiξSδ(S)δ(y − y′)dSdy′dx
x2
dy.
At the level of kernels, the restriction to the boundary means restriction to the front
face. The restriction is done by omitting dx
x2
factor and putting x = 0.
We get the following expression for the kernel
(2.54) eiξSδ(S)δ(y − y′)dSdy′dy.
Proposition 7. The indicial map is multiplicative. That is, for any cusp operators
A ∈ Ψ∗c(M ;F,G) and B ∈ Ψ∗c(M ;E,F ), the indicial map satisfies
(2.55) I(AB, ξ) = I(A, ξ)I(B, ξ),
where ξ is a real number, and I fits into the following exact sequence
(2.56) 0→ xΨmc (M ;E,F ) ↪→ Ψmc (M ;E,F )→ Ψmsus(∂M ;E,F )→ 0.
The space Ψmsus(∂M ;E,F ) in the sequence needs to be described. This is the
suspended algebra mentioned above. Here it is associated to the boundary of the
manifold, but the suspended algebra can be defined on any closed manifold X. For
detailed treatise, see [Me2], [MeNi] and [LP]. We mostly follow [Me2].
For what follows, let X be a closed manifold. Denote by S the Schwartz-space
and let Ω be a smooth density bundle on X.
Definition 10. By the suspended pseudodifferential operators Ψ∗sus(X), we mean
pseudodifferential operators Ψ∗(X × R) with the following constraints. They are
translation invariant in R and their kernels lie in C−∞c (X2 × R2; ΩX) + S(X2 ×
R; ΩX).
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For A ∈ Ψ∗sus(X), translation invariance means that the kernels are of the form
(2.57) A(x, x′, t− t′) ∈ C−∞c (X2 × R2; ΩX) + S(Y 2 × R2; ΩX).
Thus, we may write by slight abuse of notation
(2.58) A(x, x′, t− t′) ∈ C−∞c (X2 × R; ΩX) + S(Y 2 × R; ΩX).
The residual operators Ψ−∞sus (X) correspond to the kernels in S(X2 × R; ΩX).
The action of A on a function f ∈ C∞(X,R) can be written
(2.59) Af(x, t) =
∫
X
∫
R
A(x, x′, t− s)f(x′, s)ds.
It follows from the general properties of pseudodifferential operators, that Ψ∗sus(X)
is an order filtered algebra of operators
(2.60) A : S(X × R)→ S(X × R).
The suspended operators can be defined to act between sections of vector bundles.
To this end, let E and F be complex vector bundles over X. To define the vector
bundles over X × R, simply pull back with the canonical projection X × R → X.
Now put
(2.61) Ψmsus(X;E,F ) = Ψ
m
sus(X)⊗C∞(X) C∞(X2,Hom (E,F)).
Proposition 8. The suspended algebra of operators Ψ∗sus(X) is a naturally com-
plete topological vector space and order filtered and ∗ closed.
Proof. See [Me2, Proposition 1] . 
There is the following relation to the cusp operators, which relates the Taylor
expansion at the front face of cusp operators to the suspended operators.
Proposition 9. The choice of a normal fibration near the boundary fixes isomor-
phism
(2.62) Ψmsus(∂M ;E,F )[[x] = x
−ZΨmc (M ;E,F )/x
∞Ψmc (M ;E,F ),
where the linear variable on the suspension of ∂M is identified with 1
x
in the
product.
Proof. See [MeNi, Proposition 25]. 
For example, let A belong to Ψmc (M ;E,F ). Its expansion at the front face is
denoted by
(2.63) A ≈
∞∑
k=0
xkA−k,
where A−k ∈ Ψmsus(M ;E,F ) and the sum determines A modulo x∞Ψmc (M ;E,F ).
Note that A0 is the indicial family. The choice of the negative sign is the convention
introduced in [MeNi].
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Definition 11. Any elliptic cusp pseudodifferential operator with an invertible
indicial family is called fully elliptic.
Example 7. Consider the Laplacian ∆c associated to the cusp metric. Then ∆c+1
is fully elliptic. Note that, in general, ∆c is not fully elliptic. The full ellipticity
requires that the associated Laplace operator on the boundary ∆∂ has no zero
eigenvalues.
A fully elliptic cusp pseudodifferential operator can be inverted modulo residual
terms. They also define Fredholm operators on appropriate Sobolev spaces.
Proposition 10. Let A ∈ Ψmc (M ;E,F ) be a fully elliptic cusp operator of order
m. Then there exist a cusp pseudodifferential operator B ∈ Ψ−mc (M ;F,E) of order
−m, called a parametrix, that inverts A up to a residual term. That is
(2.64) AB = 1 +R,BA = 1 +R′,
where R′ ∈ x∞Ψ−∞c (M ;E,E) and R ∈ x∞Ψ−∞c (M ;F, F ).
Proof. See [MeMa, Proposition 8] . 
It is instructive to see how this can be done. So, suppose A ∈ Ψmc (M) is fully
elliptic. Thus A has a small right parametrix B ∈ Ψ−mc (M), that is
(2.65) AB = 1− E,E ∈ Ψ−∞c (M).
Since the indicial family of A is invertible, the properties of the indicial family can
be used to find a cusp pseudodifferential operator Q, whose indicial family is given
by
(2.66) I(Q) = I(A)−1I(E).
It follows that Q is smoothing, and the choice P = B +Q gives
(2.67) AP = AB + AQ = 1− E + AQ = 1−R.
Now by construction
(2.68) I(R) = I(E)− I(AQ) = I(E)− I(A)I(Q) = I(E)− I(A)I(A)−1I(E) = 0.
Thus R ∈ xΨ−∞c (M).
Put Pk = P (1 +R +R
2 + · · ·Rk−1) and compute
(2.69) APk = AP (1+R+R
2 + · · ·Rk−1) = (1−R)(1+R+R2 + · · ·Rk−1) = 1−Rk.
Now Rk belongs to xkΨ−∞c (M). Continuing this way, we find a parametrix G, which
has the property that AG = 1 + x∞Ψ−∞c (M).
The residual terms can be arranged as orthogonal projections to the kernel and
cokernel of A. Then B is said to be a generalized inverse. It can be proven, that
the cusp calculus contains generalized inverses, particularly it is spectrally closed.
This result is due to Melrose [LaMonNi].
Next we define the cusp Sobolev spaces, and state the mapping properties with re-
spect to the cusp Sobolev spaces beginning from L2-continuity of the cusp operators
of order zero. For proofs see [MeMa].
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Proposition 11. Any cusp pseudodifferential operator A ∈ Ψ0c(M ;E) defines a
continuous linear map
(2.70) A : L2(M ;E)→ L2(M ;E),
defined with respect to any positive density on M .
Proof. See [MeMa, Theorem 3] . 
Definition 12. Let m be a real number and let n be a positive real number. Then
the cusp Sobolev spaces are
xmHnc (M,E) = {u ∈ xmL2(M ;E);Pu ∈ L2(M,E), for all P ∈ Ψnc (M,E)}
xmH−nc (M,E) = {u ∈ C−∞(M ;E);u =
N∑
i=1
Piui,
ui ∈ xmL2(M,E), Pi ∈ Ψnc (M,E)}.
(2.71)
Proposition 12. Let l, l′,m,m′ be positive real numbers such that l′ ≤ l and
m′ ≤ m. Then and only then
xlHmc (M,E) ⊂ xl
′
Hm
′
c (M,E),(2.72)
with the inclusion then continuous. The inclusion is compact if and only if l′ < l
and m′ < m.
Now the mapping property of the cusp pseudodifferential operators between these
Sobolev spaces can be given.
Proposition 13. Let m be a real number and let A ∈ Ψmc (M ;E,F ). Then A
defines a continuous mapping between weighted cusp Sobolev spaces
(2.73) A : xlHm
′
c (M ;E,F )→ xlHm
′−m
c (M ;E,F ),
for any real numbers l and m′.
Proposition 14. Let A ∈ Ψmc (M ;E,F ) be fully elliptic. Then it defines a Fredholm
operator with respect to the Sobolev spaces
(2.74) A : xlHm
′
c (M ;E)→ xlHm
′−m
c (M ;F ),
for all real numbers m′, l.
Proposition 15 (Elliptic regularity). Let A ∈ Ψmc (M ;E,F ) be fully elliptic. Then
the sections of its kernel lie in C˙∞(M ;E) and the sections of its cokernel lie in
C˙∞(M ;F ).
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2.2. The cusp Dirac operator. We assume that the manifold M is spin with a
fixed spin structure (see [Me3] and [LM] for more details on spinors). We denote
the spin-bundle by S and let E be a Hermitean vector bundle over M . Also, we
denote by S0 and E0 the induced bundles over the boundary of the spin-bundle S
and the vector bundle E, respectively. Furthermore, we assume that all geometric
structures are of ’product type’ near a fixed collar neighbourhood of the boundary,
say [0, 1)x × ∂M . Particularly, any connection on E satisfies ∇Ex2∂x = 0 at ∂M .
2.3. The even dimensional case. Assume that M is even dimensional. Then the
corresponding spinor bundle is graded S = S+ ⊕ S−. Let
(2.75) ðE : C∞(M ;S ⊗ E)→ C∞(M ;S ⊗ E)
be the (twisted) total cusp Dirac operator. It is given by the Levi-Civita connection
associated to the exact-cusp metric and a chosen Hermitean connection ∇ on E.
Remark 2. It follows, as in [Me3], that the curvature of the Levi-Civita connection
associated to the exact cusp-metric is C∞(M)-form on M . The smoothness of the
curvature of ∇E is clear from the assumptions.
The Dirac operator can be written, using a local orthonormal frame on cTM given
by ei and its dual coframe φ
i, where i = 1, . . . , dimM by
(2.76) ðE = −i
n∑
i=0
cl(φi)∇ei = −i
n∑
i=0
γi∇ei ,
where cl(φi) = γi denotes the Clifford multiplication given by γ-matrices and
(2.77) ∇ = ∇LC ⊗ 1 + 1⊗∇E,
is a connection on S⊗E given by the Levi-Civita connection ∇LC associated to the
exact cusp metric and a Hermitean connection ∇E on E. Note that the gamma-
matrices only act on the spinor part S. Our convention for the Clifford algebra
is
(2.78) γaγb + γbγa = 2δab,
where the gamma matrices are as above. They satisfy γ2 = 1 and γ∗ = γ.
We denote the corresponding chiral-Dirac operators by
(2.79) ð±E : C
∞(M ;S± ⊗ E)→ C∞(M ;S∓ ⊗ E),
as usual.
Remark 3. If we do not fix the Hermitean connection on E, then we obtain a
family of Dirac operators on the space of Hermitean connections on E. Later, we
adopt this viewpoint.
Recall, from [Me3], that the spinor bundle S splits as two copies of S0 on the
collar neighbourhood of the boundary. This fact is used to write the Dirac operator
in terms of the boundary Dirac operator
(2.80) ð0 : C∞(∂M ;S0 ⊗ E0)→ C∞(∂M ;S0 ⊗ E0).
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This is done via identifications M± : S±∂M ↔ S0 given in [Me3], [MePi]. Here
S∂M denotes the spinor bundle S restricted to the boundary. We denote the total
identification by M : S∂M → S0 ⊕ S0. Using this identification, the Dirac operator
on the collar neighborhood can be given as (here, we take this as a definition)
(2.81) ðE = −ix2γ∂x + σð0,
where σ and γ are 2× 2 matrices
(2.82) σ =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, γ =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
.
Hence, the indicial family of ðE is
(2.83) I(ðE, ξ) = σð0 + γξ,
where ξ is a real number. Particularly, we have for the corresponding chiral Dirac
operators
(2.84) I(ð±E, ξ) = ð0 ± iξ.
Using the above representation for the Dirac operator it is not difficult to prove
that the corresponding indicial family is invertible (as an operator on L2) when
the boundary Dirac operator ð0 is invertible. In this case ðE : Hmc (M ;S ⊗ E) →
Hm−1c (M ;S ⊗ E) defines a Fredholm operator, for any real number m.
2.4. The odd dimensional case. Now, we assume M is odd dimensional. Then
the boundary spinor bundle S∂M is graded. As in [MePi2] we define the Clifford
action of T ∗∂M on S∂M by
(2.85) cl∂(η) = icl(
dx
x2
)cl(η),
where η ∈ T ∗∂M .
Put σ = cl(dx
x2
), then σ2 = 1 and σ∗ = σ. Therefore σ defines grading on S∂M to
be denoted by
(2.86) S∂M = S
+
0 ⊕ S−0 ,
where S±0 are the ±1-eigenspaces of σ.
Now on the collar neighborhood the Dirac operator can be written as
(2.87) ðE =
1
i
σx2∂x +
1
i
σð0.
Hence, the corresponding indicial family is
(2.88) I(ðE, ξ) = σ(ξ +
1
i
ð0).
Note that by definition σ anticommutes with ð0. Therefore
(2.89) ð0 =
(
0 ð−0
ð+0 0
)
,
where ð±0 : C∞(∂M ;S±0 ⊗ E0)→ C∞(∂M ;S∓0 ⊗ E0).
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Again, in order to the above indicial family to be invertible, the boundary Dirac
operator ð0 has to be invertible. In this case ðE defines a Fredholm operator as
before.
Example 8 (A grading operator associated to an invertible Dirac operator). Now
assume the Dirac operator ðE is invertible, then we can define the signature operator
(2.90) F =
ðE
|ðE| ∈ Ψ
0
c(M ;S ⊗ E),
where
(2.91) |ðE| =
√
ð2E ∈ Ψ1c(M ;S ⊗ E).
First, assume M is even dimensional. Then the indicial family of F is
(2.92) I(F, ξ) =
γξ + σð0√
ξ2 + ð20
.
If M is odd dimensional, then
(2.93) I(F, ξ) = σ
ξ − ið0√
ξ2 + ð20
.
3. Trace functionals
We review how to regularize the trace in the cusp calculus. Here we follow mostly
[MeNi], [MoNi] but see also [Mo], [Mo2] and [MoLa]. We do not disscuss the techni-
calities of defining complex powers or holomorphic families with values in pseudodif-
ferential operators. For the reader who is interested in these technicalities, consult
[MeNi] and [ALNV]. For the complex powers in the b-calculus approach, see [Lo]
and [Pi2]. The standard reference to complex powers is [Se], but see also [Bu].
Let us recall how the L2-trace of a pseudodifferential operator can be defined on
a closed n-manifold M . We let A be a scalar valued pseudodifferential operator of
order −∞. Then the trace of A can be expressed as the integral over the diagonal
of its kernel by Lidskii’s theorem
(3.1) TrA =
∫
∆
A =
∫
M
A,
where we have identified the diagonal ∆ with M . The trace can be expressed in
terms of the symbol of A denoted by a
(3.2) TrA =
∫
M
dy
∫
Rn
dpa(y, p) =
∫
T ∗M
aωn,
where ω is the canonical symplectic form on T ∗M . The above formula holds for
operators of order m < − dimM . We want to extend the notion of the trace to
arbitrary orders of pseudodifferential operators. This is done using the zeta-function
regularization.
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Let Q be a pseudodifferential operator of order 1, which is self-adjoint, strictly
positive and elliptic. The operator Q is refered as a weight. Regularization of the
trace is defined via complex powers of Q [Se], [Sc], [CDP]. For τ ∈ C, we consider
the expression
(3.3) Z(A; τ) = TrAQ−τ ,
where A is allowed to be a holomorphic family of operators A : C→ Ψm(M). It is
well known that Z is well defined for the real part of τ large enough. Furthermore,
Z extends to a meromorphic function to the whole complex plane, with at most
simple poles at τ ∈ − dimM −N0. Near the origin τZ can be expanded as a Taylor
series
(3.4) τZ(A; τ) = TrRA+ τTrA+Wτ
2,
where W is holomorphic near the origin. Here, the first term is the residue trace of
Wodzicki [W]. The second term is the regularized trace.
The following observation is usefull;
(3.5) (TrτAQ−τ )τ=0 = TrRA.
Thus
TrA = FPτ=0TrAQ
−τ
= (TrAQ−τ − 1
τ
resτ=0TrAQ
−τ )τ=0
= (TrAQ−τ − 1
τ
TrRA)τ=0,
(3.6)
where FP stands for taking the finite part.
The regularized trace Tr is not a trace. To see this, let A ∈ Ψ∗(M) and B ∈
Ψ∗(M) be pseudodifferential operators. Then
Z([A,B]; τ) = Tr[A,B]Q−τ = Tr[AQ−τ , B]−TrA[Q−τ , B]
= Tr[AQ−τ , B]−TrτA
[Q−τ − I
τ
, B
]
.
(3.7)
This yields
(3.8) Tr[A,B] = TrRA[logQ,B],
where we define [logQ,B] as in [MeNi] by
(3.9) [logQ,B] =
(I −Q−τBQτ
τ
)
τ=0
.
Particularly, the trace anomaly is local, since the Wodzicki residue is. Here the
locality means that the expression above depends only a finite number of terms from
the asymptotic expansion of the classical pseudodifferential operator A[logQ,B].
Consider the case of a manifold with boundary, M , with the same assumptions
as in the previous section. There is an immediate problem. Namely, the integral
(3.2) does not exist, in general. In fact, it does not exist even in the case of the cusp
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smoothing operators. Here, the problem arises from the singular density carried by
the cusp pseudodifferential operators. To correct this problem; a new regularization
has to be introduced. This can be done with the zeta function regularization with
respect to the boundary defining function x [MeNi], [MoNi]. For a smoothing cusp
pseudodifferential operator A, we use expression
(3.10) Z(A; z) = TrAxz,
where z is a complex number. Remember, that A carries a density proportional to
x−2. Thus Z defines a holomorphic function on the complex plane when Rez > 1.
Furthermore, Z extends as a meromorphic function to the whole complex plane,
with at most simple poles at 1− N0 [MeNi]. We may expand as before
(3.11) zZ(A; z) = Tr∂A+ zTrA+ z
2W ′,
where W ′ is holomorphic near the origin. The boundary regularized trace is
TrA = FPz=0TrAx
z = (TrAxz − 1
z
resz=0TrAx
z)z=0
= (TrAxz − 1
z
Tr∂A)z=0,
(3.12)
where the identification of the residue is seen with similar argument as above.
This definition can be used for the operators of order less than − dimM . The
above trace functional does not have the trace property. The corressponding anom-
aly formula is derived as follows. Let A and B be cusp smoothing operators and let
Rez >> 1. Then
Tr[A,B]xz = Tr(ABxz −BAxz)
= Tr(A(B − xzBx−z)xz + AxzB −BAxz)
= Tr(AB(z)xz) + Tr[Axz, B].
(3.13)
The first term is
(3.14) Tr(AB(z)xz) = Tr(Az[log x,B]xz) +Wz2,
where W is holomorphic near the origin and (see [MeNi], [MoNi])
(3.15) [log x,B] =
(I − xzBx−z
z
)
z=0
∈ xΨ−∞c (M).
Using unique continuation, it follows that only the first term above contributes
to the anomaly. Thus
(3.16) Tr[A,B] = TrzA[log x,B] = Tr∂A[log x,B].
We see later that the expression Tr∂A[log x,B] depends on the indicial families of
A and B.
A generalization to the case of non-smoothing cusp pseudodifferential operators
is needed. This is done as in [MeNi] and [MoNi]. The idea is to combine these
two zeta-regularizations by introducing the double zeta function regularization of a
holomorphic family of operators A(τ, z) : C2 → Ψmc (M)
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(3.17) Z(A; τ, z) = TrAxzQ−τ .
By [MoNi, Lemma 1] (see also [MeNi, Lemma 4] ) zτZ(A; τ, z) is holomorphic near
the zero in C2. This is used to define the following four trace-type functionals by
using the Taylor series of zτZ(A; τ, z);
(3.18) zτZ(A; τ, z) = Tr∂,σA+ zTrσA+ τTr∂A+ zτTrA+ z
2W + τ 2W ′.
Here W and W ′ are holomorphic in a neighborhood of the origin. A single operator
A ∈ Ψmc (M) is treated as a constant family. Here TrA is called the regularized trace
of A.
Lemma 1. The following identities hold for A ∈ Ψmc (M)
TrτA = TrσA
TrzA = Tr∂A
TrzτA = Tr∂τA = TrσzA = Tr∂,σA,
(3.19)
where z and τ are complex numbers.
Proof. See [MoNi, Lemma 2] . 
For example, it follows from (3.18) that
(3.20) TrzτA = Z(zτA; z, 0) = Tr∂,σA.
Furthermore, it can be seen that
(3.21) TrσzA = Z(zA; 0, 0) = (∂τzτZ(A))τ=0,z=0 = Tr∂,σA,
and
(3.22) Tr∂τA = Z(zA; 0, 0) = (∂zzτZ(A))τ=0,z=0 = Tr∂,σA.
First we discuss the functional Trσ. Observe that
(3.23) Z(A; τ, z) =
1
zτ
Tr∂,σA+
1
τ
TrσA+
1
z
Tr∂A+ TrA+
z
τ
W +
τ
z
W ′.
This yields
(3.24) resτ=0Z(A; τ, z) = TrσA+
1
z
Tr∂,σA+ zW.
Taking the finite part at z = 0 yields TrσA. That is
(3.25) FPz=0resτ=0TrAx
zQ−τ = TrσA.
The above observation suggests connection with the Wodzicki residue.
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Proposition 16. The functional Trσ is given by a regularized integral of the Wodz-
icki residue density
wresA =
1
(2pi)n
∫
cS∗M/M
a−nωnc
TrσA =
c
∫
M
wresA,
(3.26)
where ωnc is the symplectic-measure on the unit cusp cotangent bundle
cS∗M and
c
∫
M
denotes the Hadamard-regularization (see [MeNi] and [MoNi] for exact for-
mula). Furthermore, the functional Trσ does not depend on the choice of a weight
Q used in the regularization.
Proof. See [MeNi]. 
Later WresA is used to denote Trσ. In general, the functional Trσ is not a trace.
Recall the expansion from (2.63). The value of the Trσ,∂A depends only on the
operator A−1 ∈ Ψsus(∂M). More precisely, only of its symbol of homogeneity −n
a−n,−1|ωn−1∂ dtdξ|. Here ω∂ is the symplectic form on T ∗∂M and ξ is the variable
dual to t.
Proposition 17. The functional Trσ,∂ is given by
Trσ,∂A =
1
(2pi)n
∫
cS∗∂MM
a−n,−1νnc ,(3.27)
where νnc is a measure obtained by contracting the form ω
n−1
∂ dξ with the radial
vector field on cT∂M∗ = T ∗∂M × Rξ.
Proof. See [MeNi, Lemma 8] . 
In order to describe the trace Tr∂, we must recall some traces defined on the
suspended calculus. Background material can be found in [Me2], [MeNi], [MoNi]
and [Mo2] but see also [LP]. We follow mostly [MeNi].
Recall, that the suspended operators on ∂M are pseudodifferential operators de-
fined on ∂M × R, which are translation invariant on the suspension parameter.
Let A be any smoothing suspended pseudodifferential operator acting on smooth
compactly supported functions on ∂M × R. The integral over the diagonal of the
kernel of A is of the form
(3.28)
∫
R
∫
∂M
trA(y, y, t),
which usually does not exist.
Thus, a regularization is needed to define this integral.
Proposition 18. Let A ∈ Ψ−∞sus (∂M ;E). Then the integral over the diagonal of
the Schwartz-kernel of A with the suspension parameter value 0, defines a trace on
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Ψ−∞sus (∂M ;E)
TrA =
∫
∂M
trA(y, y, 0) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
TrAˆ(ξ)dξ,(3.29)
where Aˆ denotes the indicial family of A
Aˆ(ξ) =
∫
e−itτA(y, y′, t)dt,(3.30)
and Tr is the ordinary L2 trace on ∂M .
Proof. The trace property follows directly from that of Tr. 
If there is a danger of confusion, the above trace is denoted by Trsus.
The functional Tr∂ can be now described. Let A ∈ xkΨmc (M) be supported on
the collar [0, 1)x × ∂M (we see later, that this restriction is not essential). Then by
definition
Tr∂A = FPτ=0resz=0TrAx
zQ−τ
= FPτ=0resz=0
∫
∆c
trκ(AxzQ−τ )
= FPτ=0resz=0
∫
∆c
trκ(AxzQ−τ )
= FPτ=0resz=0
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
∂M
trκ(AxzQ−τ ),
(3.31)
where κ(B) denotes the kernel of any operator B ∈ Ψc(M). Think x as a defining
function to the cusp front face and use it to Taylor expand the kernel in powers of
x. The result is the asymptotic series
(3.32) κ(Ax−zQτ ) = xk+zκ(AQ−τ )[−k] + x−k−1+zκ(AQ−τ )[−k−1] · · · ,
where the kernel κ(AQτ )[k] is restricted to x = 0. Therefore, it lies on the cusp front
face.
The residue is non-vanishing only if the following condition is satisfied;
(3.33) resz=0
∫ 1
0
dxxz+l−2 = resz=0
1
z + l − 1 = 1, if l=1
where the factor 2 comes from the cusp density. It follows that
(3.34) Tr∂A = FPτ=0
∫
∂M
trκ(AQ−τ )[−1].
Thus the trace Tr∂A depends only on the term (AQ
−τ )[−1]. This corresponds the
kernel that is the coefficient of x of the Taylor expansion above (3.32). If there is
no such a term, then the trace is identically zero. When A′ ∈ xΨmc (M), then the
kernel of the indicial operator of x−1A′Q−τ is precisely κ(A′Q−τ )[−1] term in the
expansion. Put for convenience A = x−1A′. We can write using the multiplicativity
of the indicial operator and the definition of the trace in the suspended algebra that
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Tr∂A
′ =
1
2pi
FPτ=0
∫ ∞
−∞
dξTrI(AQ−τ )
=
1
2pi
FPτ=0
∫ ∞
−∞
dξTrI(A)I(Q−τ ).
(3.35)
Observe that the last expression is the regular value of the zeta-function regulariza-
tion of TrA in the suspended algebra. We thus have (by abuse of notatation)
Tr∂A
′ = FPτ=0Trsus(AQ−τ ).(3.36)
3.1. The trace anomaly formula. The trace anomalies associated with the trace
functionals Tr,Tr∂,Trσ and Tr∂,σ are now discussed. It turns out that only the
functional Trσ,∂ is a trace.
The trace anomaly formula for the regularized trace Tr defined on Ψ∗c(M) is
treated first. To this end, we let A and B be cusp pseudodifferential operators in
Ψ∗c(M), acting on smooth functions, and let n = dimM .
The following computation is standard (see [MeNi] and [MoNi])
Tr[A,B]xzQ−τ = TrABxzQ−τ −TrBAxzQ−τ
= TrA(B − xzBx−z)xzQ−τ + TrAxzBQ−τ
+ Tr(QτBQ−τ −B)AxzQ−τ −TrQτBQ−τAxzQ−τ
= TrAB(z) + TrB(τ)A−Tr[QτBQ−τ , AxzQ−τ ].
(3.37)
Here the following notation has been used
B(z) = (B − xzBx−z)
B(τ) = (QτBQ−τ −B).(3.38)
Note also that Tr[QτBQ−τ , AxzQ−τ ] is vanishing, when the real parts of τ and z
are large enough. Thus, by analytic continuation its regularized value is 0.
Take Taylor expansions in the corresponding variables to get
TrAB(z) = −TrA[log x,B]zxzQ−τ + z2R(z)
TrB(τ)A = Tr[logQ,B]AτxzQ−τ + τ 2R′(τ),
(3.39)
where R and R′ are holomorphic near the origin. Thus, for Re z and Re τ large
enough
Tr[A,B]xzQ−τ = −TrA[log x,B]zxzQ−τ + Tr[logQ,B]AτxzQ−τ
− τ 2R′(τ) + z2R(z).(3.40)
We obtain after regularization
Tr[A,B] = −TrA[log x,B]z + Tr[logQ,B]Aτ
= −Tr∂A[log x,B] + Trσ[logQ,B]A,
(3.41)
where Lemma 1 has been used.
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We need the fact that the boundary term Tr∂A[log x,B] depends only on the
indicial families of the operators A and B. This follows from (3.36) and the lemma
below.
Lemma 2. Let A ∈ Ψmc (M ;E), then the cusp pseudodifferential operator [log x,A]
is in xΨmc (M ;E). Furthermore, we have
I(x−1[log x,A])(ξ) = i
d
dξ
I(A)(ξ).(3.42)
Proof. See [MoLa], for example. 
Particularly, if the above indicial family of A is independent of the suspension
variable ξ, then the indicial family of x−1[log x,A] vanishes. Therefore, the regular-
ized trace Tr∂A[log x,B] is zero if the indicial family of B does not depend on the
suspension parameter.
Proposition 19 (The trace anomaly formula). Given two cusp operators A and B
in Ψ∗c(M ;E), then the trace anomaly takes the following form
Tr[A,B] = Trσ[logQ,B]A−Tr∂A[log x,B].(3.43)
Particularly, if the indicial family of A or B does not depend on the suspension
variable, then Tr∂A[log x,B] = 0.
Proof. 
Remark 4. We need a slight generalization of the above formula. Assume the
bundle E is Z2-graded (say the spinor bundle of an even dimensional spin-manifold),
with Γ the operator giving the grading. Then we define the supertrace by TrsA =
TrΓA, where A is a cusp pseudodifferential operator acting on sections of E and
the weight Q is always taken as even with respect to the Z2-grading. When A,B
are cusp pseudodifferential operators of pure type, then the Z2-graded version of
the trace anomaly formula holds
Trs[A,B] = Trσ,s[logQ,B]A−Tr∂,sA[log x,B],(3.44)
where Tr∂,sA[log x,B] = Tr∂ΓA[log x,B]. Naturally, the commutator used in the
Z2-graded case is the supercommutator.
The anomaly for Trσ is treated next. Let A and B be cusp operators in Ψ
∗
c(M).
Then by definition
Trσ[A,B] = resz=0FPτ=0Tr[A,B]x
zQ−τ
= −resz=0FPτ=0(TrA[log x,B]zxzQ−τ + Tr[logQ,B]AτxzQ−τ )
+ resz=0FPτ=0(Wz
2 +W ′τ 2).
(3.45)
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Taking the residue kills all the terms except Tr[logQ,B]AτxzQ−τ , since the mero-
morphic function (z, τ)→ Tr[logQ,B]AxzQ−τ has only simple poles. Thus
Trσ[A,B] = resz=0FPτ=0(Tr[logQ,B]Aτx
zQ−τ )
= FPτ=0Tr∂[logQ,B]τAQ
−τ
= Tr∂,σ[logQ,B]A,
(3.46)
where the definition of Tr∂ and the relations in Lemma 1 has been used. It follows
that Trσ is not a trace.
Proposition 20. Given two cusp operators A and B in Ψ∗c(M ;E), then the trace
anomaly of Trσ is
Trσ[A,B] = Tr∂,σ[logQ,B]A.(3.47)
Proof. 
Similarly one can derive the anomaly formula for Tr∂.
Proposition 21. Given two cusp operators A and B in Ψ∗c(M ;E), then the trace
anomaly of Tr∂ is
Tr∂[A,B] = −Tr∂,σ[log x,B]A.(3.48)
Proof. See [MeNi] and [MoNi]. 
The functional Tr∂,σ is a trace (see also [MeNi, Lemma 6] ).
Proposition 22. Given two cusp operators A and B in Ψ∗c(M ;E), then the trace
anomaly of Tr∂,σ vanishes.
Proof. Indeed, by definition and using earlier computations
Tr∂,σ[A,B] = resz=0resτ=0Tr[A,B]x
−zQ−τ
= resz=0resτ=0(TrA[log x,B]zx
zQ−τ −Tr[logQ,B]AτxzQ−τ
+Wz2 +W ′τ 2).
(3.49)
Again, taking residues kills the last two terms. This gives
Tr∂,σ[A,B] = resτ=0(resz=0TrA[log x,B]zx
zQ−τ )
− resz=0(resτ=0Tr[logQ,B]AτxzQ−τ ).
(3.50)
Note that
(3.51) (z, τ)→ TrA[log x,B]zxzQ−τ
is regular in z and
(3.52) (z, τ)→ Tr[logQ,B]AτxzQ−τ
is regular in τ . Thus, taking the residues kills the both terms. This means
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Tr∂,σ[A,B] = 0.(3.53)

4. A brief introduction to the BRST-formalism
The necessary machinery to handle the gauge-group cocycle computations is now
introduced. Here, we assume that the manifold M is Rn. If we need to specify the
dimension, we denote M by Mn. We further assume that all the fields to be smooth
and with compact support. Furthermore, we let E be a product complex vector
bundle M × CN over M , where N is rank of E.
We denote the set of based gauge transformations of E as G and the set of
Hermitean connections on E as B. We think B as a (smooth) Frechet manifold and
the connections as matrix-valued differential one-forms. The gauge transformations
are thought as smooth functions g : M → End(E) that obtain a value identity at
some point p of M (hence the word based), because we consider a product bundle.
The space End(E) is identified with complex N ×N -matrices.
The gauge transformations act on the space of connections B via conjugation
A→ g−1dg+g−1Ag, where A ∈ B. Now, fix any connection A in B and consider an
1-parameter group of gauge transformations gt such that at t = 0 they are identity
maps. Differentiation of the action of g on A, denoted by g · A, gives rise to vector
fields that are called infinitesimal gauge transformations. We denote by ξ = A˙t|t=0,
where At = gt · A. Then ξ · A = dAξ, where ξ ∈ TAB. Here we have used the
standard exterior covariant derivate of End(E)-valued forms. These vector fields
are called vertical vector fields in TB or simply vertical.
Next, we define an 1-form θ on B, that is only defined in the vertical directions.
This form is identified with the Maurer-Cartan form on the gauge group. Define
the 1-form θ on B as a tautological form to the vertical directions, that is, θb(ξ) = ξ
if ξ is vertical at TbB. Usually we just write θb = θ, where the dependence of the
parameter b ∈ B is understood.
We define the vertical exterior differential δ on B by the usual Palais formula. We
do not use this formula explicitly, so we will not state it (see for example [B]). We
note that δ is the restriction of the exterior derivative on B into the gauge orbits.
This is the ’gauge variation’. We need to introduce a sign convention δˆ = (−1)pδ,
when acting to the ordinary p-forms. This assures that d = d+ δˆ satisfies d2 = 0.
Proposition 23 (BRST-algebra). Let A ∈ B and let dA be the exterior covariant
differential of End(E)-valued forms. Let F denote the curvature of A. Then the
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following identities are satisfied
dAθ = dθ + [A, θ]
δˆA = −δA = −dAθ
δˆdAθ = −δdAθ = 0
δˆθ = δθ = −θ2 = −1
2
[θ, θ]
δˆF = δF = [F, θ].
(4.1)
Particularly, we have
dAX = dX + [A,X]
δXA = dAX
δY dAθ = 0
δθ(X, Y ) = −[X, Y ]
δXF = [F,X],
(4.2)
when X and Y are vertical vector fields on B. Here we have denoted δX = iXδ.
Proof. We only check the identity δˆF = [F, θ]. This is an easy computation
δˆF = δˆ(dA+ A ∧ A) = −dδˆA+ δˆA ∧ A− A ∧ δˆA
= ddAθ − dAθ ∧ A+ A ∧ dAθ
= d[A, θ]− dθ ∧ A+ [A, θ] ∧ A+ A ∧ dθ + A ∧ [A, θ]
= [dA, θ]− [A, dθ] + [A, dθ] + [A ∧ A, θ]
= [dA+ A ∧ A, θ] = [F, θ].
(4.3)

We give few examples of standard δ-cocycles relevant in quantum field theory (see
[B], for example). Below, the tr denotes the trace acting on elements of End(E).
Proposition 24. Let ω2 = trθdθ. Then δˆω2 is d-exact.
Proof. Using the above relations and the cyclicity of the trace, we get
δˆω2 = trδˆθdθ − trθδˆdθ
= −trθ2dθ + trθdδˆθ
= −trθ2dθ − trθdθ2
= −trdθθ2 − trθdθ2
= −dtrθ3.
(4.4)

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Thus the integral of ω2 over M
1 defines a cocycle. This is one of the standard
expressions for the central term in the affine Kac-Moody algebra up to a normal-
ization. When we evaluate ω2 with respect to two vertical vector fields X and Y ,
we obtain
(4.5)
∫
M1
ω2(X, Y ) =
∫
M1
tr(XdY − Y dX).
Proposition 25. Let ω1 = trAdθ
1. Then δˆω1 is d-exact.
Proof. By a direct computation
δˆω1 = trδˆAdθ − trAδˆdθ
= −trdθdθ − tr[A, θ]dθ + trAdδˆθ
= −dtrθdθ − tr[A, θ]dθ + trAd(θ2)
= −dtrθdθ − tr[A, θ]dθ + trA[dθ, θ]
= −dtrθdθ + tr[Adθ, θ]
= −dtrθdθ.
(4.6)

Therefore, the expression
(4.7)
∫
M2
ω1(X) =
∫
M2
trAdX,
defines a δ-cocycle, where X is a vertical vector field on B. This cocycle is related
to the chiral anomaly.
Proposition 26. Let ω2 = trAdθdθ. Then the form δˆω2 is d-exact.
Proof. As before, we compute
δˆω2 = trδˆAdθdθ − trAδˆdθdθ − trAdθδˆdθ
= trδˆAdθdθ + trAdδˆθdθ + trAdθdδˆθ
= −trdAθdθdθ − dtrAδˆθdθ + trdAδˆθdθ − dtrAdθδˆθ + trdAdθδˆθ.
(4.8)
The first term gives
−trdAθdθdθ = −trdθdθdθ − trAθdθdθ − trθAdθdθ
= −trdθdθdθ − trA(θdθdθ − trdθdθθ)
= −trdθdθdθ − trA(−dθ2dθ + dθθdθ − dθdθ2 − dθθdθ)
= −trdθdθdθ + trA(dθ2dθ + dθdθ2)
= −dtrθdθdθ + trAd(θ2dθ + dθθ2).
(4.9)
1Here trAdθ ≡ trAdθA.
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Thus
δˆω2 = −dtrθdθdθ − dtrA(θ2dθ + dθθ2)− dtrA(δˆθdθ + dθδˆθ)
= −dtrθdθdθ.(4.10)

Therefore, we obtain a cocycle in a 3-dimensional manifold. This reads
(4.11)
∫
M3
ω2(X, Y ) =
∫
M3
trA(dXdY − dY dX),
when evaluated with respect to vertical vector fields X and Y . The above expression
is the Mickelsson-Faddeew cocycle up to a normalization.
5. Descent equations in the finite dimensional case
In the previous section we gave some examples of the most important cocycle
formulas (in the case of closed manifolds). How are such formulas obtained? There
is an efficient method for constructing such expressions. It was first discovered
by phycisists Zumino (see chapter Chiral Anomalies And Differential Geometry in
[TJZW] for example) and Stora [S1], [S2]. The idea of their construction was to
represent the cocycles as secondary characteristic classes. Then the cocycle property
follows directly from the so-called descent equations [B], [Hou]. Later in the seminal
paper of Atiyah and Singer [AS2] the relation to the families index theorem was
explained.
We now review the construction of cocycles from the descent equations. The first
step is the derivation of a transgression formula. The descent equations follow from
the transgression formula. From the descent equations we can read the cocycle prop-
erty directly in the case of closed manifolds. For later purposes, we formulate this
in terms of superconnection formalism (though this would not be completely nec-
essary). However, our approach to superconnections differs from standard treatises
such as [BGV].
In this section, the same assumptions as in the previous section are used.
We define an algebra of End(E)-valued differential forms Ω on M ×B generated
by elements 1, A, dA and θ, where A is an element of B and θ is the Maurer-Cartan
form interpreted as End(E)-valued form via the use of evaluation map. That is,
elements of Ω are polynomials in the variables A, dA and θ. Note that the curvature
F = dA+ A2 is in Ω.
We equip Ω with differentials d, δˆ and the total differential d defined earlier. Now
Ω is graded in terms of form degrees of M and form degrees of B (ghost degree).
Also, Ω is graded by the total form degree. The total form degree is just a sum of
the ghost degree and the form degree on M .
Define a graded commutator on Ω by
(5.1) [ω, η] = ωη − (−1)sηω,
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where ω and η are pure elements of Ω and the sign s is computed from
(5.2) s = p(ω) · p(η) + (∂ω) · (∂η),
where p(ω) is the form degree on M and ∂ω is the ghost degree of any pure element
ω of Ω, respectively.
Next, we define an odd covariant derivative dA acting on Ω by
(5.3) dAω = dω + [A, ω] ∈ Ω,
where ω is any element of Ω, A is an odd (in total degree) element of Ω or zero, and
where the commutator is the above graded commutator.
Usually, we take A to be
(5.4) A = tA+ θ
or
(5.5) A = tθ,
where t ∈ [0, 1].
We equip Ω with Z2-grading coming from the parity grading of the total form
degree. Denote by Ω = Ω+ ⊕ Ω− this grading.
Now define Γ as the parity operator acting on forms Ω by
(5.6) Γωp = (−1)pωp,
where ω has form degree p on M . Note that Γ2 = 1, δˆ = Γδ, and that Γ anticom-
mutes with d. Also, Γ anticommutes with any odd form, in the form degree of M ,
on Ω.
Now, replace θ by Γθ. Then dA, defined above, also satisfies graded Leibniz rule
with respect to grading Ω+ ⊕ Ω−
dA(ωη) = (dAω)η + (−1)∂ωωdA(η),(5.7)
where ω, η ∈ Ω and ∂ω denotes the total parity of ω.
Furthermore, for pure elements ω and η of Ω
[ω, η] = ωη − (−1)∂ω·∂ηηω,(5.8)
and ∂ω, ∂η denotes the total parities of ω and η respectively.
We think dA as a superconnection on Ω. Also, we call the form A in the definition
of a superconnection as superconnection.
From now on, we interpret θ as Γθ. This convention simplifies many computations
involving the sign rule. Later, we shall use a similar interpretation, in the infinite
dimensional situation. Essensially, the substitution θ → Γθ allows us to think θ as
an 1-form on M , from the computational point of view.
The curvature for dA as above, is defined as usual (formally d
2
A = [F, ·]). Let us
denote the corresponding curvatures by F. The curvatures corresponding to the
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above superconnections are easily calculated
F = dA+ A ∧ A = tF + (t2 − t)A2 + (1− t)dθ,(5.9)
where F is the curvature corresponding to A. Similarly we compute
(5.10) F = dA+ A ∧ A = tdθ + (t2 − t)θ2.
It is not difficult to prove that the Bianchi-identity dAF = 0 is satisfied.
We introduce the Chern-Weil type form
(5.11) chk(A) = trsFk,
where trs is the ordinary trace and k is a positive integer. The subscript s is to
remind us from the Z2-grading coming from Ω.
It is usefull to introduce the so-called (graded) symmetric trace Strs of k-objects,
where k is a non-negative integer [B], [Hou]. The symmetric trace means taking the
graded symmetrization of k objects and then taking of the trace. In our case the
grading comes from the Z2-grading of Ω. Particularly, Strs(ω1, ω2, · · · , ωk) means
symmetrization when each ωi is even, and antisymmetrization when each ωi is of
odd element of Ω respectively. Usually, we do not show the number k, when we
use the symmetrized trace (later we have to keep track of k). By definition, the
symmetric trace is completely (graded) symmetric; we can change the places of any
two arguments by using the sign rule. This is best understood by example. Consider
the case k = 4 and suppose ω1, ω2 are even and ω3, ω4 odd then
(5.12) Strs(ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4) = Strs(ω1, ω3, ω2, ω4) = −Strs(ω1, ω2, ω4, ω3),
where the sign change comes when passign ω3 over ω4.
When some of the ωi’s are the same, we collect them. For example, if ω1 = ω2 = ω,
then we denote
(5.13) Strs(ω, ω, ω3, ω4) = Strs(ω
2, ω3, ω4).
Sometimes there is expressions like a2 in the symmetrization, then we can denote
[a2]m to emphasize that we mean m-times a2. We cannot collect odd objects.
Namely, if any two odd objects are the same (say ω3, ω4 above), the symmetrization
process kills the whole expression.
The most important property of the symmetrized trace is the integration by parts
formula. For example, in the first case above
dStrs(ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4) = Strs(dω1, ω2, ω3, ω4) + Strs(ω1,dω2, ω3, ω4)
+ Strs(ω1, ω2,dω3, ω4)− Strs(ω1, ω2, ω3,dω4),(5.14)
where the sign comes from passing dˆ over the odd object ω3.
The integration by parts formula becomes usefull when several arguments are the
same. For example, consider the following expression that has k times a supercur-
vature F
(5.15) dStrs(Fk) = kStrs(dF,Fk−1) = kStrs([A,F],Fk−1),
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where we have used the Bianchi identity. This expression is ofcourse zero. This
fact depends on the trace property. It is easier to use the trace property at the
beginning (switch from d to dA). We also read from the above, that we are just
taking commutator [A,Fk]. Later, we need to keep track of the commutators. Then,
we need to separate the symmetrization process. In the above example this is done
by writing Strs(Fk) = trsSk(Fk). In this notation
(5.16) dStrs(Fk) = ktrsSk([A,F],Fk−1) = trs[A, Sk(F,Fk−1)] = 0.
Particularly, the integration by parts formula above holds for the graded sym-
metrizator Sk(ω1, · · · , ωk), where ω1, · · · , ωk are pure elements of Ω. It is important
to note that the partial integration formula holds for the derivations of the form
[ω, ·] acting on Ω, where ω can be even or odd element of Ω.
Next step is the derivation of the transgression formula. This is obtained as
follows. For t ∈ [0, 1], let At = A be an one parameter family of superconnections
on Ω. First observe that
∂tF = dA˙+ A˙ ∧ A+ A ∧ A˙
= dAA˙,
(5.17)
since A is odd.
Differentiation with respect to a parameter gives
∂tchk(A) = kStrs(F˙,Fk−1) = kStrs(dAA˙,Fk−1)
= dkStrs(A˙,Fk−1).
(5.18)
Here we have used the integration by parts, the Bianchi identity and the cyclicity
of the trace.
Thus, we get the transgression formula
chk(A1)− chk(A0) =
∫ 1
0
∂tchk(At) = d
∫ 1
0
kStrs(A˙,Fk−1).(5.19)
Put
(5.20) ch1k(A) =
∫ 1
0
kStrs(A˙,Fk−1).
The differential form ch1k(A) is called the Chern-Simons form of the superconnection
At. Now
(5.21) dch1k(A) = chk(A1)− chk(A0) ≡ ∂chk(A).
The descent equations follow by projecting to the ghost degree m + 1 in the
transgression formula
(5.22) δˆch1k,[m](A) = −dch1k,[m+1](A) + ∂chk,[m+1](A).
If ∂chk,[m+1](A) = 0, then
(5.23) δˆch1k,[m](A) = −dch1k,[m+1](A).
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Thus ch1k(A) defines δ-cocycles modulo d.
Therefore, we can construct δ-cocycles by integrating the Chern-Simons forms
over the manifold. In the case of a boundary we do not get cocycles. Then the Chern-
Simons forms become transgressive in the sense that δ-coboundaries of the Chern-
Simons forms defined above lie on the boundary, when we perform the integral. On
the boundary the resulting form may represent a non-trivial cocycle.
In the case m odd, we integrate ch1k,[m](A) over the even dimensional manifolds.
In the case m even, we integrate ch1k,[m](A) over the odd dimensional manifolds.
The dimension of the manifold have to match with the de Rham form degree of
ch1k,[m](A) in order to get (possible) nonvanishing result.
We obtain from the Stokes theorem (when dimensions agree)
(5.24) δˆ
∫
M
ch1k,[m](A) = −
∫
∂M
ch1k,[m+1](A).
Now choose A = tA+ θ. Then we have
(5.25) dch1k(A) = trsF k − trs(dθ)k.
Projecting ch1k(A) to the ghost degree m we get for 0 < m < k.
(5.26) δˆch1k,[m](A) = −dch1k,[m+1](A).
Particularly, for the ghost degree zero
(5.27) dch1k,[0](A) = trsF k.
For the choice A = tθ we get
(5.28) dch1k(A) = trs(dθ)k.
Thus, for k ≤ m ≤ 2k − 1
(5.29) δˆch1k,[m](A) = −dch1k,[m+1](A).
Combining the above results we get a δˆ-cocycle modulo d for the each ghost degree
m, where 0 < m ≤ 2k − 1.
For example, if A = tA + θ, then we split the curvature in terms of the ghost
degree
F = F[0] + F[1],(5.30)
where
F[0] = tF + (t2 − t)A2
F[1] = (1− t)dθ.
(5.31)
Now, we have to expand
(5.32) ch1k,[m](A) = k
∫ 1
0
Strs(A,Fk−1)[m] = k
(
k − 1
m
)∫ 1
0
Strs(A,Fk−1−m[0] ,F
m
[1]).
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Expand by introducing the necessary normalization constants φk,m,l coming from
the integration and the expansion of the powers of supercurvature F
(5.33) ch1k,[m](A) =
k−1−m∑
l=0
φk,m,lStrs(A,F
l, [A2]k−1−m−l, [dθ]m).
The constants are
φk,m,l = k
(
k − 1
m
)(
k − 1−m
l
)∫ 1
0
tl(t2 − t)k−1−m−l(1− t)m
= k
(
k − 1
m
)(
k − 1−m
l
)
(−1)k−m−l−1B(k −m, k − l).
(5.34)
Here B is the standard beta-function.
Example 9. Choose k = 3 and m = 1 to obtain
(5.35) ch13,[1](A) = φ3,1,1Strs(A,F, dθ) + φ3,1,0Strs(A,A2, dθ).
Example 10. Choose k = 4 and m = 1 to obtain
(5.36)
ch14,[1](A) = φ3,1,2Strs(A,F 2, dθ) + φ3,1,1Strs(A,F,A2, dθ) + φ3,1,2Strs(A, (A2)2, dθ).
Example 11. If k = 3 and m = 2 we obtain
(5.37) ch13,[2](A) = φ3,2,0Strs(A, (dθ)2).
Example 12. Similarly, if k = 4 and m = 2 we obtain
(5.38) ch14,[2](A) = φ4,2,1Strs(A,F, (dθ)2) + φk,m,0Strs(A,A2, (dθ)2).
The δ-cocycle property of the above forms can be read at once from the descent
equations. It is not so easy to verify the cocycle property by hand, as we saw
earlier. However, the use of the symmetrized trace makes these computations easier.
For example, consider the case ch13,[2](A) above. We compute using the ’partial
integration’ technique (normalization is 1)
δˆch13,[2](A) = Strs(δˆA, (dθ)2)− 2Strs(δˆA, δˆdθ, dθ)
= Strs(−dAθ, (dθ)2)− 2Strs(δˆA, [dθ, θ], dθ)
= −dStrs(θ, (dθ)2)− Strs([A, θ], (dθ)2)− 2Strs(δˆA, [dθ, θ], dθ)
= −dStrs(θ, (dθ)2).
(5.39)
We have used identity δˆdθ = [dθ, θ], the cyclicity of the trace and the fact
(5.40) [S3(A, (dθ)
2), θ] = S3([A, θ], (dθ)
2)− 2S3(δˆA, [dθ, θ], dθ).
The lesson in this section is that we can use the descent equations and Chern-
Simons forms to construct δ-cocycles over manifold M , when M is closed. When
M has a boundary, we can construct δ-transgression forms. That is, forms whose
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δ-coboundaries live on the boundary. These boundary terms are automatically
cocycles.
The above BRST-computations use heavily the cyclicity of the trace. This causes
trouble in the infinite dimensional situations. Then, use of the symmetrization
operator gives us a book keeping device to keep track of commutators. It also
makes the BRST-computations more tractable.
6. Forms associated with families of Dirac operators
Let M be a connected compact spin-manifold with connected boundary. Assume
M is equipped with a fixed boundary defining function and an exact cusp metric.
Furthermore, let E denote a Hermitean vector bundle M × CN over M of rank N
that is equipped with a fixed Hermitean metric. Let S denote the total spinor bundle
and let H denote the (complex) Hilbert space L2c(M ;S⊗E), defined using the cusp
metric and Hermitean metric on E. We assume that all geometric structures are
of ’product type’. Particularly, the Hermitean connections B on E and the gauge
transformations are independent of x near the fixed collar neighborhood [0, 1)x×∂M
of the boundary.
We consider a family of cusp-pseudodifferential operators F ∈ Ψ0c(M/B;S ⊗ E)
acting on (as bounded operators) H, where M = M ×B. Each Fb is assumed to be
self-adjoint, fully elliptic and F 2b = 1, where b is any element in B. If the manifold
M is even dimensional, then there exists a Hermitean operator Γ acting on H such
that Γ2 = 1 and it anticommutes with each Fb. The operator Γ comes from the
Z2-grading of spinors. If the manifold M is odd dimensional, then we do not have Γ.
The operators Γ and F are usually referred to as grading operators. One can also
think grading operators F as points of suitable infinite dimensional Grassmannians
[Q2], [MR], [MeNi] and [St].
The grading operator family F comes usually from a family of elliptic cusp-
pseudo-differential operators defined over the above fibration. The correspondence is
going from the original family to the signature family of the corresponding operator.
More precisely, if D ∈ Ψmc (M/B;S ⊗ E), then F = D|D| .
This family comes, in our case, from a family of Dirac operators
ðE ∈ Ψ1c(M/B;S⊗E). We assume the full ellipticity unless stated otherwise. Thus
ðE,b defines a Fredholm operator ðE,b : Hmc (M ;S⊗E)→ Hm−1c (M ;S⊗E), for b ∈ B
and m ∈ R. We can also think ðE,b as an unbounded differential operator acting
on H, where the domain is specified essensially by the standard APS-boundary
conditions [MePi], [MePi2] and [MeRo2].
As is customary, the chiral Dirac family is denoted (in the even dimensional case)
by ð±E ∈ Ψ1c(M/B;S± ⊗ E, S∓ ⊗ E).
The construction of F assumes that ðE has no zero-eigenvalues. Later, we show
how this condition can be relaxed. For now, we assume that ðE does not have zero-
eigenvalues.
Let us denote by d the exterior derivative of B. If necessary, we use dB to
distinguish it from the exterior derivative of M . The gauge group acts on the
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Dirac operators and grading operators by conjugation. The differentiation of the
action of the gauge group on the grading operators gives commutators. Particularly,
when we restrict to the vertical directions, they are of the form [F,X], where X ∈
Ψ0c(M/B;S ⊗E) is a vertical vector field. Here X acts as a multiplication operator
on H. We see that [F,X] is a cusp pseudodifferential operator of order −1 and X
is a cusp pseudodifferential operator of order 0.
From the product geometry assumption above, it follows that the indicial family
of X can be identified with its restriction to the boundary. Particularly, the indicial
family of X is independent of the suspension parameter. This fact is used to simplify
trace anomaly formulas.
Usually, we write [F, θ] when we restrict dF to the vertical directions, where θ
is the Maurer-Cartan form defined earlier. The Maurer-Cartan form also acts as a
multiplication operator on H.
Let k be a strictly positive integer. We study the following forms on B
ωk = F (dF )
k−1,(6.1)
where k − 1 is to be taken odd if the manifold M is even dimensional, otherwise
k − 1 is taken to be even.
The above form ωk is a cusp pseudodifferential operator of order −k + 1. Thus,
even in the case of a closed manifold, ωk is not generally in the trace class.
Let ð0 denote the Dirac operator coupled to the canonical flat connection in B. To
regularize the trace, we use the weight Q =
√
ð20 in the zeta function regularization
described earlier. In the even dimensional case we have to use the supertrace TrΓ.
In the odd case we use Tr. We denote these ’traces’ by Trs.
The weight Q does not depend on the parameters B. It follows that d and the
regularized trace commute (assuming the form under the trace is of constant order).
Put
ηk = Trsωk = TrsF (dF )
k−1.(6.2)
Thus we obtain (k − 1)-form on the base. In general, the forms ηk are not closed.
However, they might be transgressive in the following sense.
Definition 13. For a strictly positive integer k, the form ηk = TrsF (dF )
k−1, defined
above, is called transgressive if dηk vanishes, when evaluated with respect to vector
fields X1, X2, · · · , Xk on B, where each vector field Xi vanishes over the boundary.
Remark 5. Often, we call an expression as a boundary term, if it vanishes when the
boundary is empty. Also an expression, whose regularized trace defines a boundary
term, is called a boundary term.
In other words, dηk lies on the boundary. If the boundary is empty, then ηk
defines a closed form on the base B. Observe that dηk defines a closed form on a
boundary, if ηk is transgressive.
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To find out when ηk is transgressive, we express dηk as a supercommutator. To
this end, we use the following supercommutor relations
1 = F 2 =
1
2
[F, F ]
0 = dFF + FdF = [dF, F ],
(6.3)
where the sign in the supercommutator [A,B] = AB − (−)sBA is fixed by s. It is
computed from the parities and the form degrees of A and B by the formula :
(6.4) s = p(A)p(B) + ∂A∂B.
Here p(·) denotes the parity, and ∂(·) denotes the d-form degree. The parities are
computed from the number of F ’s. That is, F is odd, FdF is even and so on. From
now on, we use this supercommutator.
Thus
dωk = (dF )
k = F 2(dF )k =
1
2
[F, F ](dF )k
= (−1)k 1
2
[F (dF )k, F ].
(6.5)
The use of the trace anomaly formula shows
Ξ = dTrsωk = (−1)k 1
2
Wress[l, F ]F (dF )
k − (−1)k 1
2
Tr∂,sF (dF )
k[log x, F ]
= Ξk,σ + Ξk,∂.
(6.6)
Here we have denoted
l = logQ
Ξk,σ = (−1)kWress[l, F ]F (dF )k
Ξk,∂ = −(−1)kTr∂,sF (dF )k[log x, F ].
(6.7)
Proposition 27. For a positive integer k ≥ 1, the form ηk = TrsF (dF )k−1 has a
differential
(6.8) dηk = Ξk,σ + Ξk,∂,
where Ξk,σ is a local interior term
(6.9) Ξk,σ = (−1)k 1
2
Wress[l, F ]F (dF )
k,
and Ξk,∂ is a (non-local) boundary contribution
(6.10) Ξk,∂ = −(−1)k 1
2
Tr∂,sF (dF )
k[log x, F ].
Proof. 
Corollary 1. Suppose k > n−2, where n > 0 denotes the dimension of the manifold
M and k is a positive integer. Then the forms ηk = TrsF (dF )
k−1 are transgressive.
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Proof. This follows from the computation of order of the operator [l, F ]F (dF )k,
which is −k − 2. 
7. Eta-forms and localization : a first look
The locality of the eta-forms ηk = TrsF (dF )
k−1 is now studied, when k = 2, 3, 4.
This is only interesting if we restrict ηk forms to the vertical directions. Here, we
abuse notation and denote this restriction with the same notation. Then, we try to
express the restricted forms in terms of ’traces’ of commutators (expressed in terms
of F and θ) and δ-coboundaries. If the form degree is odd (M even dimensional and
k even), there is a correction term, that depends only on the Maurer-Cartan form
θ.
Remark 6. If we choose k = 1 above, then we obtain just the regularized trace of
the grading operator. The form η1 is interpreted as (at least formally) the differ-
ence of the number of the positive and negative eigenvalues of the Dirac operator.
However, if the boundary is not empty then the Dirac operator has also continuous
spectrum. Therefore, the above interpretation really is only formal.
7.1. Eta 1-form. Recall, when dealing with the odd forms (k even), the manifold
M is assumed to be even dimensional. We begin from the form
(7.1) ω2 = FdF.
Restricting this form to the vertical directions gives (using, for example, partial
integration)
ω2 = F [F, θ]
= 2θ − [Fθ, F ].(7.2)
Thus
(7.3) η2 = Trsω2 = 2Trsθ −Trs[Fθ, F ].
Modulo the boundary term coming from the trace anomaly formula, we have
η2 = 2Trsθ −Wress[l, F ]Fθ.(7.4)
Compute
δTrsθ = Trsδθ =
1
2
Trs[θ, θ].(7.5)
Now, the boundary term coming from the trace anomaly Trs[θ, θ] vanishes, since
the indicial family of θ is independent of the suspension parameter. Thus, we
obtain, modulo δ-coboundaries at the boundary, a local representation for the form
TrsdFdF , when restricted to vertical directions. The local representative is
(7.6) −δWress[l, F ]Fθ + 1
2
Wress[l, θ]θ,
where l = logQ =
√
ð20 as before.
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The form δη2 is only interesting when η2 is transgressive. Thus we have to restrict
to the dimension two by Corollary 1. In this case δη2 may represent a non-trivial
δ-cocycle on the boundary of M . This is easily verified formally, when we consider
a flat metric. Then the residue density wress[l, F ]Fθ gives the standard expression
for the chiral anomaly in dimension two. Then δ-coboundary of the residue density
is exact by the descent equations (alternatively by a direct computation). The term
Trsθ can be completely ignored in the flat case, since the Wodzicki residue density
coming from Trs[θ, θ] is identically zero by the Clifford algebra.
7.2. Eta 2-form. When we consider even eta-forms, there is no grading operator
Γ. Particularly, all supertraces become ordinary traces. We consider the form (see
also [MP])
(7.7) ω3 = FdFdF.
Restriction to the vertical directions gives
(7.8) ω3 = F [F, θ][F, θ].
Thus
ω3 = −2[F, θ]θ − [F [F, θ]θ, F ]
= −2Fθθ + 2θFθ − [F [F, θ]θ, F ]
= 4θFθ − 2[Fθ, θ]− [F [F, θ]θ, F ].
(7.9)
Put Ψ = −4Fθ, then
(7.10) δΨ = 4θFθ.
Thus
(7.11) ω3 = δΨ− 2[Fθ, θ]− [F [F, θ]θ, F ].
Therefore
(7.12) η3 = δTrΨ− 2Tr[Fθ, θ]−Tr[F [F, θ]θ, F ].
A more systematic way is provided by the method of integration by parts. First
integrate by parts with respect to [F, ·], to get
ω3 = F [F, θ][F, θ] = −[F, Fθ[F, θ]] + [F, F ]θ[F, θ]
= −[F, Fθ[F, θ]] + 2θ[F, θ],(7.13)
where we used [F, F ] = 2.
Next, integrate by parts with respect to [·, θ], to obtain
θ[F, θ] = [θF, θ]− [θ, θ]F
= [θF, θ]− 2θ2F
= [θF, θ] + 2δθF,
(7.14)
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where we used δθ = −θ2. Using δF = [F, θ], we get
2δθF = δ(2θF ) + 2θδF
= δ(2θF ) + 2θ[F, θ].
(7.15)
Thus
θ[F, θ] = [θF, θ] + 2δ(θF ) + 2θ[F, θ].(7.16)
This yields
θ[F, θ] = −[θF, θ]− 2δ(θF ).(7.17)
Combine everything to get
ω3 = F [F, θ][F, θ] = −[F, Fθ[F, θ]]− 2[θF, θ]− 4δ(θF ).(7.18)
We now have a representation in terms of ’traces’ of commutators and cobound-
aries. There are no terms depending only on θ. Thus η3 is local modulo boundary
terms and δ-coboundaries by the trace anomaly formula. Particularly, δη3 is local
modulo δ-coboundaries. The form η3 is transgressive, when dimension of M is three
by Corollary 1. In dimension three, the form η3 essentially represents the so-called
Schwinger term. This is discussed later. We eventually show that η3 is equivalent
to the standard Schwinger term in [MR] and [LaMi], when there is no boundary.
7.3. Eta 3-form. Consider
(7.19) ω4 = F (dF )
3.
Restrict to the vertical directions to get
ω4 = F [F, θ]
3.(7.20)
As before, we begin with partial integration with respect to [F, ·] to get
ω4 = F [F, θ][F, θ][F, θ]
= −[F, Fθ[F, θ][F, θ]] + [F, F ]θ[F, θ][F, θ]
= −[F, Fθ[F, θ][F, θ]] + 2θ[F, θ][F, θ],
(7.21)
where we used [F, F ] = 2. In the last term, we integrate by parts with respect to
[·, θ], [F, ·] and δ
θ[F, θ][F, θ] = [θ[F, θ]F, θ]− θ[[F, θ], θ]F + [θ, θ][F, θ]F
= [θ[F, θ]F, θ]− θ[F, [θ, θ]]F + 2θ2[F, θ]F
= [θ[F, θ]F, θ]− [F, θ[θ, θ]F ]− θ[θ, θ][F, F ]− 2δθ[F, θ]F
= [θ[F, θ]F, θ]− [F, θ[θ, θ]F ]− 2θ[θ, θ]− 2δ(θ[F, θ]F ) + 2θ[F, θ]δF
= [θ[F, θ]F, θ]− [F, θ[θ, θ]F ]− 2θ[θ, θ]− 2δ(θ[F, θ]F ) + 2θ[F, θ][F, θ],
(7.22)
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where we have used [F, F ] = 2, [[F, θ], θ] = [F, [θ, θ]] and δF = [F, θ]. That is
θ[F, θ][F, θ] = −[θ[F, θ]F, θ] + [F, θ[θ, θ]F ] + 2θ[θ, θ] + 2δ(θ[F, θ]F ).(7.23)
Putting everything together yields
ω4 = −[F, Fθ[F, θ][F, θ]]− 2[θ[F, θ]F, θ] + 2[F, θ[θ, θ]F ] + 4θ[θ, θ] + 4δ(θ[F, θ]F ).
(7.24)
The form η4 is transgressive in dimensions two and four by Corollary 1. Then
δη4, when restricted to the boundary, can be represented with a local expression
modulo coboundaries.
The above integration by parts technique ables us to decompose the forms ωk in
terms of commutators, δ-coboundaries and terms depending only on θ.
The general case of decomposing ωk can be found in Appendix.
The problem with these forms is that they are not transgressive, in general.
Therefore, a regularization of the forms ωk is needed in order to quarantee the
transgressive property in higher dimensions. Unfortunately, these regularized forms
are more complicated than the above forms ωk. An another problem is that the
residues coming from the above type commutators are difficult to compute, even
in simple cases. Later, we replace the forms ωk with expressions that yield more
managable formulas for the residues.
The regularization of the forms ωk and their decompositions in terms of commu-
tators, δ-coboundaries and ’θ-terms’ go in hand in hand. These problems are solved
later in a similar framework introduced in [La] and [LaMiRy]. See also appendix,
for an alternative way.
8. Regularization of the forms F (dF )m
We introduce one way to regularize the forms F (dF )m. Later, we also show an
another way, introduced in [MP]. To this end, we must introduce (formal) graded
symmetrization operators Sn, for each integer n > 0.
First, define Sn formaly by (acting on elements x1, x2, · · · , xn of some Z2-graded
algebra A)
(8.1) Sn(x1, x2, · · · , xn) = 1
n!
∑
P
(−1)Nf (P )(xP−11 xP−12 · · ·xP−1n ),
where P runs over all the permutations of integers from one to n and Pi = P (i), for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Here, the sign of the permutation is computed from the number Nf (P )
of fermionic pairs (xi, xj), i < j such that P
−1
i > P
−1
i . The pair is fermionic (we
also use the word odd) if the corresponding elements are odd with respect to the
given Z2-grading of A.
We apply this construction on the cusp algebra (actually, a certain subalgebra of
it). For now, we take the sign rule (6.4) to determine if a pair is odd. A pair is
odd if the sign rule gives minus sign when the corresponding elements switch places
(this is a slight generalization of the above construction).
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Put  = F0, where 0 ∈ B denotes the canonical flat connection. Note that  has
odd parity and form degree zero. Now, consider the expressions
(8.2) ωˆp,q = Sk((F − ), [(F − )2]p, (dF )q),
where k = p+ q+1 and p, q are positive integers. Note that the transposition of the
elements (F − ) and dF is odd. Therefore, there are several sign changes involved,
if we expand ωˆp,q. Later, we use similar trick as in Section 5 to simplify the signs.
We also see the similarity with the Chern-Simons forms, if we think F −  as a ’flat
connection’ and dF as a piece of ’supercurvature’ of a suitable ’superconnection’.
We make this precise later.
If we choose p = 0, then
ωˆ0,q = Sk((F − ), (dF )q) = Sk(F, (dF )q)− d(Sk(, F, (dF )q−1))
= F (dF )q − d(Sk(, F, (dF )q−1)).
(8.3)
Thus modulo coboundary we get the forms F (dF )q. So, we can always improve the
regularity by one degree, since F −  has order −1.
In the general case ωˆp,q are, as pseudodifferential operators, of order −1− 2p− q.
Greater the choice of p, more regular is ωˆp,q. Are the forms ωˆp,q equivalent to the
forms of the type ωˆ0,q? This question turns out to be far more difficult. We are able
to settle it much later, when the tools from Section 11 are available. For now, let
us check, that the forms ωˆp,q can be used to construct cocycles. We have to prove
that dωˆp,q are either vanishing or are given in terms of (super)commutators.
We compute
dωˆp,q = Sk(dF, [(F − )2]p, (dF )q) + pSk(F − , [dF, F − ], [(F − )2]p−1, (dF )q),
(8.4)
where we have used the definition of the supercommutator in
(8.5) d(F − )2 = dF (F − ) + (F − )dF = [dF, F − ].
We integrate by parts to get
pSk(F − , [dF, F − ], [(F − )2]p−1, (dF )q)
=
p
q + 1
[Sk(F − , [(F − )2]p−1, (dF )q+1), F − ]
− p
q + 1
Sk([F − , F − ], [(F − )2]p−1, (dF )q+1)
=
p
q + 1
[Sk(F − , [(F − )2]p−1, (dF )q+1), F − ]
− 2p
q + 1
Sk([(F − )2]p, (dF )q+1).
(8.6)
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This yields
dωˆp,q =
q + 1− 2p
q + 1
Sk([(F − )2]p, (dF )q+1)
+
p
q + 1
[Sk(F − , [(F − )2]p−1, (dF )q+1), F − ].
(8.7)
Using the F 2 = 1 trick, we get
Sk([(F − )2]p, (dF )q+1) = 1
2
[F, F ]Sk([(F − )2]p, (dF )q+1)
= (−1)q+1 1
2
[FSk([(F − )2]p, (dF )q+1), F ].
(8.8)
Combining the above results, we have
dωˆp,q = (−1)q+1 q + 1− 2p
q + 1
1
2
[FSk([(F − )2]p, (dF )q+1), F ]
+
p
q + 1
[Sk(F − , [(F − )2]p−1, (dF )q+1), F − ].
(8.9)
The above supercommutators are ordinary commutators when q is even (M odd
dimensional). When q is odd (M even dimensional), then the supercommutators
are anticommutators.
When we choose p high enough the cocycle property modulo possible boundary
terms is satisfied. A choice −2p − q − 1 ≤ − dimM works (use the trace anomaly
formula). Thus we have constructed the regularizations for all of the forms F (dF )m
(m > 0).
We still need to find out the relation between the forms F (dF )m and their reg-
ularizations. Furthermore, we would like to construct representations in terms of
supercommutators, coboundaries and forms depending only on θ for the forms ωˆp,q.
It turns out that these questions are more or less the same. The explicit solution
however, requires a lot of work and preparation. This preparation keeps us busy for
the few next sections. The case when F is not defined is postponed till the end.
9. Noncommutative BRST-complex
We begin a systematic way to construct cocycles via transgression type arguments.
This approach was introduced in [La], [LaMiRy]. The idea is to use a similar
Chern-Weil type calculus as in the finite dimensional case. Particularly, we need an
analogue of Chern-Simons transgression forms. Recall, that in the finite dimensional
case the cocycles (transgression forms when there is a boundary) were precisely
Chern-Simons forms.
First, we have to develop a differential graded algebra (DGA for short), where
all this machinery of characteristic classes is then applied. Luckily for us, this has
been done in [La] and [LaMiRy]. This DGA contains two differentials, dˆ and δˆ.
Here dˆ is an analogue of the de Rham differential and δˆ is the gauge variation with
a certain sign convention to be discussed below. This leads us to the notion of
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the non-commutative BRST-complex introduced in [La], [LaMiRy]. This complex
comes with several natural gradings. For us, the most important grading is the total
Z2-grading. The differentials become odd with respect to this grading.
This complex of ’differential’-forms contains expressions, what we could call ’con-
nections’. These ’connections’ are odd with respect to the total Z2 -grading. This
leads us to a notion of superconnection. The Chern-Weil theory then follows as in
the case of the superconnection formalism of Quillen [Q]. Particularly, we define
certain ’characteristic classes’ for these superconnections, called Chern-forms and
Chern-Simons forms. Then, we need to establish some of their basic properties.
Particular importance are the descent equations, the triangle formula and certain
homotopy invariance formulas.
In this formalism the notion of a trace is part of the integration of ’forms’. There-
fore, there is some difference compared to the standard Chern-Weil theory.
After the Chern-Simons forms are defined, the next step is to pair them with regu-
larized traces. This object formed by taking a regularized trace of the Chern-Simons
form is called an eta-chain. These eta-chains give us the cocycles and transgression
forms in the end.
9.1. BRST-complex. Assume that the manifoldM is even dimensional. Following
essensially [LaMiRy], [La] we define a subalgebra Ω of Ψ∗c(M/B;S ⊗E) (with unit)
generated by the elements a = F−, θ, . The elements of Ω are constructed from the
generators by a finite number of additions and compositions. We let the operators
act on the Hilbert space H. For example, the expressions Fθθ, + Fθ a nd θ32F
are elements of Ω.
We give the generators degrees 1, 1, 1 (their parities). We define a differential dˆ
on the generators as follows. Let ω± be any generator of parity ±. Then we put
dˆω+ = ω+ − ω+
dˆω− = ω− + ω−.
(9.1)
That is, we define dˆ as the graded commutator dˆω± = [, ω±]. We denote by Ω± the
forms that have parity ± and put Ω = Ω+ ⊕ Ω−. Then it is clear that dˆ defines a
linear map dˆ : Ω± → Ω∓ and satisfies the graded Leibniz rule
dˆ(ωη) = dˆωη ± ωdˆη,(9.2)
for any ω in Ω± and η in Ω. The operator dˆ extends to the whole Ω in an obvious
way and also dˆ2 = 0, since
dˆdˆω+ = dˆ(ω+ − ω+) = 2ω+ + ω+− ω+− ω+2
= 1ω+ − ω+1 = 0
dˆdˆω− = dˆ(ω− + ω−) = 2ω− − ω−+ ω−− ω−2
= 1ω+ − ω+1 = 0.
(9.3)
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Remark 7. In order to make the abstract BRST-algebra compatible with the pre-
vious notation, we have to think θ as Γθ. This interpretation is used in [LaMiRy].
This has a effect when we define the supertrace on forms Ω.
Remark 8. Note that [F, θ] = Fθ+θF using the above grading. Using our previous
supercommutator [F,Γθ] = −Γ(Fθ − θF ). Particularly, the Γ-factor needed in the
supertrace is automatically included in odd degree forms in the ghost.
We say that a form ω is closed if dˆω = 0. If ω = dˆη, then ω is called exact or dˆ -
coboundary. Let us look some examples. First take ω = dˆadˆθ. Then ω has positive
parity and is exact, since ω = dˆ(adˆθ). Thus ω is closed. Next, consider , then
dˆ = 2 + 2 = 2, since  is odd. Finally, if ω = adˆθ, then ω has positive parity.
Thus
(9.4) dˆω = dˆadˆθ − dˆadˆθ − adˆ2θ = 2adˆθ − dˆadˆθ.
Next we introduce the BRST-differential δˆ (which we have already discussed).
We define the differential δˆ by equations
δˆF = −[F, θ] = −(Fθ + θF )
δˆ = 0.
(9.5)
To make this definition consistent with previous notation; we think
δˆ = Γδ, θ → Γθ,(9.6)
where δ is the BRST-differential defined earlier. So the above means
(9.7) ΓδF = Γ[F, θ]− = −[F,Γθ]+ = δˆF.
We need the following formulas.
Proposition 28. For a = F −  and θ in Ω, the following identities are valid
δˆa = −dˆθ − [a, θ]
δˆθ = −θ2
f = dˆa+ a2 = 0.
(9.8)
Here, the commutator is the graded commutator with respect to the Z2-grading of
Ω.
Proof. We only prove the first and the third line. By definition
(9.9) δˆa = δˆ(F − ) = δˆF = −[F, θ] = −[F − , θ]− [, θ].
To check the vanishing of ’curvature’ f of a, we need only to observe that a2 =
(F − )2 = 2− [F, ] and
(9.10) dˆa = [, F − ] = [, F ]− [, ] = [, F ]− 2.

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Remark 9. The above vanishing of curvature is used constantly in the form dˆa =
−a2.
Thus Ω becomes a bicomplex, with differentials dˆ and δˆ. With respect to δˆ, the
bicomplex is N-graded. This grading is essensially the number of θs, and is referred
as the ghost degree. We denote the projection to the ghost degree m by Ω[m] and
generally in any expression the subscript [m] means the component of degree m in
the ghost.
It follows from the above conventions that differentials δˆ and dˆ anticommute.
Thus d = dˆ+ δˆ defines a total differential on Ω.
We define two sets in Ω. The first is [Ω,Ω] consisting of all the supercommutators
in Ω. The second is dΩ consisting of all δˆ and dˆ coboundaries in Ω.
Now, given elements ω and η in Ω of parities m and n respectively, we define the
graded commutator using the following sign rule
(9.11) [ω, η] = ωη − (−1)mnηω.
This defines the graded commutator in the whole complex by extending linearly.
It is very important to become comfortable with this notion. So we give several
examples and computations. First we observe, that for any form ω in Ω
(9.12) [, ω] = dˆω.
For example, consider ω = adˆθ, then ω is even and  is odd. Thus
(9.13) [, ω] = ω − (−1)1·0ω = ω − ω = dˆω.
Consider the following operator in Ω given by [θ, ·]. It maps ω → [θ, ω], for ω in Ω.
It is clear that [θ, ·] defines an odd map with respect to Z2-grading on Ω. Suppose
ω has a parity ±, then we have
(9.14) [θ, ωη] = [θ, ω]η ± ω[θ, η].
Thus the operator [θ, ·] defines a graded derivation with respect to the Z2-grading
of Ω. Similarly, we have the operators [·, θ], [a, ·] and [·, a]. We can also consider
general graded derivations [ω, ·], for some fixed ω in Ω.
Example 13 (Switching derivations). Often we end up in a situation where we
must switch derivations. For example, from dˆ derivations to [θ, ·] derivations or vice
versa. By ’switching’, we mean the following type computations. Suppose ω is any
element of Ω. Then we consider an expression
(9.15) ωdˆθ = ω[, θ] = [ω, θ] + [ω, θ].
Here we have switched from dˆ to [·, θ]. Now, suppose ω is an odd element of Ω, and
η is any element of Ω. Then
(9.16) [ω, η] = −[ω, η] + [ω, ]η = −[ω, η] + [, ω]η = −[ω, η] + dˆωη.
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Example 14. Consider the expression θ2. Then
(9.17) dˆθ2 = dˆθθ − θdˆθ = [dˆθ, θ].
On the other hand
(9.18) dˆθ2 = −dˆδˆθ = δˆdˆθ.
Thus
(9.19) δˆdˆθ = [dˆθ, θ].
An another way is to compute
(9.20) dˆθ2 =
1
2
dˆ[θ, θ] =
1
2
[dˆθ, θ]− 1
2
[θ, dˆθ] =
1
2
[dˆθ, θ] +
1
2
[dˆθ, θ] = [dˆθ, θ].
The computation above and the following computation are fundemental in Section
11.
Example 15. Consider the expression a2. We compute its δˆ coboundary.
δˆa2 = −δˆdˆa = dˆδˆa = −dˆdˆθ − dˆ[a, θ] = −dˆ[a, θ] = −[dˆa, θ] + [a, dˆθ]
= −[dˆa, θ]− [dˆθ, a] = +[a2, θ]− [dˆθ, a].
(9.21)
Particularly, we get
[a2, θ] = δˆa2 + [dˆθ, a].(9.22)
This is a relation that we need later.
9.2. Superconnections. If we think dˆ as the de Rham differential and the operator
dˆa = dˆ+ [a, ·] (acting on Ω) as a covariant derivative, then dˆ2a should be interpreted
as a curvature. This is, however, zero identically, since by definition
dˆ2aω = dˆadˆω + dˆa[a, ω]
= dˆ2ω + [a, dˆω] + dˆ[a, ω] + [a, [a, ω]]
= [a, dˆω] + dˆ[a, ω] + [a, [a, ω]]
= [dˆa, ω] +
1
2
[[a, a], ω]
= [dˆa+
1
2
[a, a], ω]
= [0, ω] = 0.
(9.23)
So, in this sense the expression F −  is a flat connection. Now, consider the
expression A = ta, where t is a real parameter. Define a covariant derivative by
(9.24) dˆA = dˆ+ [ta, ·].
We define its curvature by
(9.25) F = dˆA+
1
2
[A,A] = dˆA+ A2.
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An easy computation gives
(9.26) F = tdˆa+ t2a2 = −ta2 + t2a2 = (t2 − t)a2.
These are the simplest examples of superconnections on the complex (Ω[0], dˆ).
Definition 14. A superconnection on Ω is a linear map dA : Ω→ Ω defined by
(9.27) dAω = dω + [A, ω] = dˆω + δˆω + [A, ω],
where A is any odd form in Ω and ω is any form on Ω. We consider 0 as an odd
and even form on Ω. The even form on Ω
(9.28) F = dA+
1
2
[A,A] = (dˆ+ δˆ)A+
1
2
[A,A],
is called the curvature of the superconnection A in Ω.
Remark 10. It is convenient to call the odd form A in the definition of supercon-
nection also a superconnection.
Similarly, for A ∈ Ω−, we also define the partial superconnections dˆA and δˆA by
dˆAω = dˆ+ [A, ω]
δˆAω = δˆ + [A, ω].
(9.29)
Proposition 29. For ω, η in Ω, superconnections A ∈ Ω− satisfy the following
identities
[A, ωη] = [A, ω]η + (−1)∂ωω[A, η]
dA(ωη) = dAωη + (−1)∂ωωdAη
d2Aω = [F, ω]
dAF = dF+ [A,F] = 0,
(9.30)
where ∂ω means the parity of ω. Here, the last identity is the Bianchi identity.
Proof. This is a standard computation. 
Observe that we can write the Bianchi identity also in terms of the partial super-
connections
dˆF = −δˆAF
δˆF = −dˆAF.
(9.31)
Proposition 30 (A variation of a supercurvature). Suppose we have an one pa-
rameter family of superconnections t→ At on Ω, for t ∈ [0, 1]. Then, the following
identity holds for the supercurvature Ft of At
(9.32) F˙t = dAtA˙t,
where ∂tAt = A˙t.
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Proof. The proof is a simple computation
F˙t = ∂t(dAt +
1
2
[At,At])
= d∂tAt +
1
2
[∂tAt,At] +
1
2
[At, ∂tAt]
= d∂tAt + [At, ∂tAt]
= dAtA˙t.
(9.33)

Example 16. Consider A = ta on Ω, for t ∈ [0, 1]. Then the curvature is
F = dA+ A2 = dˆA+ δˆA+ A2
= tdˆa+ tδˆa+ t2a2
= (t2 − t)a2 + tδˆa.
(9.34)
Example 17. Next consider A = ta+ θ on Ω, for t ∈ [0, 1]. Then
F = dA+ A2 = dˆA+ δˆA+ A2
= tdˆa+ dˆθ + tδˆa+ δˆθ + t2a2 + t[a, θ] + θ2
= tdˆa+ t2a2 + (δˆθ + θ2) + t(δˆa+ [a, θ]) + dˆθ
= (t2 − t)a2 + (−θ2 + θ2) + t(−dˆθ − [a, θ] + [a, θ]) + dˆθ
= (t2 − t)a2 + (1− t)dˆθ.
(9.35)
Example 18. For t ∈ [0, 1], the superconnection A = tθ on Ω, the corresponding
curvature is
F = dA+ A2 = dˆA+ δˆA+ A2
= tdˆθ + tδˆθ + t2θ
= tdˆθ − tθ2 + t2θ
= tdˆθ + (t2 − t)θ2.
(9.36)
Example 19. For t ∈ [0, 1], the superconnection A = t(a + θ) on Ω, the corre-
sponding curvature is
F = dA+ A2 = dˆA+ δˆA+ A2
= (t2 − t)a2 + t(δˆa+ dˆθ + [a, θ]) + (t2 − t)θ2,
= (t2 − t)a2 + (t2 − t)θ2.
(9.37)
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Example 20. Finally, consider a two-parameter superconnection A = t1a+ t2θ on
Ω, where t1, t2 ∈ [0, 1]. Now, the curvature reads
F = dA+ A2 = dˆA+ δˆA+ A2
= t1dˆa+ t2dˆθ + t1δˆa+ t2δˆθ + t
2
1a
2 + t1t2[a, θ] + t
2
2θ
2
= (t21 − t1)a2 + (t22 − t2)θ2 + t1δˆa+ t1t2[a, θ] + t2dˆθ.
(9.38)
From this superconnection we get all the above superconnections and more as special
cases.
The above superconnections are the only ones that we consider now on.
9.3. The total superconnection. The total superconnection can be thought as
a super connection on Ω2 ≡ Ω ⊗ Ω(It1) ⊗ Ω(It2), where Ω(I) denotes forms on the
interval [0, 1] of R. We equip Ω2 with natural Z2 grading coming from Z2-grading
of Ω and grading of differential forms of intervals.
First, we define the total differential on Ω2 by
(9.39) d = dt + dˆ+ δˆ = dt1 ⊗ ∂t1 + dt2 ⊗ ∂t2 + dˆ+ δˆ,
acting on forms on Ω2. With respect to the total Z2-grading of Ω2, d is odd.
The total superconnection is by definition a covariant derivative (acting on Ω2)
(9.40) dA = d + [A, ·],
where the commutator is the same supercommutator on Ω as above, and
(9.41) A = t1a+ t2θ = A(t1, t2).
If there is no danger of confusion, we simply denote A by A. We also call the
superconnection A as the total superconnection.
The curvature is defined as usual
F = dA + A2
= dt1a+ dt2θ + (t
2
1 − t1)a2 + t1δˆa+ t1t2[a, θ] + t2dˆθ + (t22 − t2)θ2
= dtA+ F.
(9.42)
Note that the curvature contains components that are odd with respect to the Z2-
grading of Ω.
Observe that
(9.43) F[0] = dt1∂1A+ F[0] = dt1a+ (t21 − t1)a2,
where ∂1 = ∂t1 and ∂2 = ∂t2 , is a pseudodifferential operator valued form whose
components have orders −1 and −2. The component of ghost degree one is
(9.44) F[1] = dt2∂2A+ F[1] = dt2θ + t1δˆa+ t1t2[a, θ] + t2dˆθ,
that has components of order 0 and −1. The degree two part in the ghost is
(9.45) F[2] = F[2] = (t22 − t2)θ2,
that has order 0.
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The total superconnection satisfies the usual identities as before. Particularly, we
have the Bianchi identity dAF = 0.
9.4. Superconnection character forms. The Chern-Weil type forms on the com-
plex Ω are now introduced. These forms are, as in the standard case, polynomial
expressions on the supercurvature F of some superconnection A on Ω. The differ-
ence to the ordinary case is that we do not take the trace. We first define the basic
Chern-forms.
Definition 15. Let A be any superconnection on Ω and let k be a positive integer.
We define the basic Chern-form of degree k by
(9.46) ck(A) = Fk = Sk(F, · · · ,F).
Here we use the familiar symmetrization operator but with different grading rule
(in this expression every form is even so there is no sign changes). The sign rule
comes from the parity grading of Ω. The substitutions θ → Γθ and δ → Γδ can
be used to return to the original sign rule (6.4). However, in our case the parity
grading on Ω yields simpler calculations.
When a superconnection depends on a parameter t running from 0 to 1, it is useful
to define the following boundary operator acting on the Chern form as follows
(9.47) ∂ck(At) = ck(A1)− ck(A0).
Example 21. Consider the superconnection At = ta + θ on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1].
Then A1 = a + θ and A0 = θ. It is easy to see that A1 is flat and that F0 = dˆθ.
This gives us
(9.48) ∂ck(ta+ θ) = ck(a+ θ)− ck(θ) = −(dˆθ)k.
Example 22. Now, consider the superconnection At = tθ on Ω. Then A1 = θ and
A0 = 0. Thus F0 = dˆθ and F0 = 0. Therefore, we get
(9.49) ∂ck(tθ) = ck(θ)− ck(0) = (dˆθ)k.
If we combine the paths above, that is, first go from a+ θ to θ and then to 0, we
get the trivial Chern-form. When we combine paths as above it is usefull to use a
notation
(9.50) ck(A0,A1, · · · ,Am)
to denote the endpoints of paths. Then the boundary operator is
(9.51) ∂ck(A0,A1, · · · ,Am) = ck(Am)− ck(A0).
Similarly, we define Chern-forms for the total superconnection.
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A basic property of Chern forms is that they are d-closed modulo commutators.
This follows from the Bianchi identity
dFk = dA(Fk)− [A,Fk]
=
k−1∑
m=0
(Fm)(dAF)(Fk−m−1)− [A,Fk]
= −[A,Fk].
(9.52)
Proposition 31. Let A be any superconnection on Ω and let k be a positive integer.
Then the corresponding Chern-forms satisfy
(9.53) dck(A) = −[A, ck(A)].
This can be, also, read as
(9.54) δˆck(A) = −dˆAck(A) = −dˆck(A)− [A, ck(A)].
Proof. 
Proposition 32. Let A be a superconnection on Ω depending on a parameter t ∈ R.
Then the corresponding Chern-forms satisfy the following transgression formula
(9.55) ∂tck(A) = dAω1k(A),
where ωk ∈ Ω is called a transgression form or a Chern-Simons form.
Proof. This is a standard computation using the Bianchi identity and the formula
(9.32)
∂tck(A) = kSk(F˙,Fk−1)
= kSk(dAA˙,Fk−1)
= kdASk(A˙,Fk−1).
(9.56)
Thus
(9.57) ω1k(A) = kSk(A˙,Fk−1).

We also use the integrated version of the transgression formula
(9.58) ck(A1)− ck(A0) =
∫ 1
0
dAω
1
k(A),
or
(9.59) ∂ck(A) =
∫ 1
0
dAω
1
k(A).
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Definition 16. Let A be any superconnection on Ω depending on parameter t ∈
[0, 1] and let k ≥ 1 be an integer. We call the expression
(9.60) c1k(A) =
∫ 1
0
ω1k(A) = k
∫ 1
0
Sk(A˙,Fk−1),
as the (integrated) Chern-Simons form associated with the superconnection A.
Remark 11. When dealing with Chern-Simons forms, we usually assume that the
corresponding superconnection A depends on parameter t ∈ [0, 1]. If the situation
demands it, we use the notation At.
We always assume that the variable k in the definition of Chern-Simons forms is
an integer greater than one.
The transgression formula can also be written as
(9.61) dc1k(A) = ∂ck(A)−
∫ 1
0
[A, ω1k(A)].
That is, we have
(9.62) dc1k(A) = ∂ck(A) + [Ω,Ω].
Example 23. For t ∈ [0, 1], an integer k ≥ 1 and an integer m, 0 ≤ m ≤ k − 1,
consider the superconnection A = ta+ θ on Ω, then
(9.63) ω1k(A) = kSk(A˙,Fk−1) = kSk(a, ((t2 − t)a2 + (1− t)dˆθ)k−1).
Projection to the ghost degree m reads
ω1k,[m](A) = Sk(A˙,Fk−1)[m]
= k
(
k − 1
m
)
(t2 − t)k−m−1(1− t)mSk(a, (a2)k−m−1, (dˆθ)m)
= (−1)k−m−1
(
k − 1
m
)
tk−m−1(1− t)k−1Sk(a, (a2)k−m−1, (dˆθ)m).
(9.64)
This gives
(9.65) c1k,[m](A) = φk,mSk(a, (a2)k−m−1, (dˆθ)m),
where
(9.66) φk,m =
(
k − 1
m
)
(−1)n−m−1B(n−m,n).
Here B(n−m,n) denotes the standard beta function
(9.67) B(a, b) =
∫ 1
0
ta−1(1− t)b−1.
Put m = k − 1 to get
(9.68) ω1k,[k−1](A) = k(1− t)k−1Sk(a, (dˆθ)k−1).
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Integration gives
(9.69) c1k,[k−1](A) = Sk(a, (dˆθ)k−1).
Example 24. For t ∈ [0, 1] and k,m as above, consider the superconnection A = ta
on Ω, then
(9.70) ω1k(A) = kSk(A˙,Fk−1) = kSk(a, ((t2 − t)a2 + tδˆa)k−1).
This yields
ω1k,[m](A) = kSk(A˙,Fk−1)[m]
= k
(
k − 1
m
)
(t2 − t)k−m−1tmSk(a, (a2)k−m−1, (δˆa)m)
= (−1)k−m−1k
(
k − 1
m
)
tk−1(1− t)k−m−1Sk(a, (a2)k−m−1, (δˆa)m).
(9.71)
Integrated form is
c1k,[m](A) = φk,mSk(a, (a2)k−m−1, (δˆa)m),(9.72)
where
(9.73) φk,m = (−1)n−m−1k
(
k − 1
m
)
B(n−m,n).
Particularly, when m = k − 1, we have
(9.74) ω1k,[k−1](A) = ktk−1Sk(a, (δˆa)k−1)
and
(9.75) c1k,[k−1](A) = Sk(a, (δˆa)k−1).
Note that
c1k,[k−1](A) = Sk(F − , ([F, θ])k−1)
= Sk(F, ([F, θ])
k−1)− δˆSk(, F, ([F, θ])k−2).
(9.76)
Thus, we end up studying already familiar forms of the type2 F [F, θ]2k+1.
Example 25. For t ∈ [0, 1], k as before and an integer m, k ≤ m ≤ 2k−1, consider
the superconnection A = tθ on Ω, then
(9.77) ω1k(A) = Sk(A˙,Fk−1) = Sk(θ, ((t2 − t)θ2 + tdˆθ)k−1).
2Remember the convention θ → Γθ!
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Especially, we have
ω1k,[m](A) = kSk(A˙,Fk−1)[m]
= k
(
k − 1
m− k
)
(t2 − t)m−kt2k−m−1Sk(θ, (θ2)m−k, (dˆθ)2k−m−1)
= (−1)m−k(1− t)m−kk
(
k − 1
m− k
)
tk−1Sk(θ, (θ2)m−k, (dˆθ)2k−m−1).
(9.78)
Integrated form is
c1k,[m](A) = φk,mSk(θ, (θ2)m−k, (dˆθ)2k−m−1),(9.79)
where
φk,m = (−1)m−kB(m− k + 1, k)k
(
k − 1
m− k
)
.(9.80)
When m = k, we get
(9.81) ω1m,[m](A) = mtm−1Sm(θ, (δˆa)m−1)
and
(9.82) c1m,[m](A) = Sm(θ, (dˆθ)m−1).
The importance of the Chern-Simons forms is that they give us a source of possible
cocycles. This follows directly from the transgression formula, since it reads (when
the contribution from the Chern-form can be ignored)
(9.83) δˆc1k(A) = dˆΩ + [Ω,Ω].
The message here is that modulo dˆΩ+[Ω,Ω] the Chern-Simons form satisfies cocycle
property with respect to δˆ. This is the key observation in the construction of δˆ-
cocycles.
As an immediate consequence, we get the noncommutative descent equations
[LaMiRy], [La] .
Corollary 2 (Descent equations). Let A be a superconnection on Ω depending on
a parameter t ∈ [0, 1]. The Chern-Simons forms c1k(A) satisfy a system of equations,
called the (noncommutative) descent equations,
(9.84) dˆc1k,[m](A) + δˆc1k,[m−1](A) = ∂ck(A)[m] −
∫ 1
0
[A, ω1k(A)][m],
where m is a positive integer.
Proof. This is just the projection of the equation (9.61) to the ghost degree m. 
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9.5. The triangle formula. There is a slightly different way to approach Chern-
Simons forms. First, consider any superconnection A on Ω parametrized by an unit
interval, which we denote by ∆1. We think A as a superconnection pulled back
from the total superconnection A via this parametrization. Now, when we form the
pulled back curvature, we have to pull back the differential dt in the definition of
supercurvature F.
We can now define the Chern-Simons form associated with the superconnection
A (with slight abuse of notation) by
(9.85) c1k(A) =
∫
∆1
Fk =
∫
∆1
Sk(F, · · · ,F).
We also use a notation c1k(∆
1). When we consider affine parametrizations between
superconnections A0 and A1 we denote the corresponding Chern-Simons forms by
c1k(A0,A1). In this case we can write
(9.86) c1k(A0,A1) =
∫ 1
0
dsω1k(A0,A1),
where
(9.87) ω1k(A0,A1) = kSk(∂sA,Fk−1),
and A is the s-dependent superconnection
(9.88) A = A0 + (A1 − A0)s,
whose curvature is F.
Note that c1k(A0,A1) = −c1k(A1,A0).
The transgression formula can be written, using Stokes theorem,
dc1k(A0,A1) = −
∫
∆1
dtF
k −
∫
∆1
[A,Fk]
= −
∫
∂∆1
Fk −
∫
∆1
[A,Fk]
= ck(∂∆
1)−
∫
∆1
ds[A, ω1k(A)].
(9.89)
It is also usefull to denote
c1k(A0,A1,A2) = c1k(A0,A1) + c1k(A1,A2)
c1k(A0,A1,A2,A3) = c1k(A0,A1) + c1k(A1,A2) + c1k(A2,A3)
(9.90)
and so on.
Next, we need to define higher Chern-Simons forms. These are defined by pulling
back the superconnection A, via suitable parametrization, to the two dimensional
standard simplex and integrating over it. The parametrizations are given by the
vertices A0,A1,A2 ∈ Ω− as follows.
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Let ∆2 = {(s1, s2)|0 ≤ s1 + s2 ≤ 1} denote the standard 2-simplex. We identify
this 2-simplex with a triangle in Ω− given by the vertices (A0,A1,A2) (order is
important) and parametrized by (s1, s2) ∈ ∆2 using
(9.91) A(∆2) = A0 + (A1 − A0)s1 + (A2 − A1)s2.
The curvature is
F(∆2) = dA(∆2) +
1
2
[A(∆2),A(∆2)]
= dsA(∆
2) + dA(∆2) +
1
2
[A(∆2),A(∆2)]
= (A1 − A0)ds1 + (A2 − A1)ds2 + dA(∆2) + 1
2
[A(∆2),A(∆2)]
= (A1 − A0)ds1 + (A2 − A1)ds2 + F(∆2),
(9.92)
where
(9.93) F(∆2) = dA(∆2) +
1
2
[A(∆2),A(∆2)].
We usually drop ∆2 from the curvature and connection above.
We define the boundary operator ∂ acting on triangles (A0,A1,A2) as above by
(9.94) ∂(A0,A1,A2) = −(Aˆ0,A1,A2) + (A0, Aˆ1,A2)− (A0,A1, Aˆ2),
where Aˆi means that the corresponding vertex is omitted. We identify ∂(A0,A1,A2)
with ∂∆2. Moreover, each element on the right-hand side can be identified with ∆.
Particularly, we identify
(9.95) c1k(∂∆
2) = c1k(A0,A1) + c1k(A1,A2) + c1k(A2,A0) = c1k(A0,A1,A2,A0).
Definition 17. Let ∆2 be given by the ordered triple of superconnections A0,A1,A2
as explained above. We define the second order Chern-Simons form c2k(∆
2) on Ω,
for any integer k ≥ 2 with the formula
(9.96) c2k(∆
2) =
∫
∆2
Fk,
where F = F(∆2) as above.
We can write
(9.97) c2k(∆
2) =
∫
∆2
ds1ds2ω
2
k(A(∆
2)),
where ω2k takes the following form
(9.98) ω2k(A(∆
2)) = k(k − 1)Sk(∂1A(∆2), ∂2A(∆2),Fk−2(∆2)),
where ∂1 = ∂s1 and ∂2 = ∂s2 .
It is not usually necessary to use the pulled back version of the total curvature.
It is easier to work with the total superconnection and do the pull back in the end.
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Usually, it is more convenient to denote the forms c2k(∆
2) by the expression (by
using our identifications)
(9.99) c2k(A0,A1,A2),
where the integral is over the triangle defined by the vertices A0,A1,A2. This form
is of importance in the homotopy formula of Chern-Simons-forms, especially in the
triangle formula.
Example 26. Consider the triangle ∆ = (0, θ, a+ θ) on Ω, then
(9.100) A(∆2) = s1θ + s2a,
where s1 and s2 are as above.
We have
c2k(∆
2) =
∫
∆2
Fk
= k(k − 1)
∫
∆2
Sk(ds1∂1A, ds2∂2A,Fk−2)
= k(k − 1)
∫ 1
0
ds1
∫ 1−s1
0
ds2Sk(θ, a,Fk−2),
(9.101)
where
F = (s22 − s2)a2 + (s21 − s1)θ2 + s2δˆa+ s1s2[a, θ] + s1dˆθ.(9.102)
We now prove a relation of the form dc2k(∆
2) = −c1k(∂∆2) modulo commutators.
This follows from the Stokes theorem and from the Bianchi identity. Explicitly, we
have
dc2k(∆
2) = (dˆ+ δˆ)
∫
∆2
Fk =
∫
∆2
(dAF
k − dtFk − [A,Fk])
=
∫
∆2
(−dtFk − [A,Fk])
= −
∫
∂∆2
Fk −
∫
∆2
[A,Fk].
(9.103)
Thus dc2k(∆
2) = −c1k(∂∆2) modulo commutators. Rearranging terms in the above
computation yields ∫
∆2
((dˆ+ δˆ)Fk + [A,Fk]) = −
∫
∂∆2
Fk.(9.104)
That is ∫
∆2
dAF
k = −
∫
∂∆2
Fk.(9.105)
The above formula gives us the triangle formula.
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Proposition 33 (Triangle formula). Suppose that a simplex ∆2 is given by the
ordered triple (A0,A1,A2) of superconnections on Ω. Then
(9.106)
∫
∂∆2
Fk = c1k(A0,A1) + c1k(A1,A2) + c1k(A2,A0) = c1k(A0,A1,A2,A0).
That is ∫
∆2
dAF
k = −
∫
∂∆2
Fk = ck(A0,A1,A2,A0).(9.107)
Proof. 
Remark 12. Note the resamblence with the Chern-Simons forms c1k(A) on Ω. Par-
ticularly, the definition is a direct higher dimensional analogue
(9.108) cnk(∆
n) =
∫
∆n
Fk,
n = 1 is the case of the standard Chern-Simons forms and n = 2 is of its higher
dimensional analogue. Corresponding transgression formulas are also similar
∫
∆n
dAF
k = −
∫
∂∆n
Fk.(9.109)
The triangle formula becomes important when we compare different Chern-Simons
forms. The triangle formula itself is a particular case of homotopy invariance prop-
erty of the Chern-Simons forms. To understand this we use the following set up.
We consider two fixed superconnections A0,A1 on Ω. These will be the endpoints
of two different paths of superconnections. We take these paths to be of the special
form.
Consider Chern-Simons forms of the following type
η1 = c
1
k(A0,A1,A2) = c1k(A0,A1) + c1k(A1,A2),
η2 = c
1
k(A0,A3,A2) = c1k(A0,A3) + c1k(A3,A2).
(9.110)
We want a managable expression for the difference η1 − η2. This expression can be
found as follows.
We add and subtract the term c1k(A2,A0) and apply the triangle formula to get
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η1 − η2 = c1k(A0,A1) + c1k(A1,A2) + c1k(A2,A0)
− c1k(A2,A0)− c1k(A0,A3)− c1k(A3,A2)
= c1k(A0,A1,A2,A0)− c1k(A0,A3,A2,A0)
=
∫
∂∆2012
Fk −
∫
∂∆2032
Fk
=
∫
∆2012
dAF
k −
∫
∆2032
dAF
k
=
∫
I2
dAF
k
=
∫
I2
dAω
2
k(A).
(9.111)
In the above calculation ∂∆012 means the boundary of the triangle corresponding to
the term c1(A0,A1,A2) and similarly for ∂∆032. The integral over I2 means integral
over the union of the above triangles.
The message here is that
(9.112) η1 − η2 = dΩ + [Ω,Ω].
This means that η1 − η2 is δˆ-coboundary modulo dˆΩ + [Ω,Ω]. Particularly we have
(9.113) η1 − η2 = δˆ
∫
I2
ω2k(A) +
∫
I2
[A, ω2k(A)] + dˆΩ.
The above formula gives us a tool that allows us to compare two Chern-Simons
forms, when we are in the situation as above.
Proposition 34 (Homotopy invariance of Chern-Simons forms). For superconnec-
tions A0,A1,A2 and A3 on Ω, the Chern-Simons form c1k(A0,A2) is independent of
the chosen path between A0 and A2 in the following sense. The Chern-Simons form
c1k(A0,A2) satisfies
c1k(A0,A1,A2) = c1k(A0,A2) + dΩ + [Ω,Ω]
c1k(A0,A3,A2) = c1k(A0,A2) + dΩ + [Ω,Ω],
(9.114)
where I2 has the same meaning as above.
We have an explicit relation between these Chern-Simons forms. Particularly, we
have
(9.115) c1k(A0,A3,A2)− c1k(A0,A1,A2) = d
∫
I2
ω2k(A) +
∫
I2
[A, ω2k(A)].
Proof. Note that the relation between c1k(A0,A2) and c1k(A0,A4,A2) is just the tri-
angle formula. The relation between c1k(A0,A3,A2) and c1k(A0,A1,A2) was shown
above. 
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Now, let us give some examples. Note that the higher ’Chern-Simons density’
ω2k(A) is always the same, when it is not pulled back. Let us compute this. By
definition the Chern-Simons density ω2k(A) is the component of supercurvature F
k
proportional to dt1dt2. Thus
ω2k(A) = dt1dt2k(k − 1)Sk(∂1A, ∂2A,Fk−2)
= dt1dt2k(k − 1)Sk(a, θ,Fk−2).
(9.116)
We usually drop the measure dt1dt2 to simplify notation. Now, we can pull ω
2
k(A)
back to ∆2, if needed. It is this way, usually, how we think forms c2k(∆
2).
We can further project this into a fixed ghost degree m to get
ω2k,[m](A) =
∑
m1+2m2=m−1
k(k − 1)(k − 2)
m1!m2!(k −m1 −m2)!Sk(a, θ,F
k−2−m1−m2
[0] ,F
m1
[1] ,F
m2
[2] ).
(9.117)
Here, the sum means all the non negative integers m1,m2 that satisfies m1 + 2m2 =
m − 1 and k − 2 − m1 − m2 ≥ 0 (or take convention that a negative power of a
supercurvature is zero). Then the above expression contains all the terms of degree
m in the ghost. Let us consider few special cases.
Example 27. First, consider the case m = 1. Then we have
ω2k,[1](A) = k(k − 1)Sk(a, θ,Fk−3[0] )
= k(k − 1)(t21 − t1)k−3Sk(a, θ, (a2)k−3).
(9.118)
We see later that this term relates two different expressions for the Schwinger term,
relevant in odd dimensional manifolds.
Example 28. Next consider the case m = k − 2. Then we have
ω2k,[k−2](A) =
∑
m1+2m2=k−3
k(k − 1)(k − 2)
m1!m2!(k − 2−m1 −m2)!Sk(a, θ,F
k−2−m1−m2
[0] ,F
m1
[1] ,F
m2
[2] ).
(9.119)
This expression appears when we compare Chern-Simons forms of type Sk(a, (dˆθ)
k−1)
and Sk(a, (δˆa)
k−1).
Corollary 3. Consider the superconnections A = ta + θ and A′ = ta on Ω, where
t ∈ [0, 1], then
(9.120) c1k,[m](A′)− c1k,[m](A) = (d
∫
I2
ω2k(A) +
∫
I2
[A, ω2k(A)])[m],
where 0 ≤ m < k and the integration is over the unit square in the coordinates
(t1, t2) and the total superconnection is given in the form as in its definition.
Proof. This is a direct application of the homotopy invariance. Choose A0 = 0,A1 =
θ,A3 = a,A2 = a + θ and apply Proposition 34 and project to the ghost degree
m. 
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Looking back to the formulas of the Chern-Simons forms gives us immediately the
equivalence of the forms of the type F (dF )m (in the old notation) and Sm+1(a, (dˆθ)
m)
and their ’regularizations’ modulo dΩ + [Ω,Ω], when restricted to the vertical direc-
tions.
10. Eta-chains and eta-cocycles
Integration of the forms Ω is now introduced. This is done using the regularized
trace, defined earlier. The notion of ’integration’ of forms is important, since it is
needed in order to construct δ-cocycles.
10.1. Basic definitions. Let A be a superconnection on Ω depending on a param-
eter t ∈ [0, 1]. Consider the basic Chern-forms of this superconnection ck(A). They
satisfy the transgression formula (integrated form)
(10.1) δˆc1k(A) = ck(A1)− ck(A0)−
∫ 1
0
dˆAω
1
k(A)
or
(10.2) δˆc1k(A) = ∂ck(A)− dc1k(A)−
∫ 1
0
[A, ω1k(A)].
That is, the Chern-Simons form c1k(A) defines cocycles modulo ∂ck(A)+ dˆΩ+[Ω,Ω].
Since both of the last two terms are in fact supercommutators, it would be tempting
to just take the supertraces from both sides. Then we would (at least formally)
obtain a δ-cocycle, if the form ∂ck(A) would vanish, since supertraces vanish on
dˆΩ + [Ω,Ω].
However, the operators above are usually not in the trace class. So, we must
use regularized traces. We consider only the regularized traces defined earlier. Let
us first deal with the dˆΩ part. This is done by recuiring the chosen regularization
of the trace, which we denote by Trs, as before, to be dˆ-compatible. This means
following.
Definition 18. A regularized trace Trs on the cusp calculus Ψ
∗
c(M ;S ⊗ E) whose
value at the commutators dˆΩ vanishes in the interior is called dˆ-compatible. Here,
the vanishing in the interior means following. The expression Trsdˆω vanishes in
the interior if the Wodzicki-residue term arising from the trace anomaly formula
vanishes.
Remark 13. In the case of a closed manifold, this means Trs is a closed supertrace.
That is TrsdˆΩ = 0. This terminology is used in [Co] and in [Sc].
Similarly we need the compability with respect to δ.
Definition 19. A regularized trace Trs on the cusp calculus Ψ
∗
c(M ;S ⊗E), whose
weight Q satisfies δQ = 0 is said to be δ-compatible.
We can also say δˆ-compatible in the above definition.
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Remark 14. Due to our conventions, the grading operator Γ needed in the defi-
nition of the supertrace is already built in the forms Ω. Thus, when we work with
forms Ω, the regularized supertrace is taken to be ordinary regularized trace. We
still denote this ’trace’ by Trs when using the abstract BRST-algebra on Ω. When
we insert the conventions δˆ = Γδ and θ → Γθ, then we drop the subscript s from
the trace. For example, the expression Trsaθ means TraΓθ. Similar conventions
are used when we apply the trace anomaly formula.
Remark 15. As before, we refer the terms whose value under the regularized trace
Trs vanishes as boundary terms with respect to Trs. If the choice of a regularization
is clear, then we drop the reference to the trace. Particularly, dˆΩ terms are boundary
terms for any dˆ-compatible regularized trace.
Example 29 (dˆ and δ compatible supertrace). The standard example of a com-
patible supertrace is already known to us. Choose the weight Q =
√
ð20 for the
regularized trace, as before, where 0 refers to the canonical flat connection on B.
Then, it follows from the trace anomaly formula that dˆ-compatible regularized trace.
The weight Q is δ-compatible, since it does not depend on connections B.
On a manifold with boundary we construct cocycles modulo boundary terms
(transgressive forms). This is because even the smoothing operators are not in the
trace class in this case.
The above discussion motivates the following definitions.
Definition 20 (Eta-chain). For any choice of dˆ and δ compatible supertrace Trs
and for any choice of superconnection A on Ω depending on parameter t ∈ [0, 1], we
define the eta-chain of degree k by
(10.3) ηk(A) = Trsc1k(A) =
∫ 1
0
Trsω
1
k(A),
where k is a positive integer.
Definition 21 (Eta-cocycle). Let A be superconnection on Ω depending on param-
eter t ∈ [0, 1] and let ηk(A) be any eta-chain. If δˆηk,[m](A) is a boundary term, for
positive integer m, then we say that the ηk,[m](A) is an eta m-cocycle.
Note, that ηk,[m](A) is a boundary term, if it vanishes when restricted to vertical
vector fields that vanish on the boundary of M . This can be taken as a definition
of the boundary term condition in the above definition. We can also say that the
eta-m-cocycle property is the condition to build transgressive differential forms over
the base.
From now on, we fix the regularization to be the one in Example 29, unless
stated otherwise. Now, we need only to specify the superconnection A depending
on parameter t ∈ [0, 1] to define the eta-chains. Therefore, we say that the eta-chain
is associated with the superconnection A.
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Now, let A be a superconnection depending on a parameter t ∈ [0, 1]. Recall that
(10.4) δˆck(A) = ∂ck(A)− dˆc1k(A)−
∫ 1
0
[A, ω1k(A)].
Thus, when constructing eta-cocycles, we only have to worry about the terms
(10.5) ∂ck(A) = ck(A1)− ck(A0)
and
(10.6)
∫ 1
0
[A, ω1k(A)].
The term ∂ck(A) in general is not vanishing. It is usually vanishing only for some
ghost degrees. The term (10.6) can be made a boundary term for suitable values of
k and ghost degree.
Let us give standard examples of eta-chains and eta-cocycles. Here, when we
expand Chern-Simons forms in the powers of ghost we generally use φk,m to denote
the corresponding normalization constants. These can be read from the examples
given earlier, if needed.
Example 30. Consider the superconnection A = ta + θ on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1].
Then
(10.7) c1k,[m](A) = φk,mSk(a, (a2)k−m−1, (dˆθ)m),
for 0 ≤ m ≤ k − 1, and
(10.8) ∂ck(A) = ck(A1)− ck(A0) = −(dˆθ)k.
The last term is a boundary term, so we only need to consider the commutator
[A, ω1k(A)], to get the eta-cocycle condition.
The eta-chain is
ηk(A) =
k−1∑
m=0
Trsc
1
k,[m](A)
=
k−1∑
m=0
φk,mTrsSk(a, (a
2)k−m−1, (dˆθ)m).
(10.9)
Observe, that as an pseudodifferential operator Sk(a, (a
2)k−m−1, (dˆθ)m) has order
−2k + m + 1. Thus c1k,[m](A) has order −2k + m + 1. We compute order of the
commutator [A, Sk(a, (a2)k−m−1, (dˆθ)m)][m+1] to be −2k +m− 1.
Thus we get eta-m cocycle, using the trace anomaly formula, when −2k+m−1 ≤
− dimM . This is typical what happens. We need to consider high enough degree k
in Chern-Simons-forms in order to construct eta-cocycles.
Example 31. Consider the superconnection A = ta on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1], then
c1k,[m](A) = φk,mSk(a, (a2)k−m−1, (δˆa)m),(10.10)
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for 0 ≤ m ≤ k − 1, and
∂ck(A) = ck(A1)− ck(A0) = (δˆa)k.(10.11)
Now, the last term is essensially [F, θ]k. This can be written, using supercommu-
tator, as 1
2
[F, F [F, θ]k]. Therefore, it is a boundary term if k ≥ dimM . Order of
∂ck,[l](A) is k, if k = l, else ∂ck,[l](A) has order −∞.
Thus, when we assume m ≤ k − 2, we only need to consider the commutator
[A, ω1k(A)].
The eta-chain is, in any case,
ηk(A) =
k−1∑
m=0
Trsc
1
k,[m](A)
=
k−1∑
m=0
φk,mTrsSk(a, (a
2)k−m−1, (δˆa)m).
(10.12)
We see at once, by comparing above, that this gives eta-m cocycle precisely when
ηk(ta+ θ) does.
Example 32. Now consider the superconnection A = tθ on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1].
Then
c1k,[m](A) = φk,mSk(θ, (θ2)m−k, (dˆθ)2k−m−1),(10.13)
where k ≤ m ≤ 2k − 1, and
∂ck(A) = ck(A1)− ck(A0) = (dˆθ)k.(10.14)
Again, the last term is a boundary term.
We expand
ηk(A) =
2k−1∑
m=k
Trsc
1
k,[m](A)
=
2k−1∑
m=k
φk,mTrsSk(θ, (θ
2)m−k, (dˆθ)2k−m−1).
(10.15)
We see that c1k,[m](A) has order −2k + m + 1. It follows that the commutator
[A, ω1k(A)][m+1] has order −2k + m + 1. Therefore, ηk(A) is an eta-m-cocycle, if
−2k +m+ 1 ≤ − dimM .
10.2. Homotopy invariance of eta-cocycles. We need to establish homotopy
invariance of eta-cocycles as in the case of the Chern-Simons-forms. To do this we
need to know what does it mean to two eta-m cocycles to be equivalent.
Definition 22. Let A and A′ be superconnections on Ω depending on a parameter.
We say that the corresponding eta-chains are equivalent if the corresponding Chern-
Simons forms differ by an element of dΩ+[Ω,Ω]. The corresponding eta-m-cocycles
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are equivalent if they differ by a δˆ-coboundary and a boundary term.
Remark 16. The idea in the definition is that the equivalent eta-cocycles give
equivalent δ-cocycles modulo boundary terms.
Now consider the superconnections A = ta+ θ and A′ = ta on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]
and their corresponding eta-chains. We now already that (see Corollary 3)
(10.16) c1k,[m](A)− c1k,[m](A′) = (
∫
I2
dAω
2
k(A))[m],
for 0 ≤ m ≤ k − 1.
Recall that
ω2k,[m](A) =
∑
m1+2m2=m−1
φk,m1,m2Sk(a, θ,F
k−2−m1−m2
[0] ,F
m1
[1] ,F
m2
[2] ).(10.17)
From this we can compute order of ω2k,[m](A). To compute order recall that F[0] has
order −2, F[1] has order −1 and F[2] has order 0. This gives order
(10.18) −1− 2(k − 2−m1 −m2)−m1 = −2k + 3 +m1 + 2m2.
Using the constraint
(10.19) m1 + 2m2 = m− 1,
we get −2k +m+ 2.
Order of the commutator [A, ω2k(A)][m] is easily computed as −2k + m + 1. We
obtain that the two eta-chains are equivalent and if
(10.20) −2k +m+ 1 ≤ − dimM,
then the corresponding eta-m cocycles are also equivalent. We note that c1k,[m](ta+θ)
and c1k,[m](ta) are of order −2k+m+1 when 0 ≤ m ≤ k−1. Thus, if −2k+m+1 ≤
− dimM , then the above inequality is satisfied. Therefore, we have the following.
Proposition 35. Consider the forms
(10.21) ωˆk,[m] = bk,mSk(F − , [(F − )2]k−1−m, (dF )m),
where
(10.22) bk,m = (−1)k−m−1k
(
k − 1
m
)
B(k −m, k).
Then the forms Γωˆk,[m] agree with the forms c
1
k,[m](ta) when restricted to vertical
directions. Particularly, the expression
(10.23) ηˆk = Trsωˆk,[m],
defines δ-transgression forms whenever ηk(ta) does.
Proof. Follows from above. 
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Remark 17. We would like to think Trsωˆk,[m] as regularizations of the forms
TrsF (dF )
m, which we met in the earlier chapters. Later, we prove that these
forms are equivalent modulo normalization, coboundaries and regularized traces of
commutators.
We put the above observations into the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Homotopy invariance of eta-cocycles). Let A0 and A2 be fixed super-
connections on Ω. Then the eta-chain
(10.24) ηk(A0,A2) = Trsc1k(A0,A2),
is independent of the chosen path in the following sense. For another two supercon-
nections A1,A2 on Ω we have
(10.25) ηk(A0,A2) = Trsc1k(A0,A1,A2) + TrsdˆΩ + Trs[Ω,Ω],
and
(10.26) ηk(A0,A2) = Trsc1k(A0,A3,A2) + TrsdˆΩ + Trs[Ω,Ω].
Particularly, the eta-chains
(10.27) ηk(A0,A1,A2) ≡ Trsc1k(A0,A1,A2),
and
(10.28) ηk(A0,A3,A2) ≡ Trsc1k(A0,A3,A2),
satisfy
ηk(A0,A1,A2)− ηk(A0,A3,A2)
=
∫
I2
Trsdω
2
k(A) +
∫
I2
Trs[A, ω
2
k(A)],
(10.29)
where the notation is the same as in the proposition 34.
Furthermore, if order of c1k,[m](A0,A1) is less or equal to − dimM , then the eta-m
cocycles ηk,[m](A0,A1,A2), ηk,[m](A0,A1,A2) and ηk,[m](A0,A2) are equivalent.
Proof. This follows from the homotopy invariance of the Chern-Simons forms, propo-
sition 34, and the following computation.
We assume c1k,[m](A0,A2) has order l ≤ − dimM . The goal is to show that the
commutator [A, ω2k(A)][m] is a boundary term.
We need to estimate the order of ω2k,[m](A) when we pull it back to simplices
defined by the above vertices. Note that we do not need the precise formula for the
form ω2k,[m](A). It is enough to study the total superconnection.
First, we note that c1k,[m](A0,A2) can be expanded in terms of
(10.30) Sk(a,Fm1[2] ,F
m2
[1] ,F
k−1−m1−m2
[0] ),
where 2m1 +m2 = m, and
(10.31) Sk(θ,F
m′1
[2] ,F
m′2
[1] ,F
k−1−m′1−m′2
[0] ),
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2m′1 +m
′
2 = m− 1.
Both terms are of order −2k +m+ 1 ≤ − dimM .
Recall that ω2k(A) can be expanded as follows
(10.32) Sk(a, θ,Fm1[2] ,F
m2
[1] ,F
k−2−m1−m2
[0] ),
where 2m1 +m2 = m− 1. The expression above has order
−1−m2 − 2(k − 2−m1 −m2) = −2k +m+ 2
= (−2k +m+ 1) + 1 ≤ − dimM + 1.(10.33)
Now the order of [A[0], ω2k,[m](A)] is −2k+m+ 1 ≤ − dimM . Similarly we estimate
[A[1], ω2k,[m−1](A)].
Thus the commutator [A, ωk(A)][m] is always a boundary term by the trace anom-
aly formula. 
10.3. Locality. After we have constructed an eta-cocycle, the next step is to find
a local formula modulo boundary terms for the eta-cocycle. Recall, by local we
mean a pseudodifferential operator expression that depends only on finite number
of terms of its asymptotic expansion. A prime example is the Wodzicki residue of
any (classical) pseudodifferential operator expression. In general, it is imposible
to give an exact local formula for eta-cocycles. However, often it is possible to
write local formulas modulo δ-coboundary and boundary terms. In practice, these
’local expressions’ are constructed by writing a Chern-Simons form in terms of
supercommutators and δ, dˆ coboundaries. Then we act by Trs to get expressions in
terms of Wodzicki-residues, boundary terms and δ-coboundaries.
Therefore, we need to find a way to decompose Chern-Simons forms in the form
dΩ + [Ω,Ω]. Actually, we already know, that in the even dimensional case we have
to add a correction term. The decomposition of the Chern-Simons form is the topic
of the next section. By byproduct we get a method how to settle the equivalence
question in the above remark.
Remark 18. Some authors call forms of the type [Ω,Ω] as local, when working
on closed manifolds, because the regularized traces of commutators give local ex-
pressions. In the case of boundary this does not make sense, since, by the trace
anomaly formula, we always have to consider the ’global’ trace defect. In our case
the terminology ’local modulo boundary terms’ is a more appropriate.
11. Decomposition theorems
In this section we prove that any Chern-Simons form on Ω of the form c1k(0,A1, a+
θ), where A1 is any superconnection on Ω, can be represented in the standard form
(11.1) dΩ + [Ω,Ω] + Θ,
where Θ denotes the linear combinations of forms of type θ2m+1, where m is a
non-negative integer.
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Particularly, we construct an explicit algorithm, which computes the above de-
composition.
We split the construction into three major pieces. First, we handle the Chern-
Simons form corresponding to the superconnection A = ta+ θ and then the Chern-
Simons form corresponding to A = tθ. Finally, we use the homotopy invariance of
the Chern-Simons forms to handle the other cases.
In the case of the superconnection A = ta + θ we decompose the corresponding
Chern-Simons forms to the form
(11.2) dΩ + [Ω,Ω] + c1k(tθ).
Therefore, by decomposing the Chern-Simons form corresponding to the super-
connection A = tθ and combining with the above decomposition we get the decom-
position that we are after.
The existence of such decompositions were already handled in [LaMiRy]. Unfor-
tunately, they do not give a fully constructive proof of this. Particularly, they do
not give the explicit formulas for commutators, which for us is the most important
part. Therefore, we have to give the proof from the scratch.
11.1. Superconnection A = ta+ θ. Consider the superconnection A = ta+ θ on
Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]. The corresponding Chern-Simons form is of the form
(11.3) c1k(A) =
∑
p+q+1=k
φp,qSk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q) =
∑
p+q+1=k
∫ 1
0
φp,qΩp,q,
where p, q and k are non-negative integers, and where we have set
Ωp,q = Sk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q),
φp,q = (−1)p(p+ q + 1)
(
p+ q
q
)
B(p+ 1, p+ q + 1) = (−1)p (p+ q)!(p+ q + 1)!
(2p+ q + 1)!q!
.
(11.4)
We begin from the expression
(11.5) Ω0,q = Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)
q).
Note that
(11.6) φ0,q = 1.
Thus
(11.7) c1q+1,[q](A) = φ0,qΩ0,q = Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)q).
Example 33. Assume that M is the 2n-dimensional flat torus. We choose q =
2n− 1, and consider the projected eta-chain η = TrsΩ0,2n−1, with Ω0,2n−1 as above.
The first step is to show that this is an eta-cocycle. This can be seen from the
descent equations or by a direct computation.
We may write (by considering orders of the operators)
(11.8) Ω0,2n−1 = a(dˆθ)2n−1,
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modulo boundary terms.
We compute the coboundary of Ω0,2n−1
δˆa(dˆθ)2n−1 = (δˆa)(dˆθ)2n−1 − aδˆ(dˆθ)2n−1
= −dˆθ(dˆθ)2n−1 − [a, θ](dˆθ)2n−1 −
2n−2∑
m=0
(dˆθ)m(dˆθ2)(dˆθ)2n−2−m
= −(dˆθ)2n − [a, θ](dˆθ)2n−1 −
2n−2∑
m=0
(dˆθ)m[dˆθ, θ](dˆθ)2n−2−m
= −dˆ(θ(dˆθ)2n−1)− [a, θ](dˆθ)2n−1 − a[(dˆθ)2n−1, θ]
= −dˆ(θ(dˆθ)2n−1)− [a(dˆθ)2n−1, θ].
(11.9)
Ofcourse, it is easier to use the descent equations. We see from the above that
δˆΩ0,2n−1 is a boundary term. Thus η is a δ-cocycle. Next, we try to decompose
Ω0,2n−1 into the standard form : dΩ + [Ω,Ω] + Θ.
Compute, using integration by parts, to get
a(dˆθ)2n−1 = a(dˆθ)2n−2[, θ]
= [a(dˆθ)2n−2, θ] + a[(dˆθ)2n−2, θ]+ [a, θ](dˆθ)2n−2
= [a(dˆθ)2n−2, θ] + aδˆ(dˆθ)2n−2− δˆa(dˆθ)2n−2− dˆθ(dˆθ)2n−2,
(11.10)
where we have used δˆa = −dˆθ−[a, θ] and the same computation as above (remember
−θ2 = δˆθ) in reverse order, namely
[(dˆθ)2n−2, θ] =
2n−2∑
m=0
(dˆθ)m([dˆθ, θ])(dˆθ)2n−2−m
=
2n−2∑
m=0
(dˆθ)m(dˆθ2)(dˆθ)2n−2−m
=
2n−2∑
m=0
(dˆθ)m(δˆdˆθ)(dˆθ)2n−2−m
= δˆ(dˆθ)2n−2.
(11.11)
Therefore, we have
a(dˆθ)2n−1 = [a(dˆθ)2n−2, θ]− δˆ(a(dˆθ)2n−2)− (dˆθ)2n−1
= [a(dˆθ)2n−2, θ]− δˆ(a(dˆθ)2n−2)− dˆ(θ(dˆθ)2n−2)− θ(dˆθ)2n−2dˆ
= [a(dˆθ)2n−2, θ]− δˆ(a(dˆθ)2n−2)− dˆ(θ(dˆθ)2n−2)− 2θ(dˆθ)2n−2.
(11.12)
Thus
a(dˆθ)2n−1 = [a(dˆθ)2n−2, θ]− 2θ(dˆθ)2n−2 + dΩ.(11.13)
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The term θ(dˆθ)2n−2 belongs to the descent chain coming from the superconnection
A = tθ. The decompositions for the forms coming from this superconnection are
discussed later.
Now, we look the ’local part’ of the above expression, namely the commutator.
We obtain from the trace anomaly formula and convention (θ → Γθ) that
Tr[a(dˆθ)2n−2,Γθ] = WresΓ[l, θ]a(dˆθ)2n−1.(11.14)
An elementary computation gives from the right hand side
(11.15)
∫
M
trA(dθ)2n−1,
modulo a normalization. This is one of the standard cocycle formulas. The cocy-
cle property is also easily verified by a direct computation. This computation is
essensially the same as the above computation.
Let us return to the general case. Now is better to consider the forms Ω0,q in
their original form. We could also use the above computation modulo commutator,
but the following computation gives nicer formulas and the notation that we use in
the computation is very important.
Again, the first partial integration is easy
Ω0,q = Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)
q)
= [Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)
q−1, ), θ] + (q − 1)Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)q−2, [dˆθ, θ], )
+ Sq+1([a, θ], (dˆθ)
q−1, )
= [Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)
q−1, ), θ] + (q − 1)Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)q−2, δˆdˆθ, )
+ Sq+1([a, θ], (dˆθ)
q−1, ).
(11.16)
Here we have used
[Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)
q−1, ), θ] = Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)q−1, [, θ])− (q − 1)Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)q−2, [dˆθ, θ], )
− Sq+1([a, θ], (dˆθ)q−1, [, θ]),
(11.17)
and the identity [dˆθ, θ] = δˆdˆθ. Next, we use similar partial integration but now with
respect to δˆ, that is
(11.18) δˆSq+1(a, (dˆθ)
q−1, ) = Sq+1(δˆa, (dˆθ)q−1, )− (q − 1)Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)q−2, δˆdˆθ, ).
This gives together with δˆa = −dˆθ − [a, θ]
Ω0,q = [Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)
q−1, ), θ]− δˆSq+1(a, (dˆθ)q−1, )
+ Sq+1(δˆa, (dˆθ)
q−1, ) + Sq+1([a, θ], (dˆθ)q−1, )
= [Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)
q−1, ), θ]− δˆSq+1(a, (dˆθ)q−1, )− Sq+1(dˆθ, (dˆθ)q−1, ).
(11.19)
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Finally, we integrate by parts with respect to dˆ to get
(11.20) Sq+1(dˆθ, (dˆθ)
q−1, ) = dˆSq+1(θ, (dˆθ)q−1, ) + Sq+1(θ, (dˆθ)q−1, dˆ).
Recall that dˆ = 2. It follows from the definition of Sq+1 that
(11.21)
Sq+1(θ, (dˆθ)
q−1, dˆ) = Sq+1(θ, (dˆθ)q−1, 2) = 2Sq+1(θ, (dˆθ)q−1, 1) = 2Sq(θ, (dˆθ)q−1).
Thus
Ω0,q = [Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)
q−1, ), θ]− δˆSq+1(a, (dˆθ)q−1, )
+ dˆSq+1(θ, (dˆθ)
q−1, ) + Sq+1(θ, (dˆθ)q−1, dˆ)
= [Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)
q−1, ), θ]− δˆSq+1(a, (dˆθ)q−1, )
+ dˆSq+1(θ, (dˆθ)
q−1, ) + 2Sq(θ, (dˆθ)q−1).
(11.22)
We obtain
Ω0,q = [Sq+1(a, (dˆθ)
q−1, ), θ] + 2Sq(θ, (dˆθ)q−1) + dΩ.(11.23)
Proposition 36. The Chern-Simons forms c1m+1,[m](ta + θ) on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]
and m ≥ 1 is an integer, can be brought to the form
(11.24) c1m+1,[m](ta+ θ) = [Sm+1(a, (dˆθ)
m−1, ), θ] + 2c1m,[m](tθ),
modulo δˆ and dˆ coboundaries.
Proof. 
We now consider the case of the ghost degree one. This is relevant in the compu-
tation of the chiral anomaly.
Now the relevant Chern-Simons form can be written as
c1k,[1](A) = φk,mSk(a, (a2)2k−2, dˆθ) = φk,mΩ2k−2,1.(11.25)
Thus
Ω2k−2,1 = Sk(a, (a2)2k−2, dˆθ).(11.26)
Example 34 (1-cocycle on dimension two). Assume that M is a two dimensional
flat torus, and consider
Ω0,1 = adˆθ.(11.27)
Insert θ → Γθ to get
Ω0,1 = Γadˆθ ≡ ΓΩˆ0,1.(11.28)
Now dˆθ = [, θ]− in Ωˆ0,1.
We manipulate Ωˆ0,1, with the same tricks as before, to get
Ωˆ0,1 = a[, θ] = [a, θ]− [a, θ].(11.29)
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Recall dˆθ + [a, θ] = δa. It follows
Ωˆ0,1 = [a, θ]− δa+ dˆθ
= [a, θ]− δa+ dˆ(θ)− θdˆ
= [a, θ]− δ(a) + dˆ(θ)− 2θ.
(11.30)
Thus, modulo δ and dˆ coboundaries we have
Ωˆ0,1 = [a, θ]− 2θ.(11.31)
Therefore the Ωˆ0,1 has been brought to the standard form. Thus, we obtain a local
formula for the eta-1-cocycle if we assume Trsθ is a boundary term. Then
η = TrsΩ0,1 = TrΓΩˆ0,1 = Wress[l, θ]a,(11.32)
modulo boundary terms and coboundaries. It is easy to compute the above residue.
This gives the cocycle
∫
M
trdθA, modulo normalization.
Example 35 (1-cocycle on dimension four). Assume that M is the four dimensional
flat torus. Then
Ω1,1 = a
3dˆθ,(11.33)
modulo a boundary term, which we can ignore.
Insert θ → Γθ, as in the previous example, and define
Ωˆ1,1 = a
3dˆθ = a3[, θ]−.(11.34)
Integrate by parts to get
Ωˆ1,1 = a
3[, θ] = [a3, θ]− [a3, θ].(11.35)
Now since
δa3 = (δa)a2 + a(δa)a+ a2(δa)
= (dˆθa2 + adˆθa+ a2dˆθ) + [a3, θ].
(11.36)
It follows
−[a3, θ] = (dˆθa2 + adˆθa+ a2dˆθ)− δa3.(11.37)
Thus we have
Ωˆ1,1 = [a
3, θ] + (dˆθa2+ adˆθa+ a2dˆθ),(11.38)
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modulo δ-coboundary. Now the last term becomes
[dˆθ, a2]− a2dˆθ + [adˆθ, a] + aadˆθ − a2dˆθ
= [dˆθ, a2]− 2a2dˆθ + [adˆθ, a]− a3dˆθ − a2dˆθ
= [dˆθ, a2] + [adˆθ, a]− 3a2dˆθ − Ωˆ1,1
= [dˆθ, a2] + [adˆθ, a]− 3a2θ + 3a2θ− Ωˆ1,1
= [dˆθ, a2] + [adˆθ, a]− 3a2θ + [3a2θ, ]− 3a2θ − Ωˆ1,1
= [dˆθ, a2] + [adˆθ, a] + 3dˆ(a2θ) + 6dˆaθ − Ωˆ1,1
= [dˆθ, a2] + [adˆθ, a] + 3dˆ(a2θ) + 6dˆ(aθ) + 6adˆθ − Ωˆ1,1
= [dˆθ, a2] + [adˆθ, a] + 3dˆ(a2θ) + 6dˆ(aθ) + 6Ωˆ0,1 − Ωˆ1,1.
(11.39)
Thus, we get modulo dˆ and δ coboundaries
2Ωˆ1,1 = [a
3, θ] + [dˆθ, a2] + [adˆθ, a] + 6Ωˆ0,1
= [a3, θ] + [dˆθ, a2] + [adˆθ, a] + 6[a, θ] + 12θ.
(11.40)
Assuming Trsθ = 0, we get
2η = 2TrsΩ1,1 = 2TrΓΩˆ1,1 = Wress[l, θ]a
3+ Wress[l, a
2]dˆθ + Wress[l, a]adˆθ
+ 6Wress[l, θ]a,
(11.41)
modulo coboundaries.
The computation of the above residues is a bit tricky task but doable. After a
bit of computation one obtains
∫
M
tr(1
2
dθA3 + dθdAA) up to a normalization.
In the above computations we have put the Chern-Simons form to the form given
usually in the finite dimensions. This is not a good idea in the more general sit-
uations, that follow. Therefore, we let the Chern-Simons forms be in their sym-
metrized form, then the integration by parts process, given below, becomes much
more tractable. Furthermore, we begin to see how to handle the more general case.
So, consider the Chern-Simons term in the form
Ωp,1 = Sk(a, (a
2)p, dˆθ).(11.42)
Then the integration by parts with respect to [·, θ] reads
Ωp,1 = Sk(a, (a
2)p, dˆθ)
= [Sk(a, (a
2)p, ), θ] + pSk(a, (a
2)p−1, [a2, θ], ) + Sk([a, θ], (a2)p, ).
(11.43)
Now we use [a2, θ] = [dˆθ, a] + δˆa2 to get
Ωp,1 = [Sk(a, (a
2)p, ), θ] + pSk(a, (a
2)p−1, [dˆθ, a], )
+ pSk(a, (a
2)p−1, δˆa2, ) + Sk([a, θ], (a2)p, ).
(11.44)
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Integrate by parts with respect to [·, a] (the second term above) and the third term
above with respect to δˆ to get
Ωp,1 = [Sk(a, (a
2)p, ), θ]− p[Sk(a, (a2)p−1, dˆθ, ), a] + pSk(a, (a2)p−1, dˆθ, [, a])
− pSk([a, a], (a2)p−1, dˆθ, )− δˆSk(a, (a2)p, ) + Sk(δˆa, (a2)p, ) + Sk([a, θ], (a2)p, )
= [Sk(a, (a
2)p, ), θ]− p[Sk(a, (a2)p−1, dˆθ, ), a]− pSk(a, (a2)p, dˆθ)
− 2pSk((a2)p, dˆθ, )− δˆSk(a, (a2)p, )− Sk(dˆθ, (a2)p, )
= [Sk(a, (a
2)p, ), θ]− p[Sk(a, (a2)p−1, dˆθ, ), a]− pΩp,1
− (2p+ 1)Sk((a2)p, dˆθ, )− δˆSk(a, (a2)p, ).
(11.45)
Now, we treat the term Sk((a
2)p, dˆθ, ) separately. This term is handled with identies
dˆa = −a2, dˆa2 = 0, and integration by parts with respect to dˆ
Sk((a
2)p, dˆθ, ) = Sk(−dˆa, (a2)p−1, dˆθ, )
= −dˆSk(a, (a2)p−1, dˆθ, )− Sk(a, (a2)p−1, dˆθ, dˆ)
= −dˆSk(a, (a2)p−1, dˆθ, )− 2Sk−1(a, (a2)p−1, dˆθ)
= −dˆSk(a, (a2)p−1, dˆθ, )− 2Ωp−1,1.
(11.46)
This yields
Ωp,1 = [Sk(a, (a
2)p, ), θ]− p[Sk(a, (a2)p−1, dˆθ, ), a]− pΩp,1
+ (2p+ 1)dˆSk(a, (a
2)p−1, dˆθ, ) + 2(2p+ 1)Ωp−1,1 − δˆSk(a, (a2)p, ).
(11.47)
That is
(p+ 1)Ωp,1 = [Sk(a, (a
2)p, ), θ]− p[Sk(a, (a2)p−1, dˆθ, ), a]
+ (2p+ 1)dˆSk(a, (a
2)p−1, dˆθ, )
+ 2(2p+ 1)Ωp−1,1.
(11.48)
Modulo coboundaries, we can write
Ωp,1 =
1
p+ 1
[Sk(a, (a
2)p, ), θ]− p
p+ 1
[Sk(a, (a
2)p−1, dˆθ, ), a]
+ 2
2p+ 1
p+ 1
Ωp−1,1.
(11.49)
The normalization constant is
(11.50) φp,1 = (−1)p(p+ 2)
(
p+ 1
1
)
B(p+ 1, p+ 2).
We compute first that
(11.51)
φp,1
φp−1,1
= − (p+ 2)(p+ 1)
(2p+ 2)(2p+ 1)
.
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We obtain a basic iteration formula, when the normalizations are inserted.
Proposition 37. Let A = ta+θ be a superconnection on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]. Then,
the Chern-Simons forms c1k,[1](A) satisfy the following iteration formula
c1k,[1](A) = d′k,1[Sk(a, (a2)k−2, ), θ] + d′′k,1[Sk(a, (a2)k−3, dˆθ, ), a]
+ dk,1c
1
k−1,[1](A) + dΩ,
(11.52)
where k > 1 and
d′k,1 =
φk,1
k − 1 = (−)
k k!(k − 2)!
(2k − 2)!
d′′k,1 = −
(k − 2)φk,1
(2k − 2m)! = −(−)
k(k − 2)k!(k − 2)!
(2k − 2)!
dk,1 = 2
(2k − 3)
k − 1
φk,1
φk−1,1
= −2 k
2k − 2 .
(11.53)
Proof. 
In the above case, we can use the iteration above down to the forms of the type
Ω0,1 = S2(a, dˆθ), but we know already how to handle these forms (see Example 34).
Proposition 38. Let A = ta+ θ be a superconnection on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]. The
Chern-Simons form
(11.54) c1k,[1](A) =
∫ 1
0
kSk(A˙,Fk−1)[1],
has a decomposition
(11.55) c1k,[1](A) = [Ω,Ω] + dΩ + dN−1k,1 c
1
k−N,[1](A),
for any integer N satisfying 1 < N ≤ k − 2. More precisely, we have the following
decomposition
c1k,[1](A) =
N−1∑
n=0
dnk,1d
′
k,1[Sk(a, (a
2)p−n, ), θ] + dnk,1d
′′
k,1[Sk(a, (a
2)p−n−1, dˆθ, ), a]
+ dN−1k,1 c
1
k−N,[1](A) + dΩ,
(11.56)
where
dnk,1 = dk,1dk−1,1 · · · dk−n,1
d0k,1 = 1.
(11.57)
Proof. Iterate, using Proposition 37. 
As we have already seen, the case of the higher degree forms in the ghost cannot
be handled with only one type of iteration process.
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11.2. The general case. Let A = ta+θ be a superconnection on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1].
Consider the Chern-Simons forms of a general ghost degree
(11.58) c1k,[q](A) =
∫ 1
0
ω1k,[q](A) = φk,qΩk−q−1,q,
where 1 ≤ q ≤ k − 1. Put p = k − q − 1, then Ωp,q = Sk(a, (a2)p, (dˆθ)q).
Now
Ωp,q = Sk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, dˆθ)
= [Sk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ] + (q − 1)Sk(a, (a2)p, (dˆθ)q−2, [dˆθ, θ], )
+ pSk(a, (a
2)p−1, [a2, θ], (dˆθ)q−1, ) + Sk([a, θ], (a2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ).
(11.59)
Next, we use the identities
δˆdˆθ = [dˆθ, θ]
[a, θ] = −dˆθ − δˆa
[a2, θ] = δˆa2 + [dˆθ, a].
(11.60)
We obtain
Ωp,q = [Sk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ] + (q − 1)Sk(a, (a2)p, (dˆθ)q−2, δˆdˆθ, )
+ pSk(a, (a
2)p−1, δˆa2, (dˆθ)q−1, ) + pSk(a, (a2)p−1, [dˆθ, a], (dˆθ)q−1, )
− Sk(δˆa, (a2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, )− Sk(dˆθ, (a2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ).
(11.61)
After rearranging
Ωp,q = [Sk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ]− Sk(δˆa, (a2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, )
+ pSk(a, (a
2)p−1, δˆa2, (dˆθ)q−1, ) + (q − 1)Sk(a, (a2)p, (dˆθ)q−2, δˆdˆθ, )
+ pSk(a, (a
2)p−1, [dˆθ, a], (dˆθ)q−1, )− Sk((a2)p, (dˆθ)q, ).
(11.62)
We observe that
−δˆSk(a, (a2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ) = −Sk(δˆa, (a2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ) + pSk(a, (a2)p−1, δˆa2, (dˆθ)q−1, )
+ (q − 1)Sk(a, (a2)p, (dˆθ)q−2, δˆdˆθ, ).
(11.63)
Thus
Ωp,q = [Sk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ] + pSk(a, (a2)p−1, [dˆθ, a], (dˆθ)q−1, )
− Sk((a2)p, (dˆθ)q, )− δˆSk(a, (a2)p).
(11.64)
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We still need to handle the remaining two terms. These are again handled by
integration by parts. We have
pSk(a, (a
2)p−1, [dˆθ, a], (dˆθ)q−1, )
= −p
q
[Sk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ), a] +
p
q
Sk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q−1, dˆa)
− p
q
Sk([a, a], (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ),
(11.65)
where we have used integration by parts with respect to [·, a], and the identities
[a, a2] = 0
[, a] = dˆa.
(11.66)
The identity dˆa = −a2 shows that
(11.67)
p
q
Sk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q−1, dˆa) = −p
q
Ωp,q.
The remaining term is slightly different. We use [a, a] = 2a2 = −2dˆa and inte-
gration by parts with respect to dˆ to obtain
−p
q
Sk([a, a], (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, )
= 2
p
q
dˆSk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ) + 2
p
q
Sk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, dˆ)
= 2
p
q
dˆSk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ) + 4
p
q
Sk−1(a, (a2)p−1, (dˆθ)q)
= 2
p
q
dˆSk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ) + 4
p
q
Ωp−1,q,
(11.68)
where we have used dˆ = 2, Sk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, 1) = Sk−1(a, (a2)p−1, (dˆθ)q) and the
definition of Ωp−1,q. Therefore, we obtain
pSk(a, (a
2)p−1, [dˆθ, a], (dˆθ)q−1, ) = −p
q
[Sk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ), a]− p
q
Ωp,q
+ 2
p
q
dˆSk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ) + 4
p
q
Ωp−1,q.
(11.69)
We still need to handle the term −Sk((a2)p, (dˆθ)q, ). Integrate by parts with
respect to dˆ to get
−Sk((a2)p, (dˆθ)q, ) = Sk(dˆa, (a2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, )
= dˆSk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ) + 2Sk−1(a, (a2)p−1, (dˆθ)q)
= dˆSk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ) + 2Ωp−1,q,
(11.70)
where we have used the identity dˆa = −a2.
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Putting everything together we get
Ωp,q = [Sk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ]− p
q
[Sk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ), a]
− p
q
Ωp,q + 4
p
q
Ωp−1,q + 2Ωp−1,q
− δˆSk(a, (a2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ) + 2p+ q
q
dˆSk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ).
(11.71)
That is
p+ q
q
Ωp,q = [Sk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ]− p
q
[Sk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ), a]
+ 2
2p+ q
q
Ωp−1,q
− δˆSk(a, (a2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ) + 2p+ q
q
dˆSk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ).
(11.72)
Thus, we obtain the general iteration formula.
Lemma 3. The forms Ωp,q = Sk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q) on Ω, where k = p+q+1, associated
with the Chern-Simons form of the superconnection A = ta+θ on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1],
satisfy the following iteration formula
Ωp,q =
q
p+ q
[Sk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ]− p
p+ q
[Sk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ), a]
+ 2
2p+ q
p+ q
Ωp−1,q
− q
p+ q
δˆSk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ) +
2p+ q
p+ q
dˆSk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ).
(11.73)
Particularly, we have modulo coboundaries that
Ωp,q =
q
p+ q
[Sk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ]− p
p+ q
[Sk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ), a]
+ 2
2p+ q
p+ q
Ωp−1,q.
(11.74)
Proof. 
The above lemma implies a relation between the Chern-Simons forms c1k,[m](A)
and c1k−1,[m](A), associated with A = ta+θ. We just need to insert the normalization
constants φp,q = φk,m (slight abuse of notation) of the Chern-Simons forms into the
above equation
φp,qΩp,q = φp,q
q
p+ q
[Sk(a, (a
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ]− φp,q p
p+ q
[Sk(a, (a
2)p−1, (dˆθ)q, ), a]
+ 2
φp,q
φp−1,q
2p+ q
p+ q
(φp,qΩp−1,q).
(11.75)
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Recall that
(11.76) φp,q = (−1)p(p+ q + 1)
(
p+ q
q
)
B(p, p+ q + 1).
We compute first that
(11.77)
φp,q
φp−1,q
=
(p+ q + 1)
(
p+q
q
)
B(p, p+ q + 1)
(p+ q)
(
p+q−1
q
)
B(p− 1, p+ q) .
This gives us the following iteration formula.
Proposition 39. Let A = ta + θ be a superconnection on Ω, for t ∈ [0, 1]. Then
the Chern-Simons forms c1k,[m](A), for 1 ≤ m ≤ k− 1, satisfy the following iteration
formula
c1k,[m](A) = d′k,m[Sk(a, (a2)k−m−1, (dˆθ)m−1, ), θ]
+ d′′k,m[Sk(a, (a
2)k−m−2, (dˆθ)m, ), a]
+ dk,mc
1
k−1,[m](A),
(11.78)
modulo coboundaries. Here the constants are
d′k,m = φk,m
m
k − 1 = (−)
m−k k!(k − 2)!
(m− 1)!(2k −m− 1)!
d′′k,m = −φk,m
k −m− 1
k − 1 = −(−)
m−k k!(k − 2)!
m!(2k −m− 1)!(k −m− 1)
dk,m = 2
φk,m
φk−1,m
2k −m− 2
k − 1 = 2
k!(k −m− 1)
(k − 2)!(2k −m− 1)(2k −m− 2) .
(11.79)
Proof. 
We can use the above iteration down to p = 0 (recall that k=p+q+1).
Proposition 40. The Chern-Simons forms c1k(A), for the superconnection A =
ta+ θ on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1], can be represented in the form
(11.80) c1k,[m](A) = dΩ + [Ω,Ω] + dN−1k,m c
1
k−N,[m](A),
for any integer N satisfying 0 < N ≤ k − m − 1. More precisely, we have a
decomposition
c1k,[m](A) =
N−1∑
n=0
dnk,md
′
k−n,m[Sk−n(a, (a
2)k−n−m−1, (dˆθ)m−1, ), θ]
+
N−1∑
n=0
dnk,md
′′
k−n,m[Sk−n(a, (a
2)k−n−m−2, (dˆθ)m, ), a]
+ dN−1k,m c
1
k−N,[m](A),
(11.81)
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modulo coboundaries. Here we have put
dnk,m = dk,mdk−1,m · · · dk−n,m.
d0k,m = 1.
(11.82)
Proof. Follows by iteration from Proposition 39. 
Now we combine the propositions 36 and 40 to get the iteration formula down to
the forms coming from c1k(tθ).
Proposition 41. The Chern-Simons form for the superconnection A = ta + θ on
Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1], can be presented in the following form, for 0 ≤ m ≤ k − 1,
c1k,[m](ta+ θ) =
k−m−1∑
n=0
dnk,md
′
k−n,m[Sk−n(a, (a
2)k−n−m−1, (dˆθ)m−1, ), θ]
+
k−m−1∑
n=0
dnk,md
′′
k−n,m[Sk−n(a, (a
2)k−n−m−2, (dˆθ)m, ), a]
+ dk−1k,m [Sm+1(a, (dˆθ)
m−1, ), θ] + 2dk−m−1k,m c
1
m,[m](tθ),
(11.83)
modulo coboundaries. Here the constants dk,m, d
′
k,m and d
n
k,m are the same as above.
Proof. 
The next step is to decompose forms of the type c1k,[m](ta + θ) further. This
requires the study of the superconnection A = tθ and its Chern-Simons forms as
the above formula clearly shows.
11.3. Superconnection A = tθ. Now, we consider the superconnection A = tθ
on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]. The corresponding curvature is F = (t2 − t)θ2 + tdˆθ. The
Chern-Simons form can be expanded as follows
c1k(tθ) =
∑
p+q=k−1
φk,qSk(θ, (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)q).(11.84)
Observe that the projection to the ghost degree m, where k ≤ m ≤ 2k − 1 is
c1k,[m](tθ) = φk,mSk(θ, (θ
2)m−k, (dˆθ)2k−m−1).(11.85)
As a pseudodifferential operator c1k,[m](tθ) has order −(2k −m − 1). Therefore,
these forms have very limited use when considering the construction of cocycles.
There are three different type of forms of special interest. First, there are forms
Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, dˆθ).(11.86)
These are special, because they can be decomposed at once. More precisely the
above expression is the same as
[Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, ), θ] + Sk([θ, θ], (θ
2)p, ),(11.87)
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since [θ, θ2] = 0. Recall that [θ, θ] = −2δˆθ, which yields
Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)) = [Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, ), θ]− 2δˆSk(θ, (θ2)p, ).(11.88)
Thus, any form of the above type can be decomposed to the standard form dΩ +
[Ω,Ω]. However, the above type of forms are of even degree in the ghost. So this
special case comes important only when the dimension of the manifold is odd.
The second special case happens when we consider odd degree forms in the ghost.
Then, there are Chern-Simons forms of the following type (these show up when
k = m′ = m+1
2
)
c1m′,[m](tθ) = φm′,mSm′(θ, (θ
2)m
′
).(11.89)
These are precisely Θ-forms.
The final important special case is the type
c1m,[m](tθ) = Sm(θ, (dˆθ)
m−1).(11.90)
These are precisely the type of forms that come from our previous decomposition
result, Proposition 41.
The forms c1m,[m](tθ), however, do not have any easier decompositions than the
general forms given above. Therefore, we consider the general case directly.
Put for convenience
Ωp,q = Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)q),(11.91)
where p = m−k and q = 2k−m− 1. First, integrate by parts with respect to [·, θ],
and use [dˆθ, θ] = δˆdˆθ to get
Ωp,q = [Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ] + (q − 1)Sk(θ, (θ2)p, (dˆθ)q−2, [dˆθ, θ], )
+ Sk([θ, θ], (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)q−2, )
= [Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ] + (q − 1)Sk(θ, (θ2)p, (dˆθ)q−2, δˆdˆθ, )
+ 2Sk((θ
2)p+1, (dˆθ)q−2, ).
(11.92)
Now, integrate by parts with respect to δˆ, and use δˆθ = −θ2 to get
Ωp,q = [Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ]− δˆSk(θ, (θ2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, )
+ Sk(δˆθ, (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ) + 2Sk((θ2)p+1, (dˆθ)q−1, )
= [Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ]− δˆSk(θ, (θ2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ) + Sk((θ2)p+1, (dˆθ)q−1, ).
(11.93)
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Use integration by parts with respect to dˆ, and use dˆθ2 = δˆdˆθ to get
Sk((θ
2)p+1, (dˆθ)q−1, ) = Sk((θ2)p+1, dˆθ, (dˆθ)q−2, )
= dˆSk((θ
2)p+1, θ, (dˆθ)q−2, )− (p+ 1)Sk((θ2)p, dˆθ2, θ, (dˆθ)q−2, )
+ Sk((θ
2)p+1, θ, (dˆθ)q−2, dˆ)
= dˆSk((θ
2)p+1, θ, (dˆθ)q−2, )− (p+ 1)Sk((θ2)p, δˆdˆθ, θ, (dˆθ)q−2, ) + 2Ωp+1,q−2.
(11.94)
Now, we have to integrate by parts with respect to δˆ. This yields
Sk((θ
2)p+1, (dˆθ)q−1, ) = dˆSk((θ2)p+1, θ, (dˆθ)q−2, )− p+ 1
q − 1 δˆSk((θ
2)p, θ, (dˆθ)q−1, )
+
p+ 1
q − 1Sk((θ
2)p, δˆθ, (dˆθ)q−1, ) + 2Ωp+1,q−2
= dˆSk((θ
2)p+1, θ, (dˆθ)q−2, )− p+ 1
q − 1 δˆSk((θ
2)p, θ, (dˆθ)q−1, )
− p+ 1
q − 1Sk((θ
2)p+1, (dˆθ)q−1, ) + 2Ωp+1,q−2.
(11.95)
Thus
q + p
q − 1Sk((θ
2)p+1, (dˆθ)q−1, )
= dˆSk((θ
2)p+1, θ, (dˆθ)q−2, )− p+ 1
q − 1 δˆSk((θ
2)p, θ, (dˆθ)q−1, ) + 2Ωp+1,q−2.
(11.96)
This is the same as
Sk((θ
2)p+1, (dˆθ)q−1, ) =
q − 1
q + p
dˆSk((θ
2)p+1, θ, (dˆθ)q−2, )
− p+ 1
q + p
δˆSk((θ
2)p, θ, (dˆθ)q−1, ) + 2
q − 1
q + p
Ωp+1,q−2.
(11.97)
We finally get the general iteration formula.
Lemma 4. Let k be a positive integer, and let p, q be positive integers such that
k = p + q + 1. Then the forms Ωp,q = Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)q) on Ω, associated with the
Chern-Simons forms c1k(A) for the superconnection A = tθ on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1],
satisfy the following iteration formula
Ωp,q = [Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ] + 2
q − 1
q + p
Ωp+1,q−2
+
q − 1
q + p
dˆSk(θ, (θ
2)p+1, (dˆθ)q−2, )− 2p+ 1
q + p
δˆSk((θ
2)p, θ, (dˆθ)q−1, ).
(11.98)
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Particularly, we have
Ωp,q = [Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ] + 2
q − 1
q + p
Ωp+1,q−2,
(11.99)
modulo coboundaries.
Proof. 
Insert normalization constants to get
φp,qΩp,q = φp,q[Sk(θ, (θ
2)p, (dˆθ)q−1, ), θ] + 2
φp,q
φp+1,q−2
q − 1
q + p
φp+1,q−2Ωp+1,q−2 + dΩ.
(11.100)
Constants are
(11.101)
φp,q = (−1)p(p+ q + 1)
(
p+ q
p
)
B(p+ 1, p+ q + 1) = (−1)p (p+ q + 1)!(p+ q)!
(2p+ q + 1)!q!
and
(11.102)
φp,q
φp+1,q−2
= −(p+ q + 1)(p+ q)
q(q − 1) .
This gives the iteration formula for the Chern-Simons forms when we change vari-
ables with p = m− k and q = 2k −m− 1.
Proposition 42. The Chern-Simons forms c1k(A) for the superconnection A = tθ
on Ω satisfy the following relation, for k ≤ m ≤ 2k − 1,
(11.103) c1k,[m](A) = e′k,m[Sk(θ, (θ2)m−k, (dˆθ)2k−m−2, ), θ] + ek,mc1k−1,[m](A),
modulo coboundaries, where
e′k,m = (−1)k−mk
(
k − 1
m− k
)
B(m− k + 1, k) = (−1)m−k k!(k − 1)!
m!(2k −m− 1)!
ek,m = −2 k
2k −m− 1 .
(11.104)
Proof. 
This iteration can be done down to the forms of the type Ωp+ q
2
,0, when m is odd.
The above proposition gives by iteration the decomposition result.
Proposition 43. The Chern-Simons forms c1k(A) for the superconnection A = tθ
on Ω can be represented in the following form, for k ≤ m ≤ 2k − 1,
(11.105) c1k,[m](tθ) = dΩ + [Ω,Ω] + e
N−1
k,m c
1
k−N,[m](tθ)
for any integer N satisfying 0 < N ≤ k − 1− m−1
2
and where
enk,m = ek,mek−1,m · · · ek−n,m
e0k,m = 1.
(11.106)
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More precisely, we have a decomposition
c1k,[m](tθ) =
N−1∑
n=0
enk,me
′
k−n,m[Sk−n(θ, (θ
2)m−k+n, (dˆθ)2k−m−2−2n, ), θ]
+ eN−1k,m c
1
k−N,[m](tθ),
(11.107)
modulo coboundaries.
Proof. Follows by iteration from the above proposition. 
The case k = m is the most important for us. Then we have
(11.108) c1m,[m](tθ) = dΩ + [Ω,Ω] + e
m′−1
m,m c
1
m′+1,[m](tθ).
If m is even, then we can iterate down to the forms of the type Ωp+q′,1, which
were shown to decompose, where q = 2q′ + 1. In this case we do not have Θ forms.
We now obtain the main result of this section.
Theorem 2. Let A be the superconnection ta + θ on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1], then the
corresponding Chern-Simons forms can be decomposed to the standard form
(11.109) dΩ + [Ω,Ω] + Θ.
More precisely, we have the following decomposition, for 0 ≤ m ≤ k − 1,
c1k,[m](ta+ θ) =
k−m−2∑
n=0
dnk,md
′
k−n,m[Sk−n(a, (a
2)k−n−m−1, (dˆθ)m−1, ), θ]
+
k−m−2∑
n=0
dnk,md
′′
k−n,m[Sk−n(a, (a
2)k−n−m−2, (dˆθ)m, ), a]
+ dk−m−2k,m [Sm+1(a, (dˆθ)
m−1, ), θ]
+ 2dN−1k,m
N−1∑
n=0
enm,me
′
m−n,m[Sm−n(θ, (θ
2)n, (dˆθ)m−2n, ), θ]
+ 2eN−1m,m c
1
m−N,[m](tθ),
(11.110)
modulo coboundaries. Here, N = m−3
2
in the case m odd. In the case m even
we take N = k − m+2
2
. Then the final term in the above expansion is of the type
Sk(θ, (θ
2), dˆθ), which can be decomposed.
Here, the above constants are the same as in the propositions Proposition 41 and
Proposition 43.
Proof. We use the proposition 41 to get a decomposition of a form dΩ + [Ω,Ω] +
dN−1k,m 2c
1
m,m(tθ). Now the decomposition result for A = tθ, proposition 43, shows
that the forms c1m,m(tθ) can be decomposed. By combining these decompositions
we get the decomposition in the assertion. This concludes the proof. 
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Proposition 44. Let A0 = 0,A1 = a+ θ be fixed superconnections on Ω. Then the
Chern-Simons form c1k(A0,A1) can be decomposed to the standard form.
Proof. By triangle formula
(11.111) c1k(0, θ) + c
1
k(θ, a+ θ) + c
1
k(a+ θ, 0) = dΩ + [Ω,Ω].
That is
(11.112) c1k(0, a+ θ) = c
1
k(0, θ) + c
1
k(θ, a+ θ) + dΩ + [Ω,Ω].
Thus c1k(A0,A1) can be decomposed.

Corollary 4. Let A0 = 0 and A1 = a + θ be fixed superconnections on Ω. Fur-
thermore, let A2 be a fixed superconnection on Ω. Then the Chern-Simons form
ck(A0,A2,A1) can be decomposed to the standard form.
Proof. Follows from the triangle formula, as above. 
Corollary 5. Let A = ta be a superconnection on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1], then the
corresponding Chern-Simons-forms can be decomposed to the standard form.
Proof. The Chern-Simons forms c1k,[m](ta) are part of the ’chain’ c
1
k,[m](0, a, a + θ),
when 0 ≤ m ≤ k − 1. Thus the above corollary applies. 
12. Further properties of eta-cocycles and computations
We now apply the results of the previous section to the eta-cocycles. Most of the
results follow directly from the decomposition theorem with homotopy invariance
results.
12.1. Reducing eta-chains.
Definition 23. Let A be a superconnection on Ω depending on a parameter t ∈
[0, 1]. We say that ηk(A)-chain
(12.1) ηk(A) = Trsc1k(A),
has been reduced if the Chern-Simons form c1k(A) has been brought to the standard
form.
That ηk(A) has been reduced means that ηk(A) is of (formally) a form
(12.2) Trs[Ω,Ω] + TrsdΩ + TrsΘ,
where Trs[Ω,Ω] denotes the regularized traces of (graded)commutators, TrsdΩ de-
notes the regularized traces of δˆ and dˆ coboundaries, and TrsΘ denotes the regu-
larized traces of Θ-terms. The above decomposition reads modulo boundary terms
and coboundaries
(12.3) Wress[l,Ω]Ω + TrsΘ,
where Wress[l,Ω]Ω denotes the Wodzicki-residues of the form Wress[l, ω]η, where
l = logQ and ω, η ∈ Ω.
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Theorem 3. Let A = ta + θ be a superconnection on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]. Denote
l = logQ, where Q is the weight of the regularized trace. Consider the corresponding
eta-chain
(12.4) ηk(A) = Trsc1k(A).
Then ηk(A) can be reduced. Particularly, it can be expressed in terms of Wodzicki-
residues modulo coboundaries, boundary terms and TrsΘ-terms. More precisely, we
have modulo boundary terms and coboundaries, for 0 ≤ m ≤ k − 1,
ηk,[m](A) =
k−m−2∑
n=0
dnk,md
′
k−n,mWress[l, θ]Sk−n(a, (a
2)k−n−m−1, (dˆθ)m−1, )
+
k−m−2∑
n=0
dnk,md
′′
k−n,mWress[l, a]Sk−n(a, (a
2)k−n−m−2, (dˆθ)m, )
+ dk−m−2k,m Wress[l, θ]Sm+1(a, (dˆθ)
m−1, )
+ 2dN−1k,m
N−1∑
n=0
enm,me
′
m−n,mWress[l, θ]Sm−n(θ, (θ
2)n, (dˆθ)m−2n, )
+ 2eN−1m,mTrsc
1
m−N,[m](tθ).
(12.5)
Here N = m − 1 − m−1
2
and the constants can be read from Proposition 41 and
Proposition 43.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 2 and the trace anomaly formula. 
Theorem 4. Let A = tθ be a superconnection on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]. Denote
l = logQ, where Q is the weight of the regularized trace. Consider the corresponding
eta-chain
(12.6) ηk(A) = Trsc1k(A).
Then ηk(A) can be reduced. Particularly, it can be expressed in terms of Wodzicki-
residues modulo coboundaries, boundary terms and TrsΘ. More precisely, we have
modulo boundary terms and coboundaries, for k ≤ m ≤ 2k − 1,
ηk,[m](A) =
N−1∑
n=0
enk,me
′
k−n,mWress[l, θ]Sk−n(θ, (θ
2)m−k+n, (dˆθ)2k−m−2−2n, )
+ eN−1k,m Trsc
1
k−N,[m](A),
(12.7)
where N = k − 1− m−1
2
.
Proof. Follows from Proposition 43 and the trace anomaly formula. 
Corollary 6. Let A = ta+ θ be a superconnection on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]. Assume
ηk(A) = Trsc1k(A) is an eta-m-cocycle. Then δ-coboundary of ηk,[m](A) lies on the
boundary. Furthermore, these boundary-cocycles are local modulo δ-coboundaries
on the boundary.
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Proof. That δηk,[m](A) lies on the boundary, follows from the definition. We may
assume ηk,[m](A) is reduced. Now, all the boundary terms arising from regularized
traces of commutators in the reduced form of ηk,[m](A) become trivial δ-coboundaries
on the boundary, when we take δ coboundary. Next, we consider the Θ-terms. Write
m = 2m′ + 1, then
(12.8) δθ2m
′+1 = Γδˆθ(−δˆθ)m′ = −Γθ2m′+2 = 1
2
Γ[θ, θ2m
′+1].
Consider TrΓ[θ, θ2m
′+1]. The terms coming from the boundary term in the trace
anomaly formula are vanishing. This follows from the product geometry assump-
tion (vertical vector fields are constant in x near the collar neighborhood of the
boundary). Thus, by our assumption, the local formula for δηk(A) comes from the
δ-coboundaries of the Wodzicki-residues and the Wodzicki residue coming from the
δ-coboundary of Θ-term. Together these local expressions must lie on the boundary
or vanish identically.

Example 36. Consider the superconnections A = ta and A′ = ta + θ on Ω and
their corresponding Chern-Simons forms when 0 ≤ m ≤ k − 1.
Recall that (see Corollary 3)
(12.9) c1k,[m](A)− c1k,[m](A′) = (
∫
I2
dAω
2
k(A))[m],
where I2 denotes the unit square.
The above formula gives an explicit way to reduce the eta-chain corresponding to
ta by using results on eta-chain coming from ta + θ. Thus, we can also reduce the
forms F (dF )m, when restricted to vertical directions.
13. A regularization of eta-cocycles
We now discuss the following problem. Fix an odd integer m and let A = ta+ θ
be a superconnection on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]. Consider its eta-m chain
(13.1) ηk,[m](A) = Trsc1k,[m](A),
where k > m.
Suppose the eta-m-cocycle condition is not satisfied. We wish to regularize this
expression by raising the k so that the eta-m-cocycle property is satisfied. This is
indeed possible. We also want the following normalization condition. Namely, if
ηk,[m] would be an eta-m cocycle, then we would want ηk,[m] = ηk+l,[m] modulo δ
coboundaries and boundary terms.
This, however, does not happen. We must introduce a normalization constant
gl,m, which is to assure that ηk,[m] and gl,mηk+l,[m] are equivalent. This constant is
found by using the decomposition results.
From the decomposition result, Proposition 36, we obtain
(13.2) ηk+l,[m](A) = dl−1k,mηk,[m](A) + TrsdΩ + Trs[Ω,Ω].
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Therefore, we define the l-step regularization of ηk+l,[m] by
1
dl−1k+l,m
ηk+l,[m].
Definition 24. Let A = ta + θ be a superconnection on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]. Then
the l-step regularization of
(13.3) ηk,[m](A) = Trsc1k,[m](A)
is
(13.4) Rlηk,[m](A) =
1
dl−1k+l,m
Trsc
1
k+l,[m](A),
where the normalization constant dl−1k+l,m can be read from Proposition 36.
Proposition 45. Let A = ta + θ be a superconnection on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]. Fix
positive integers k and m such that 0 ≤ m ≤ k−1. Then, the eta-chain ηk,[m](A) can
be regularized by Rlηk,[m](A) by choosing l high enough such that the eta-m-cocycle
condition is satisfied. Furthermore, if l′ > l, where Rlηk,[m](A) is eta-m-cocycle and
l′ is a positive integer, then
(13.5) Rlηk,[m](A) = Rl′ηk,[m](A),
modulo boundary terms and coboundaries.
Proof. The eta-cocycle condition can be checked by the computation of orders. Re-
call that order of c1k,[m](A) is −2k + m − 1. Now, if we chooce a positive integer
l, such that −2(k + l) + m − 1 ≤ − dimM , then Rlηk,[m](A) satisfies the eta-m-
cocycle property (see Example 30). Latter assertion follows from the definition and
Proposition 36 by considering the orders of the operators. 
We finally get the regularizations of all the forms of the type F (dF )m.
Proposition 46. Consider again the forms from Proposition 35
(13.6) ωˆk,[m] = bk,mSk(F − , [(F − )2]k−1−m, (dF )m),
where 0 ≤ m ≤ k − 1 and
(13.7) bk,m = (−1)k−m−1k
(
k − 1
m
)
B(k −m, k).
Then the following expressions yield regularizations of the above type forms
(13.8) Rlηˆk ≡ 1
dl−1k+l,m
Trsωˆk+l,[m].
Here the dl−1k+l,m comes from the iteration formula for the Chern-Simons form for the
superconnection A = ta+ θ on Ω (see Proposition 36). Particularly
(13.9) Rlηˆm+1 =
1
dl−1m+1+l,m
Trsωˆm+1+l,[m],
gives regularizations of the forms of the type F (dF )m.
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Proof. Recall that the forms Γωˆk,[m] agree with the forms c
1
k,[m](ta) when restricted
to vertical directions.
Now, the proposition follows from the homotopy invariance (Proposition 3) and
the decomposition result, Proposition 36, by considering orders of operators. 
13.1. The counterterm regularization of Mickelsson and Paycha. We now
discuss yet another way to construct δ-cocycles, introduced in [MP]. This method is
best described when the boundary is empty, which we now assume. In this method
we use forms of the type
(13.10) bm+1,mF (dF )
m,
where constants bm+1,m are as above and m is a positive integer.
The above forms are equivalent to forms
(13.11) ηˆm+1,[m](ta) = Trsbm+1,mSm+1(a, (dF )
m),
modulo coboundaries.
Now the obstruction being a cocycle is
(13.12) Λ =
1
2
bm+1,mTrs[F (dF )
m+1, F ].
That is
(13.13) Λ =
1
2
bm+1,mWress[l, F ]F (dF )
m+1.
Since the Wodzicki residue is a local, closed differential form on a contractible space
B, we can find a m-form λ (this is an example of counterterm) on B such that
(13.14) dλ = Λ.
Now the form
(13.15) ηm+1,[m](ta;λ) = ηˆm+1,[m](ta)− λ.
has the cocycle property.
Recall that ηm+1,[m](ta) is Γηˆm+1,[m](ta) when restricted to the vertical directions.
This gives us an alternative way to reduce and regularize the chain ηm+1,[m](ta).
Now, we must keep track of the commutators coming from
(13.16) ηm+1,[m](ta)− ηm+1,[m](ta+ θ) = (
∫
I2
dAω
2
m+1)[m],
when using the reduction results. Here, the benefit is that we do not have to use
the complicated iteration formula for c1k(ta + θ) in full generality. This makes the
proof of the decomposition result for ηm+1,[m](ta;λ) easier. Also, we see directly
that ηm+1,[m](ta;λ) really gives regularizations.
However, the construction of the counterterm and the computation of the residues
coming from the homotopy formula is, in general, a very difficult task. Thus, the
computation of the local formulas modulo Θ-terms is not any easier than working
directly with the regularizations coming from c1k(ta+ θ) for a suitable k.
See also appendix, for the direct decomposition result.
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In any case, we can regularize any ηˆk,[m](ta) by the above counterterm regular-
ization. In this generality the counterterms get more complicated as k gets higher.
When the manifold has a boundary, then we cannot find λ as above. However,
we expect to find such λ with property that dλ = Λ modulo boundary terms (by
ignoring the boundary terms from the trace anomaly formula). This is good enough
for our purposes.
14. Computations of eta-cocycles
After an eta-m cocycle is reduced, then the next step is the computation of the
residues. Here, we assume the case of a closed manifold. We let Mn be a torus of
dimension n (even) equipped with the standard flat metric. In the computations
that follow, we discard the Θ-terms and trivial δ-coboundaries.
Actually, in the flat case, the regularized traces of Θ-terms are vanishing, if the
weight is chosen carefully. Our standard choice in Example 29 works. Now in order
to obtain a nontrivial result from Trsθ
m, where m is a positive odd integer, we have
to be able to choose a term of Clifford order n from the complex power of the chosen
weight Q−z. However, there is no such term in the flat case. Thus Trsθm vanishes
identically. This argument fails in the non-flat case.
14.1. Computations in the case A = tθ. Consider the superconnection A = tθ
on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1], and the corresponding eta-chain
ηk,[m](tθ) = Trsc
1
k,[m](tθ) = φk,mTrsSk(θ, (θ
2)m−k, (dˆθ)2k−m−1).(14.1)
We first observe that if 2k−m−1 < n, then all the residues in the decomposition
formula for ηk,[m](tθ) vanish. This follows from the Clifford-algebra.
Next consider
(14.2) ηn+1,[n](tθ) = Trsc
1
n+1,[n](tθ) = TrsSn+1(θ, (dˆθ)
n).
Then the only residue that survives is
(14.3) Wress[l, θ]Sn+1(θ, (dˆθ)
n−1, ).
This follows again by the Clifford algebra. The residue is
(14.4)
∫
Mn
trSn+1(θ, (dθ)
n) =
∫
Mn
trθ(dθ)n,
modulo a normalization. See also [La2], for slightly different approach.
More generally, consider 2k −m− 1 = n, then k = n+m+1
2
(m has to be odd)
ηk,[m](tθ) = Trsc
1
n,[m] = φk,mTrsSk(θ, (θ
2)m−k, (dˆθ)n).(14.5)
Then we obtain from Proposition 40 that this is a sum of residues modulo boundary
and Θ-terms. Again, only one residue term survives, and we have
ηk,[m](tθ) = φk,mWress[l, θ]Sk(θ, (θ
2)m−k, (dˆθ)n−1, ).(14.6)
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The above residue is ∫
Mn
Str(θ, (θ2)m−k, (dθ)n),(14.7)
modulo a normalization.
Now the only remaining case is 2k −m − 1 > n. Then c1k,[m](A) is in the trace
class. Using the iteration formula from Proposition 42, we end up in the situation
above. We collect the results in the following proposition.
Proposition 47. On the n-dimensional flat torus (n even) Mn, for n = 2k−m−1,
where k and m are positive integers, we have modulo δ-coboundaries that
ηk,[m](tθ) = Nk,m
∫
Mn
Str(θ, (θ2)m−k, (dθ)n),(14.8)
where Str is the symmetrized trace and Nk,m is the normalization constant. Further-
more, if 2k−m−1 < n, then ηk,[m] = 0 modulo δ-coboundaries and if 2k−m−1 > n,
then the formula above applies modulo a normalization.
Proof. 
Remark 19. It is an instructive computation to calculate δ-coboundary from the
expression Str(θ, (θ2)m−k, (dθ)n). We get that is d-exact.
14.2. Computations in the case A = ta+ θ. Consider the superconnection A =
ta+ θ on Ω, where t ∈ [0, 1]. Recall that
(14.9) c1k,[m](A) = φk,mSk(a, (a2)k−m−1, (dˆθ)m),
where φk,m are the normalization constants.
The easiest case is when k = m+ 1, then
ηm+1,[m](A) = TrsSm+1(a, (dˆθ)m).(14.10)
These are the forms that we considered earlier in example 33. First, use Proposition
36 to get
ηm+1,[m](A) = Trs[Sm+1(a, (dˆθ)m−1, ), θ] + 2Trsc1m,[m](tθ).(14.11)
We are interested in the cases where n ≤ m+ 1, then the term Trsc1m,[m](tθ) gives
only δ-coboundaries and a trace of Θ-term (by the computations above), which we
can ignore. Therefore, we only need to consider the term
Trs[Sm+1(a, (dˆθ)
m−1, ), θ] = Wress[l, θ]Sm+1(a, (dˆθ)m−1, ).(14.12)
The above residue never vanishes on dimensions where n ≤ m + 1 by trivial
reasons. The case that can be calculated at once happens when n = m + 1. Then
we get
ηm+1,[m](A) =
∫
Mn
Str(A, (dθ)m),(14.13)
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modulo normalization. This is a δ-cocycle. Particularly, δ-coboundary of the ex-
pression Str(A, (dθ)m) is d-exact.
Now, by using Corollary 3 we obtain also a local formula for the forms F [F, θ]m.
Next we consider
(14.14) c1m+2,[m](A) = φm+2,mSm+2(a, (a2)1, (dˆθ)m).
By Example 30 the above Chern-Simons form yields eta-m-cocycles when
(14.15) −(m+ 3) ≤ −n.
We have the representation (modulo δ-coboundaries)
c1m+2,[m](A) = d′m+2,m[Sm+2(a, a2, (dˆθ)m−1, ), θ] + d′′m+2,m[Sm+2(a, (dˆθ)m, ), a]
+ dm+2,mc
1
m+1,m(A).
(14.16)
Thus
ηm+2,[m](A)
= d′m+2,mWress[l, θ]Sm+2(a, a
2, (dˆθ)m−1, ) + d′′m+2,mWress[l, a]Sm+2(a, (dˆθ)
m, )
+ dm+2,mTrsc
1
m+1,[m](A),
(14.17)
modulo δ-coboundaries. Now, using the knowledge of earlier results, we may write
(modulo δ-coboundaries)
ηm+2,[m](A)
= d′m+2,mWress[l, θ]Sm+2(a, a
2, (dˆθ)m−1, ) + d′′m+2,mWress[l, a]Sm+2(a, (dˆθ)
m, )
+ dm+2,md
′
m+1,mWress[l, θ]Sm+1(a, (dˆθ)
m−1, ).
(14.18)
Example 37 (1-cocycle up to dimension 4). For m = 1 the formula (14.18) yields
η3,[1](A) = d′3,1Wress[l, θ]S3(a, a2, ) + d′′3,1Wress[l, a]S3(a, dˆθ, )
+ d3,1d
′
2,1Wress[l, θ]S2(a, ).
(14.19)
The cocycle property follows from the eta-cocycle condition (14.15).
Example 38 (3-cocycle up to dimension 6). For m = 3 the formula (14.18) yields
η5,[3](A) = d′5,3Wress[l, θ]S5(a, a2, (dˆθ)2, ) + d′′5,3Wress[l, a]S5(a, (dˆθ)3, )
+ d5,3d
′
4,3Wress[l, θ]S4(a, (dˆθ)
2, ).
(14.20)
The cocycle property follows as above.
Remark 20. It is difficult to compute the above forms, even in the case of the flat
metric. However, if we restrict B to flat connections, then we can compute every
form. This follows, again, by analysing the Clifford-algebra as above.
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15. The odd case
We extend the formalism to the odd-dimensional manifolds, following the ap-
proach in [LaMiRy]. We take the same assumptions as in Section 6.
Now there is no grading operator Γ. We introduce the grading operator by hand.
This is done by doubling the Hilbert space H, where the operators act. We consider
H⊗ C2 and introduce two odd variables σ1 and σ3 (Pauli-matrices), that anticom-
mute with each other, square to one and commute with everything else. They act
only on the second factor of the doubled Hilbert space.
Now we define
v = θ ⊗ σ1
s = δ ⊗ σ1
 = ⊗ σ3
F = F ⊗ σ3
a = F −  = (F − )⊗ σ3.
(15.1)
We think F , a and  as even objects. Operators v, s, F , a and  become odd objects,
since they contain odd number of sigmas. We define the odd noncommutative
BRST-complex Ωσ using the above variables, as generators. Any element of Ωσ can
be written in the form ω⊗ e, where ω ∈ Ω and e is an element generated by σ1 and
σ3. Here Ω is defined as before except we do not use the grading operator in front
of θ.
We can now define the noncommutative exterior derivative on Ωσ as the graded
commutator dˆ = [, ·]. However, now the grading comes, essensially, from the sigmas.
More precisely, if ωσ = ω ⊗ e and ω′σ = ω′ ⊗ e′ are elements of Ωσ, then
(15.2) [ωσ, ω
′
σ] = ωσω
′
σ − (−1)s
′
ω′σωσ,
where
(15.3) s′ = p(ωσ)p(ωσ).
Here, the parity p is defined as the number of the sigmas. That is, p(ωσ) is the
number of the sigmas in e. Observe, that by definition
(15.4) p(ωσ) = p(ω) + ∂ω,
where p(ω) stands for the parity of ω and ∂ω is the the form degree as in (6.4).
It follows that
[ωσ, ω
′
σ] = (ω ⊗ e) · (ω′ ⊗ e′)− (−1)s
′
(ω′ ⊗ e′) · (ω ⊗ e)
= ωω′ ⊗ ee′ − (−1)s′ω′ω ⊗ e′e
= (ωω′ − (−1)s′+p(ω)∂ω′+∂ω′p(ω)ω′ω)⊗ ee′
= (ωω′ − (−1)p(ω)p(ω′)+∂ω∂ω′ω′ω)⊗ ee′.
(15.5)
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Thus, we can use the above calculation to get back to supercommutators given by
the sign rule (6.4).
We have, for example,
(15.6) dˆv = [, v] = v + v = σ3θσ1 + θσ1σ3 = (θ − θ)σ3σ1 = [, θ]σ3σ1.
Similarly we have
(15.7) dˆa = [, a] = v + va = σ3aσ3 + aσ3σ3 = (a+ a)σ3σ3 = [, a]+1.
Let Ωσ = Ωσ+ ⊕ Ωσ− with the Z2-grading given by the sigmas as above. Note
that s and dˆ are odd maps in Ωσ and they anticommute with each other. Hence
we get a bicomplex with differentials s, dˆ and the total differential d = dˆ + s. The
BRST-algebra relations are the same for s, dˆ, v, a as before (for old ’variables’) in
the even dimensional case. Also, the graded-symmetrization operator is defined as
before.
Example 39. Let us compute sa. We have
(15.8) sa = δa⊗ σ3 = ([, θ] + [a, θ])⊗ σ3.
Example 40. Now, we compute sa. We obtain
(15.9) sa = δa⊗ σ1σ3 = −([, θ] + [a, θ])⊗ σ3σ1 = −[, v]− [a, v].
The regularized traces are extended to the doubled Hilbert space in the obvious
way. The supertrace is, however, defined as follows (as in [LaMiRy]).
Definition 25. We define the regularized supertrace Trs in odd dimensions with
σ3 taking the place of Γ.
Remark 21. Now we do not replace θ by Γθ or s by Γs!
The superconnections are defined as before. For example, the total superconnec-
tion is
A = t1a+ t2v
= t1aσ3 + t2θσ1,
(15.10)
where t1, t2 ∈ [0, 1].
The corresponding curvature is
F = dA + A2
= dt1a+ dt2v
+ (t21 − t1)a2 + t1sa+ t1t2[a, v] + t2dˆv + (t22 − t2)v2
= dt1a+ dt2v
+ (t21 − t1)a2 ⊗ 1 + (−t1δa+ t1t2[a, θ] + t2[, θ])⊗ σ3σ1 + (t22 − t2)θ2
= dtA+ F.
(15.11)
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Here we have denoted
A = t1a+ t2v
= t1aσ3 + t2θσ1
F = dA+
1
2
[A,A]
= (t21 − t1)a2 + t1sa+ t1t2[a, v] + t2dˆv + (t22 − t2)v2
= (t21 − t1)a2 ⊗ 1 + (−t1δa+ t1t2[a, θ] + t2[, θ])⊗ σ3σ1 + (t22 − t2)θ2.
(15.12)
The Chern forms, Chern-Simons forms and their generalizations are defined in the
same way as in the even case.
Example 41. Let A = ta+ v be a superconnection on Ωσ, for t ∈ [0, 1]. Then
(15.13) c13(A) = 3
∫ 1
0
S3(a,F2).
Therefore
c13,[1](A) = φ3,1S3(a, a2, dˆv)
= φ3,1S3(a, a
2, [, θ])σ1,
(15.14)
and
c13,[2](A) = S3(a, dˆv, dˆv) = S3(a, [, θ], [, θ]))
= −S3(a, [, θ], [, θ])σ3.
(15.15)
Lemma 5. If the weight Q in the regularization of the trace satisfies δQ = 0, then
the following identity holds
(15.16) δTrsb = Trsσ1sb,
where b is any element of Ωσ.
Proof. 
In contrast to the even dimensional case we consider even forms in the ghost
degree.
Example 42. Consider the superconnection A = ta+ v on Ωσ, where t ∈ [0, 1].
Now we have
η3,[2](A) = −Trsc13,[1](A) = TrsS3(a, [, θ], [, θ])σ3
= −TrS3(a, [, θ], [, θ]),
(15.17)
and
η3,[1](A) = Trsc13,[1](A) = TrS3(a, a2, [, θ])σ3σ1
= 0.
(15.18)
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15.1. Local formulas. The decomposition methods in Section 11 used, essensially,
only the abstract BRST-algebra. It follows that the results there, can be used in
the odd case. Especially, the reduction theorems hold directly for the eta-chains.
In fact the results are even simpler, because now we do not have Θ-terms. This
means that we obtain local formulas modulo boundary terms and coboundaries for
eta-chains.
15.2. Mickelsson-Faddeev-Shatasvili-cocycle. We now assume M = M3 is a
three dimensional flat torus. As an example, we discuss one of the most important
anomaly expressions that arrises from quantum field theory. It is a special case of
the so-called Schwinger-term. The classical expression for MFS-anomaly is usually
written [LaMi] as
(15.19) cMFS(A;X, Y ) = N
∫
M
trA[dX, dY ],
where X and Y are vertical vector fields, A an element of B and N is the normal-
ization constant
(15.20) N =
i
24pi2
.
The Schwinger term coming from the commutator anomaly comes from the expres-
sion [MR], [St]
(15.21) cMR = −1
8
TrC(F − )[[,X], [, Y ]],
where F and  have the usual meaning and TrC denotes the conditional trace. The
conditional trace is defined as
(15.22) TrCA =
1
2
Tr(A+ A).
The conditional trace agrees with the ordinary L2 trace, when A is a trace class
operator. The commutator anomaly cMR can be given in terms of the regularized
trace Tr, which we prefer.
The expression cMR is far from local, but it is well known that cMR and cMFS are
in fact equivalent δ-cocycles, that is, they differ by a δ-coboundary [LaMi]. There
is a yet another form for the Schwinger-term. This is
(15.23) cMP =
1
8
TrF [[F,X], [F, Y ]].
The above form was studied, for example, in [MP]. We see later that cMP too is
equivalent to the MFS-cocycle.
First, we prove the locality of cMR cocycle. We begin from
(15.24) ω = advdv.
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We put ω to the standard form dΩσ + [Ωσ,Ωσ]. This proves the locality, when we
take the (compatible) regularized trace from ω. Compute, as before, to get
advdv = [adv, v] + a[dv, v]+ [a, v]dv
= [adv, v] + asdv− sadv+ dvdv
= [adv, v]− s(adv) + d(vdv) + 2vdv
= [adv, v]− s(adv) + d(vdv) + 2[v, v] + 2[v, v]
= [adv, v] + 2[v, v]− s(adv) + d(vdv)− 4(sv)
= [adv, v] + 2[v, v]− s(adv+ 4v) + d(vdv).
(15.25)
Thus
(15.26) ω = [adv, v] + 2[v, v] = −[a[, θ], θ]σ3 − 2[θ, θ]σ3,
modulo coboundaries. Therefore, we have
Trsω = −Tr[a[, θ], θ]− 2Tr[θ, θ]
= −Wres[l, θ]a[, θ]− 2Wres[l, θ]θ,(15.27)
modulo coboundaries. This proves the locality, and a computation gives
(15.28) Wres[l, θ]θ = 0.
Moreover, an elementary computation yields
(15.29) −Wres[l, θ]a[, θ] = N
∫
M
trAdθdθ.
The above expression was also derived in [LaMiRy]. Evaluating this expression with
respect to vertical vector fields X and Y gives
(15.30) cMR = cMFS,
modulo δ-coboundaries.
We, however, prefer to begin from
(15.31) c13(tA)[2] = S3(a, (dv)2) = Ω0,2,
since this is how the Schwinger term comes from our machinery. Note that in
dimension 3 this is equivalent to a(dv)2 modulo boundary terms.
Now we prove that cMP and cMR are equivalent. This follows, almost immediately,
from the homotopy invariance (Corollary 3). We have
(15.32) c13(ta+ θ)[2] − c13(ta)[2] = (
∫
I2
dAω
2
3)[2],
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where ∫
I2
(dAω
2
3)[2] =s
∫
I2
6S3(a, v, (t
2
1 − t1)a2)
+ dˆ
∫
I2
6S3(a, v, t1t2[a, v] + t2dˆv)
+
∫
I2
6[t1a, S3(a, v, t1t2[a, v] + t2dˆv)]
+
∫
I2
6[t2v, S3(a, v, (t
2
1 − t1)a2)].
(15.33)
By the trace anomaly formula we can write
(15.34) 6
∫
I2
(t21 − t1)a3v = 6
1
3
a3v = 2a3v,
modulo boundary terms. Therefore, we obtain
TrsS3(a, dv
2) = TrsS3(a, sa, sa) + 2Trssa
3v
= TrsFsasa+ Trssasa+ 2Trssa
3v.
(15.35)
In other words
Tr(F − )[, θ][, θ] = TrF [F, θ][F, θ] + δTrF [F, θ] + 2δTr(F − )3θ.(15.36)
Contracting with vertical vector fields X and Y gives
1
2
Tr(F − )[[,X], [, Y ]] = 1
2
Tr(F − )[[F,X], [F, Y ]] + δb(X, Y ),(15.37)
where
b(X) = TrF [F,X] + 2Tr(F − )3X.(15.38)
Thus cMR and cMP are equivalent.
15.3. Schwinger term in dimension 5. We construct a 2-cocycle in the case of
5-dimensional flat torus.
Now, we cannot use the same expression as above, since the cocycle property
reads
(15.39) δTrsc
1
3(ta+ θ) = −
∫ 1
0
Trs(dAS3(a,F2))[3] = 0,
which is not satisfied.
Therefore, we need to regularize the original expression. We consider the Chern-
Simons form for A = ta+ v
(15.40) c1k,[2](A) = φk,2Sk(a, (a2)k−3, (dˆv)2).
We choose k = 4, then Trsc
1
k(A)[2] defines a cocycle (see Example 30). Thus, we
consider the following expression
(15.41) Ω1,2 = S4(a, a
2, (dˆv)2).
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We can now use the results from Section 11 or compute directly. We choose to
compute. First integrate by parts with respect to [·, v], to get
Ω1,2 = [S4(a, a
2, dˆv, ), v] + S4(a, a
2, [dˆv, v], ) + S4(a, [a
2, v], dˆv, )
+ S4([a, v], a
2, dˆv, )
= [S4(a, a
2, dˆv, ), v] + S4(a, a
2, sdˆv, ) + S4(a, sa
2, dˆv, ) + S4(a, [dˆv, a], dˆv, )
− S4(sa, a2, dˆv, )− S4(dˆv, a2, dˆv, ),
(15.42)
where we have used the identities
[dˆv, v] = sdˆv
[a2, v] = sa2 + [dˆv, a]
sa = −dˆv − [a, v].
(15.43)
We can identify an s-coboundary in the above expression. This allows us to write
Ω1,2 = [S4(a, a
2, dˆv, ), v]− s(S4(a, a2, dˆv, )) + S4(a, [dv, a], dˆv, )− S4(a2, (dˆv)2, ).
(15.44)
Now, we integrate by parts with respect to [·, a], to get
Ω1,2 = [S4(a, a
2, dˆv, ), v]− s(S4(a, a2, dˆv, ))
− 1
2
[S4(a, (dˆv)
2, ), a] +
1
2
S4(a, (dˆv)
2, da)
− 1
2
S4([a, a], (dˆv)
2, )− S4(a2, (dˆv)2, )
= [S4(a, a
2, dˆv, ), v]− s(S4(a, a2, dˆv, ))
− 1
2
[S4(a, (dˆv)
2, ), a]− 1
2
S4(a, a
2, (dˆv)2) + 2S4(dˆa, (dv)
2, )
= [S4(a, a
2, dˆv, ), v]− s(S4(a, a2, dˆv, ))
− 1
2
[S4(a, (dˆv)
2, ), a]− 1
2
Ω1,2 + 2S4(dˆa, (dv)
2, ),
(15.45)
where we have used dˆa = −a2, [a, a] = 2a2 and the definition of Ω1,2. Integrate by
parts with respect to dˆ to get
Ω1,2 = [S4(a, a
2, dˆv, ), v]− s(S4(a, a2, dˆv, ))
− 1
2
[S4(a, (dˆv)
2, ), a]− 1
2
Ω1,2 + 2dˆS4(a, (dv)
2, ) + 4S3(a, (dˆv)
2),
(15.46)
where we have used dˆ = 2 and S4(a, (dˆv)
2, 1) = S3(a, (dˆv)
2). We see the familiar
term S3(a, (dv)
2). We put it in the form given below (this representation follows
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using similar tricks as above)
S3(a, (dv)
2) = Ω0,2
= [S3(a, dv, ), v]− sS3(a, dv, )− dˆS3(v, dv, )− 2S2(v, dv)
= [S3(a, dv, ), v]− sS3(a, dv, )− dˆS3(v, dv, )− 2[S2(v, ), v]
+ 2sS2(v, ).
(15.47)
Putting all together yields
Ω1,2 = [S4(a, a
2, dv, ), v]− 1
2
[S4(a, (dv)
2, ), a]
+ 4[S3(a, dv, ), v]− 8[S2(v, ), v]
− s(S4(a, a2, dv, ))− 4sS3(a, dv, ) + 8sS2(v, )
+ 2dˆS4(a, (dv)
2, )− 4dˆS3(v, dv, )
− 1
2
Ω1,2.
(15.48)
Finally, we get a representation in terms of commutators and coboundaries
Ω1,1 =
2
3
[S4(a, a
2, dv, ), v]− 1
3
[S4(a, (dv)
2, ), a]
− 8
3
[S3(a, dv, ), v] +
16
3
[S2(v, ), v]
− 2
3
s(S4(a, a
2, dv, ))− 8
3
sS3(a, dv, ) + 8sS2(v, )
+
4
3
dˆS4(a, (dv)
2, )− 8
3
dˆS3(v, dv, ).
(15.49)
The normalization constant is
(15.50) φ1,2 = −3
5
.
Therefore we have
η4,[2] = −3
5
TrsΩ1,1.(15.51)
15.4. The general Schwinger term. Let us return to the original set up in Sec-
tion 6. We still assume, however, that M is odd dimensional.
We now consider the general case
(15.52) ωk = Sk(a, (a
2)k−3, (dˆv)2).
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Compute as before. First, integrate by parts with respect to [·, v] and use the above
identities (15.43) to get
ωk = [Sk(a, (a
2)k−3, dv, ), v] + Sk(a, (a2)k−3, [dv, v], )
+ (k − 3)Sk(a, (a2)k−4, [a2, v], dv, ) + Sk([a, v], a2, dv, )
= [Sk(a, (a
2)k−3, dv, ), v] + Sk(a, (a2)k−3, sdv, )
+ (k − 3)Sk(a, (a2)k−4, sa2, dv, ) + (k − 3)Sk(a, (a2)k−4, [dv, a], dv, )
− Sk(sa, (a2)k−3, dv, )− Sk(dv, (a2)k−3, dv, ).
(15.53)
Observe that
s(Sk(a, (a
2)k−3, dv, )) = −Sk(sa, (a2)k−3, dv, ) + (k − 3)Sk(a, (a2)k−4, sa2, dv, )
+ Sk(a, (a
2)k−3, sdv, ).
(15.54)
This yields, together with integration by parts with respect to dˆ in the term Sk((a
2)k−3, (dv)2, )
ωk = [Sk(a, a
2, dv, ), v] + s(Sk(a, (a
2)k−3, dv, ))
+ (k − 3)Sk(a, (a2)k−4, [dv, a], dv, )− dˆSk(a, (a2)k−4, (dv)2, )
+ Sk(a, (a
2)k−4, (dv)2, dˆ)
= [Sk(a, a
2, dv, ), v] + s(Sk(a, (a
2)k−3, dv, ))
+ (k − 3)Sk(a, (a2)k−4, [dv, a], dv, )− dˆSk(a, (a2)k−4, (dv)2, ) + 2ωk−1,
(15.55)
where we have used dˆ = 2 and
(15.56) Sk(a, (a
2)k−4, (dv)2, 1) = Sk−1(a, (a2)k−4, (dv)2 = ωk−1.
Integrate by parts with respect to [·, a] to get
2Sk(a, (a
2)k−4, [dv, a], dv, ) = −[Sk(a, (a2)k−4, (dv)2, ), a] + Sk(a, (a2)k−4, (dv)2, da)
− Sk([a, a], (a2)k−4, (dv)2, )
= −[Sk(a, (a2)k−4, (dv)2, ), a]− Sk(a, (a2)k−3, (dv)2)
+ 2Sk(da, (a
2)k−4, (dv)2, ),
(15.57)
where we have used dˆa = [, a] and [a, a] = 2a2 = −2dˆa. Now, use integration by
parts with respect to dˆ and the definition of ωk to get
2Sk(a, (a
2)k−4, [dv, a], dv, ) = −[Sk(a, (a2)k−4, (dv)2, ), a]− ωk
+ 2dˆSk(a, (a
2)k−4, (dv)2, ) + 4ωk−1.
(15.58)
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Thus
(k − 3)Sk(a, (a2)k−4, [dv, a], dv, ) = −k − 3
2
[Sk(a, (a
2)k−4, (dv)2, ), a]
+ (k − 3)dˆSk(a, (a2)k−4, (dv)2, )
− k − 3
2
ωk + 2(k − 3)ωk−1.
(15.59)
Combine everything to get
ωk =
2
k − 1[Sk(a, (a
2)k−3, dv, ), v]− k − 3
k − 1[Sk(a, (a
2)k−4, (dv)2, ), a]
+
2
k − 1s(Sk(a, (a
2)k−3, dv, )) + 4
k − 2
k − 1 dˆSk(a, (a
2)k−4, (dv)2, )
+ 4
k − 2
k − 1ωk−1.
(15.60)
This gives by iteration
ωk =
k−4∑
p=0
4p
2
k − 1[Sk−p(a, (a
2)k−p−3, dv, ), v]
−
k−4∑
p=0
4p
k − (3 + p)
k − 1 [Sk−p(a, (a
2)k−p−4, (dv)2, ), a]
+
k−4∑
p=0
4p
2
k − 1s(Sk−p(a, (a
2)k−p−3, dv, ))
+
k−4∑
p=0
4p+1
k − (2 + p)
k − 1 dˆSk−p(a, (a
2)k−p−4, (dv)2, )
+ 4k−3
2
k − 1ω3.
(15.61)
Note that
(15.62) ω3 = a(dˆv)
2,
modulo commutators. From the above formula for ωk we can find the normalization
for the Schwinger term. The standard Schwinger term has the normalization 1
8
[MR]. So we normalize accordingly. That is, we choose
(15.63) Nk =
1
16
k − 1
4k−3
,
as the normalization.
It follows from above that the forms NkTrsωk for k ≥ 4 are equivalent to the
standard Schwinger term modulo δ-coboundaries, when we restrict to the three
dimensional case. We also see immediately the local formula for the Schwinger term
by the use of the trace anomaly formula and the earlier computation for Ω0,2.
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16. Zero modes
We briefly discuss the case where the Dirac family has zero modes. Here, the
idea is to perturb the Dirac family invertible. Particularly, we have to perturb
the family to fully elliptic. The main technicality is the non-compactness of the
parameter space. Therefore, we cannot use the powerfull stabilization results from
[MePi], [MePi2], [MeRo] and [MeRo2], directly, that perturb the Dirac family to a
fully elliptic family. Instead, we have to apply the localization argument described
below.
For explicit constructions of the boundary perturbations and relation to boundary
value problems, see the above references. See also [Mo], for an explicit construction
of the perturbations in the non-families case.
16.1. The fully elliptic case. We begin with the odd dimensional case. Assume
the full ellipticity for the moment. Therefore the Dirac operator ðb,E is a Fredholm
operator with respect to the natural Sobolev spaces for any b ∈ B.
Using full ellipticity, we can define Πb ∈ x∞Ψ−∞(M ;S ⊗ E) as an orthogonal
projection to the kernel of ðE,b, for each b ∈ B. Then Db = ðE,b + Πb, defines
an invertible and gauge covariant operator, acting on H, for each b ∈ B. We put
Fb =
Db
|Db| , then Fb is a fully elliptic cusp operator of order 0 acting on H, satisfying
F 2b = 1, for each b ∈ B.
In general, the map b → Fb, where b ∈ B, is not even continuous. However, it
is always continuous to gauge directions. Therefore, we have to restrict dF to the
vertical directions. This is not really a restriction for us.
We have defined the grading operator F , acting on H, satisfying F 2 = 1 and
dF |vert = [F, θ]. This is all that is needed to construct the noncommutative BRST-
complex.
Now, we consider the even dimensional case. Assume that the index of ð+E,b :
H1c (M ;S
+ ⊗ E)→ L2c(M ;S− ⊗ E) is vanishing for a b ∈ B, hence for all b ∈ B. It
follows that the dimensions of the kernels of ð+E,b and ð
−
E,b are the same. Therefore,
for any b in B, there exists a smoothing operator Tb ∈ x∞Ψ−∞c (M ;S⊗E) such that
ΓTb + TbΓ = 0 and T
2
b = 1, when Tb is restricted to the kernel of ðE,b. The operator
Tb is constructed by using an identification between the above kernels.
We define Db = ðE,b+Tb, which is gauge covariant, then Fb = Db|Db| ∈ Ψ0c(M ;S⊗E)
defines the grading operator F , acting on H, and satisfying ΓF + FΓ = 0, F 2 = 1.
Again, we have to restrict to the vertical directions as above. In any case, the grading
operator F , needed in the definition of the noncommutative BRST-complex, is now
constructed.
If the index above is not vanishing, then we cannot define the grading operator
above. There is, however, a trick to overcome this difficulty. This is the so-called
doubling trick. This is extensively used in noncommutative geometry. We refer
to [Co] for details for this approach. The doubling, in this context, refers to the
doubling of the Hilbert-space H. See also [LaMiRy] and [La], where the grading
operator F is defined directly via the spectral mapping theorem.
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We, however, shall restrict to the index zero case.
16.2. The general case. Now, we no longer assume that ðE ∈ Ψ1c(M/B;S ⊗ E)
to be fully elliptic. The idea, now, is to get to the fully elliptic case. To this end,
define the open sets on B by
(16.1) Uλ = {z ∈ B|λ /∈ spec(ð∂)},
where λ is any non-negative real number and ð∂ denotes the boundary (total) Dirac
operator.
First assume that M is even dimensional. Then the boundary of M is odd di-
mensional. It is proved in [MePi] that on Uλ, the Dirac family ð∂ has a spectral
section Pλ. This spectral section is an orthogonal projection to the eigenspaces of
ð∂ with eigenvalues greater than λ.
Moreover, there exists a perturbation Ab,Pλ ∈ Ψ−∞c (M ;S ⊗ E) associated with
the spectral section Pλ such that D
′
b = ðE,b +Ab,Pλ is fully elliptic, for any b in Uλ.
Furthermore, the family D′b over Uλ is smooth and gauge covariant. See [MePi] for
details of this construction. The precise form for the perturbation is not important
for us. We note that the perturbation associated with the spectral section is not
canonical. However, the index (in Z2-graded sense) of the operator D′b : H1c (M ;S⊗
E)→ L2c(M ;S⊗E), for any b in Uλ, is independent of the choice of the perturbation
Ab,Pλ .
Thus, we are back in the fully elliptic case. Now, we can apply the above ar-
guments to the perturbed Dirac family D′ over Uλ. If we assume the index zero
condition, then we can construct the grading operators Fλ,b defined for b in Uλ by
the above argument. If the index is not vanishing, then we have to use, for example,
the doubling trick construction.
The odd dimensional case is similar. We localize over the open sets Uλ of B
as above. Also, the boundary Dirac family over Uλ has a Cl(1)-spectral section
Pλ [MePi2]. This spectral section can be taken as an orthogonal projection to the
eigenspaces of ð∂ with eigenvalues greater than λ. As before, the Dirac family is
perturbed with an operator Ab,Pλ ∈ Ψ−∞c (M ;S⊗E), such that D′b = ðE,b +Ab,Pλ is
fully elliptic and gauge covariant, for any b in Uλ (details in [MePi2]). Now, we can
apply the above arguments to define the grading operators F over Uλ.
In even and odd dimensional case, the open sets Uλ of the above form cover
B. Particularly, on the overlaps Uλλ′ = Uλ ∩ Uλ′ the grading operators differ by
smoothing operators. It follows that the Wodzicki-residue parts of the eta-cocycles
are consistent on overlaps Uλλ′ , since the Wodzicki-residue is vanishing on smoothing
perturbations. Therefore, the BRST-cohomology classes induced by the eta-cocycles
are well-defined on the whole parameter space B.
Note that we can use the same weight in the regularization of the trace on each
set Uλ. Namely, we can take a modification of the standard weight Q =
√
ð20 in
Example 29, as the weight. Note that, strictly speaking, the operator Q is not a
weight, if the Dirac operator is not invertible. However, we can modify Q by a
smoothing operator such that Q becomes a weight. For the explicit construction
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of this perturbation see [Mo]. The regularized trace associated with this perturbed
weight is dˆ- and δ-compatible.
If we also assume that the kernels of the perturbed Dirac families D′ over each set
Uλ have constant rank. Then the corresponding grading operator families become
smooth on each set Uλ. Particularly, the forms dFλ on Uλ are defined.
17. Summary
We have carried out the construction of the δ-transgressive differential forms on
manifolds with boundary. This rather direct approach to the construction of such
forms appears to be new. Usually, the construction of these differential forms uses
the families index theorem. See for example [M2], [CW] (for the boundary case)
and [AS2] (for the manifold without boundary).
The noncommutative framework that was used to construct the transgression
forms is due to E. Langmann [La2]. In this framework, the transgression forms
were constructed, essensially, from the Chern-Simons-forms.
We have proved that these Chern-Simons forms are path independent in the
sense discussed earlier (see Proposition 34). Furthermore, the dependence of the
path is described, essensially, by the triangle formula (see Proposition 33). In the
framework that we have used, the triangle formula and the homotopy invariance of
Chern-Simons forms that were proven are new.
The construction of the local representations of the induced cocycles on the
boundary of the transgression forms was based on decomposing Chern-Simons forms
to the standard form, that is, in terms of commutators, coboundaries and Θ-terms.
We have constructed an explicit algorithm (see Lemma 3, Lemma 4, Proposition 39
and Proposition 42) which allows us to compute this decomposition. This algorithm
is new.
The above algorithm was used together with the trace-anomaly formula to con-
struct the local representations, given by Wodzicki-residues, for the coboundaries
of the transgressions forms (see Theorem 3, Theorem 4 and Corollary 6). These
representations are new.
If the boundary is empty, then we obtained local formulas for the eta-cocycles,
given by the Wodzicki-residues modulo δ-coboundaries and possibly regularized
traces of Θ-terms. These formulas (see Theorem 3 and Theorem 4), in full gen-
erality, are new. Particularly, we have obtained a local representation formula for
the Schwinger term, in any odd dimension (see the equation 15.61). Even this case
seems to be new. Actually, already the local formula in dimension 5 (see the equa-
tion 15.49) seems to be new. However, the three dimensional case is well-known
and it is due to Mickelsson and Langmann [LaMi].
Using the above representations, we gave some explicit examples of these cocycles
that are standard. We obtained the standard cocycle formulas given by differential
polynomials. For example, we calculated all the δ-cocycles given by the supercon-
nection A = tθ, on a flat torus (see Proposition 47). These formulas are mostly well
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known. Our approach to the computation of such forms seems to be partly new
(but see [La2]).
We also discussed, on a closed manifold, the construction of δ-cocycles via the
counterterm regularization (see Section 13.1 and Appendix), introduced in [MP].
This method yields new formulas for the δ-cocycles. We generalized the results in
[MP], giving an explicit recipe that allows us to compute the cocycles in terms of
Wodzicki-residues (see Appendix). In even dimensions we have to also consider Θ-
terms. Here the treatment of the even-dimensional case is new. The recipe how to
obtain representations of the cocycles in terms of Wodzicki-residues, in the general
ghost degree, is new.
17.1. Open problems. There are still some open problems related to the construc-
tion of δ-transgression forms in the framework that we have discussed. Here is some
of them.
One problem is the actual computation of the local representatives (the Wodzicki-
residues coming from the trace anomalies) of such forms in the general case. This is,
however, most likely impossible to do in the general case by the techniques that we
have discussed. Particularly, if we consider non-flat metrics, then the computation of
the Wodzicki residues becomes extremely difficult. The difficulties are of the similar
kind as trying to prove the local index theorem from the commutator anomaly
(Fedosov/Calderon-formula) (see for example [Fe], [Fe2]) but our case is a lot harder.
Similar problems also appear in the index computation of Mickelsson and Paycha
in [MP2].
However, one special case of physical interest is the computation of the Schwinger
term in the dimension 5. In the case of the flat torus, the computation from the ’local
representation’ should be doable. The task would be to calculate all the Wodzicki-
residues coming from the regularized traces of commutators in (15.49), explicitly.
The difficulty here is that we need more terms from the asymptotic expansion of
F −  than just the leading part. Therefore, the symbol calculus needed to carry
out the computation becomes more complicated than in dimension three.
Computations in more general cases would need detailed study of the symbol
calculus, Clifford algebra and combinatorics of such local representations. This
problem might be very difficult. However, if we restrict the parameter space B to
flat connections and assume that the manifold has a flat metric, then we can easily
compute the local representations explicitly. Therefore, the problem is how to treat
the curvature corrections.
Another problem, that should be doable, is to obtain local representatives for the
differentials of the eta-cocycles (transgression forms), on the boundary directly. This
could be done, for example, using the trace-anomaly formula for Tr∂. The strategy
would be the same as before. Namely, we try to manipulate the expression under
the ’trace’ Tr∂ in terms of commutators and coboundaries (we have to restrict to the
vertical directions). This would give us a sort of non-commutative Stokes theorem,
since we would have an identity between coboundaries of bulk residues from theorem
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3 and the commutator anomalies on the boundary, modulo δ-coboundaries on the
boundary.
18. Appendix : Decomposing the forms F (dF )m
We give a direct way to decompose forms F (dF )m into standard form and give an
application of this decomposition. Here, we use the same assumptions as in Section
6 : Forms associated with families of Dirac operators. Also, we use the graded
commutator with the sign rule (6.4).
Proposition 48. Let ωk = F (dF )
k−1 be a k − 1 form on B, where k > 1 is an
integer. In the case where k is even and ωk is restricted to vertical directions, ωk
can be written in terms of commutators and δ-coboundaries. In the case k is odd,
a term proportional to θk−1 must be added to the commutator expansion.
Proof. First, restrict to the vertical directions to get
(18.1) ωk = Sk(F, [F, θ]
k−1).
Next, integrate by parts with respect to [F, ·]
ωk = −[F, Sk(F, θ, [F, θ]k−2)] + Sk([F, F ], θ, [F, θ]k−1)
= −[F, Sk(F, θ, [F, θ]k−2)] + 2Sk−1(θ, [F, θ]k−1),
(18.2)
where we have used [F, F ] = 2 and the definition of the graded symmetrizator. Now,
the claim follows, when we apply the lemma below to the term Sk(θ, [F, θ]
k−1). This
lemma can be used to calculate the commutator expansion explicitly by iteration.

Lemma 6. Let ωp,q be the following 2p+ q + 1 form on B
(18.3) ωp,q = Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, [F, θ]q),
where k = p + q + 1, p and q are positive integers. Then the forms ωp,q satisfy the
following iteration formula
ωp,q =
p+ 1
1− p− 2q [θ, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1)]− q − 1
1− p− 2q [F, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p+1, F, [F, θ]q−2)]
− δ(2 p+ q
1− p− 2qSk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1))− 2 q − 1
1− p− 2qωp+1,q−2.
(18.4)
Particularly, modulo coboundaries
ωp,q =
p+ 1
1− p− 2q [θ, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1)]− q − 1
1− p− 2q [F, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p+1, F, [F, θ]q−2)]
− 2 q − 1
1− p− 2qωp+1,q−2.
(18.5)
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Proof. First, we integrate by parts with respect to [θ, ·], to get
ωp,q = [θ, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1)]− Sk([θ, θ], [θ, θ]p, F, [F, θ]q−1)
+ (q − 1)Sk(θ, [θ, θ]p, F, [F, [θ, θ]], [F, θ]q−2),
(18.6)
where we have used [[F, θ], θ] = [F, [θ, θ]].
The final term given above is handled with integration by parts with respect to
[F, ·]
(q − 1)Sk(θ, [θ, θ]p, F, [F, [θ, θ]], [F, θ]q−2)
= −q − 1
p+ 1
[F, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p+1, F, [F, θ]q−2)] +
q − 1
p+ 1
Sk([F, θ], [θ, θ]
p+1, F, [F, θ]q−2)
− q − 1
p+ 1
Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p+1, [F, F ], [F, θ]q−2)
= −q − 1
p+ 1
[F, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p+1, F, [F, θ]q−2)]− q − 1
p+ 1
Sk([θ, θ]
p+1, F, [F, θ]q−1)
− 2q − 1
p+ 1
Sk−1(θ, [θ, θ]p+1, [F, θ]q−2)
= −q − 1
p+ 1
[F, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p+1, F, [F, θ]q−2)]− q − 1
p+ 1
Sk([θ, θ]
p+1, F, [F, θ]q−1)
− 2q − 1
p+ 1
ωp+1,q−2,
(18.7)
where we have used [F, F ] = 2, the definition of Sk and the definition of the forms
ωp+1,q−2. Therefore
ωp,q = [θ, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1)]− q − 1
p+ 1
[F, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p+1, F, [F, θ]q−2)]
− p+ q
p+ 1
Sk([θ, θ], [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1)− 2q − 1
p+ 1
ωp+1,q−2.
(18.8)
Now, we handle the third term above. We integrate by parts with respect to δ to
get
−Sk([θ, θ], [θ, θ]p, F, [F, θ]q−1) = 2Sk(δθ, [θ, θ]p, F, [F, θ]q−1)
= 2δSk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1) + 2Sk(θ, [θ, θ]p, δF, [F, θ]q−1)
= 2δSk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1) + 2Sk(θ, [θ, θ]p, [F, θ]q)
= 2δSk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1) + 2ωp,q,
(18.9)
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where we have used δF = [F, θ], [θ, θ] = −2δθ and the definition of the form ωp,q.
Combine everything to get
ωp,q = [θ, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1)]− q − 1
p+ 1
[F, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p+1, F, [F, θ]q−2)]
− 2δ p+ q
p+ 1
Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1) + 2
p+ q
p+ 1
ωp,q − 2q − 1
p+ 1
ωp+1,q−2.
(18.10)
Finally
ωp,q =
p+ 1
1− p− 2q [θ, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1)]− q − 1
1− p− 2q [F, Sk(θ, [θ, θ]
p+1, F, [F, θ]q−2)]
− δ(2 p+ q
1− p− 2qSk(θ, [θ, θ]
p, F, [F, θ]q−1))− 2 q − 1
1− p− 2qωp+1,q−2.
(18.11)

Corollary 7 (Standard form of the eta-k form). The eta-k form
(18.12) ηk = TrF (dF )
k−1,
when restricted to vertical directions, can be written in terms of the regularized
traces of commutators and δ-coboundaries. Furthermore, if the manifold M is even
dimensional, then we have to add a term proportional to Trsθ
k−1.
Proof. 
We give an application of the above results. This is a generalization of a result
in [MP]. First, we recall the set up in that paper.
Let M be an odd dimensional closed spin manifold and let E be a trivial complex
vector bundle over M . Denote by B the Hermitean connections on E. Furthermore,
let ðb denote the Dirac operator coupled to connection b in B and acting on square-
integrable spinor fields. Define the following open sets
(18.13) Uλ = {z ∈ B|λ /∈ spec(ðb)},
where λ is a real number. Then the grading operator Fλ,b =
ðb−λ
|ðb−λ| , for b ∈ Uλ is well
defined. Furthermore, the family so defined is smooth with respect to the parameter
b in Uλ.
Moreover, the forms
(18.14) ωˆk,λ = Fλ(dFλ)
k−1
are well defined over Uλ.
We let Tr denote the standard regularized trace as above (we may have to project
out the zero-mode sector in the weight). Recall, that for k even
(18.15) dωˆk,λ = (dFλ)
k =
1
2
[Fλ(dFλ)
k, Fλ].
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Thus Trdωˆk,λ is local, given by the Wodzicki residue. Therefore on Uλ there exists
a local counter-term Cλ such that dCλ = −Trdωˆk,λ = dTrωˆk,λ (see [MP], for the
precise formula for the counterterm).
Proposition 49. Consider the forms ωˆk,λ and their counterterms Cλ as above. Put
(18.16) ηˆk,λ = Trωˆk,λ
and
(18.17) ηˆk,λ,ren = Trωˆk,λ + Cλ.
Then the form ηˆk,λ,ren defines a closed form for any integer k ≥ 1 on Uλ. Further-
more, if we restrict the form ηˆk,λ,ren to vertical directions, then this form is given
by the Wodzicki residues, modulo δ-coboundaries.
Proof. That the form is closed, follows directly from definitions. We still have to
check the locality, but this follows from Proposition 48. 
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